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Varieties of alfine modules 
By B. CSÁKÁNY in Szeged 
Let R be a ring with unit element. Any n-ary ( « > 0 ) polynomial f = f ( x 1 , ...,x„) 
of a unital right R-module A is of the f o r m 
(1) x1Q1 + —+x„e„ 
where e .SR ( / = 1, . . . , n). Denote by I the family of all polynomials of A satisfying 
2 Q i = l . We can associate with A the algebra A * = ( A ; / ) which will be called an 
i 
affine module over R. 
Affine modules were introduced by OSTERMANN and SCHMIDT in [9]; in the 
case when R is a field this notion coincides with that of the affine space over R, 
t rea ted by MAC LANE a n d BIRKHOFF in [2]. In [6] GIVANT, charac te r iz ing variet ies 
in which all algebras are free, announced that all affine spaces over a division ring 
(defined similarly) form such a variety. 
In what follows we show that all affine modules over any ring with unit element 
form a variety and we give an abstract characterization (in terms of subalgebras 
and congruences) u p to (rational) equivalence in MAL'CEV'S sense (see [3], Chapter 9) 
for varieties of affine modules. Such varieties over commutative rings as well as 
over fields are also characterized. Finally, we show that any variety of affine modules 
determines its " r ing of scalars" u p to isomorphism. 
The basic terminology we use is adopted f r o m [1]. Note , however, that we will 
denote polynomial symbols and polynomials induced by them in the same way. Some-
times we write (0 1 ; . . . , g„) instead of the polynomial / given by (1). The base sets 
of algebras A, B, ... will be denoted by A, B, ... . All rings which occur in the follow-
ing are supposed to have a unit element and all modules will be unital right modules. 
We shall denote the class of all R-modules by Jt (R), and the class of all affine mod-
ules over R by CR/(R). For any R-module B the associated affine module will always 
be denoted by B*. 
P r o p o s i t i o n . For any ring R, si(R) is a variety. 
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P r o o f . Let A be an R-module, and suppose that M is a 
subalgebra of A*. Choose an s£M. We show that Ms— {m — s\m€.M} is the base 
set of a submodule M s of A, and M s M * ^ ( R ) . Indeed, if a,b£M, g£R, then 
(a—s) + (b~s) = ( 1, - 1 , 1 )(a,s,b)-s£Ms and ( a - s ) g = (Q, — g, 1 )(a, s, s)—s£Ms 
hold. Further, let m<p=m — s for any m£M; then for arbitrary q1, . . . , gn£R (with 
sum 1) and m1, ...,m„£M we have 
(Qi, •••, Qn)(mi9, — ,mn<p) = 2 Qi™i - 2 Qis = 2 Oimi~s = i i * 
= ({Qi, Qn)(m!, m„))(p, 
hence (p is an isomorphism of M onto M*. 
H( ,s / (R))^ ,s^(R) . If 0 is a congruence relation (shortly: congruence) on A*, 
then 6 is a congruence on A, too: a = alt b = b1 (6) (a, at, b, b1£A) imply a + b = 
= (1, - 1 , l)(a, 0, 6) = ( 1, - 1 , 1 ) ( % , 0 , ^ = ^ + ^ ( 0 ) and ag = (Q, l-g)(a,0) = 
=(8, i-e)(a1,0)=a1e(d) for any q£R. Hence A*/0 = (A¡0)* follows immediately. 
P ( j ^ ( R ) ) g ^ ( R ) , since n(A*\j£J) = (n(Aj\jiJ))*. This completes the proof . 
T h e o r e m 1. A variety 01 is equivalent to sd(R) for some ring R if and only if 
in any algebra of 9!, every subalgebra is a block of a unique 
congruence, and every block of any congruence is a subalgebra. 
P r o o f . Observe first, that condition ( * ) means exactly that ffi is Hamiltonian 
(i.e., subalgebras are blocks of congruences; cf. [8]), idempotent (ail operations 
are idempotent) and regular (see, e.g., [5]). Note that subalgebras and congruences 
are invariant under equivalence of varieties; hence to prove the necessity of con-
dition ( * ) it is enough to deal with the variety s4 (R) for an arbitrarily chosen ring R. 
Clearly, is idempotent. In order to show regularity we apply the charac-
terization of regular varieties in [5]. As for the operation (1, —1, 1), the identity 
(1, —1, 1 )(x, x, z)=z and the identical implication (1, —1, 1 )(x, y, z)=z=>x=y are 
fulfilled, J / ( R ) is regular. Finally, if A is an R-module and M is a subalgebra of A*, 
then — as we have seen in the preceding proof — M is a block of a congruence 
of A. By the definition of operations, all congruences of A are also congruences 
of A*. Thus M i s a block of a congruence of A*; hence sd(R) is Hamiltonian. 
The proof of sufficiency needs the following lemma which is analogous to 
Lemma 2 in [4] : 
L e m m a 1. Let 3% be a Hamiltonian, idempotent and regular variety. Suppose 
let B, C be subalgebras of A such that BUC generates A and BC\C consists 
of a single element e. Then Ass B x C and there exists an isomorphism cp: A — B X C 
such that for any b£B and c€C, bcp = (b, e) and c(p — {e, c) hold. 
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O u t l i n e o f p r o o f . The Hamil tonian property and regularity of ^ imply that 
B and C determine uniquely the congruences /?, resp. y of A, for which they are 
blocks. Fo r any a£A there exist a unique b£B and a unique c £ C with a = b(y) and 
a = c{P). The mapping q> defined by aq> = (b, c) is the desired isomorphism of A 
onto B x C . Details — mutatis mutandis — may be found in [4]. 
We prove the sufficiency by constructing a suitable ring R for any Hamil tonian, 
idempotent and regular variety ffl such that s i ( R ) will be equivalent to &>,. We estab-
lish the equivalence of these classes with the use of the following fac t : varieties 
J f and S£ are equivalent if and only if there exists a weak isomorphism (in the sense 
of GOETZ [7]) between the countably generated free algebras of these classes, which 
induces a one-to-one correspondence between free generating sets. To make so, we 
need a further lemma. 
L e m m a 2. Let R be an arbitrary ring. If F is a free algebra over Jt(R) with 
the free generating set X, then F* is a free algebra over si (R) with the free generating 
set { 0 } U I 
P r o o f . Suppose that in F* the equality 
(2) (EI> •••, Qm)(yix, •••, = (Pi, . . . , O„)OA> ••• ' yjJ 
holds, where o^R, 2Qk= = a n c* J; , y, €{0}UAT. We may assume that k I. k I 
the as well as the yJt are pairwise different. It is enough to prove that (2) holds 
identically in si(R).*) If none of yt and yJt equals 0(€F), then we may consider 
(2) as an equality in F, which holds identically in *#(R), and hence in ^ ( R ) , too. 
Suppose now, e.g., = 0 . If none of yJt equals 0, then j ^ i ^ H 6m = 
= y j a1-\ \-yj a„ in F, and this equality holds identically in any R-module. Con-
sider R as an.R-module and substitute for each y^ and yj in this equality. 
Then we get q2-\ bem = <7iH f-<r„(=l), whence g i = 0 . Hence it follows that (2) 
holds identically in s i ( R ) . 
In the remainder case, let yj =0 for some / (1 ^l^n). Now the above considera-
tion shows that J . - ^ H \ - y i m e m = y j l O i + - - - + y J l ^ l - i + y J l + 1 ( T l + 1 + - - - + y j n ( r „ 
holds identically in any R-module and q1 = (t,. Therefore, a ^ + a . - o2H hat q.,,= 2 m 
= aji<r1-\ l-aji_i<rl-1 + a(jl + aji + iijl+1-i ^ajnan f ° r arbitrary elements a, aik, aJ[ 
(with a i k = aj t whenever y ik of any R-module. This means that (2) holds identically 
in si(R), completing the proof of Lemma 2. 
Let F012 be a free algebra over a Hamiltonian, idempotent and regular variety 
01 (which will be fixed in the sequel) with the free generating set {XQ, X̂  , X2 }. Let 
F 0 1 and F0 2 denote the subalgebras of F012 generated by {x0, Xj} and {x0, x2}, respec-
*) This means: "if in (2) we replace yiv •••,yjn by polynomial symbols x,v ..., xJn respectively, 
and polynomials by the associated polynomial symbols, then we get an identity in stf(R)". 
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tively. Then F 0 1 U F 0 2 generates F012. On the other hand, F 0 i r i F 0 2 = {x0}. Indeed, 
let x £ F 0 i n F 0 2 ; then there exist binary polynomials g and h over F0 1 2 such tha t 
x=g(x„, x1)=h(xQ, x2). The second equality holds identically in 3t\ hence, by 
idempotency, we have x=g{xQ, x^—hix^, X 0 )=X 0 . Thus, we can apply L e m m a 1: 
F 0 1 2 s = F 0 1 x F 0 2 , and there exists an isomorphism <p such tha t for any b inary poly-
nomial k over F012 (k(x0, Xj))q> = (k(x0, x ^ , x 0 ) and (k(x0, x2j)(p = (x0, k(x0, x2)). 
We can find a ternary p o l y n o m i a l / o v e r F0 1 2 such that ( / ( x 0 , x1, x2)) <p = <x t , x 2 ) . 
Let F^ denote the free algebra over 01 with countable free generating set 
{x„, xl, ...}, and for any x, j C F ^ , let x+y=f(x0, x, y). This binary algebraic func-
tion over F will be called addition. We show that (Fa; + ) is an Abelian group . 
First, <Xj, x2> = ( / ( x 0 , x x , x2j)<p =f(x0<p, x x (p , x2(p) = / « x 0 , x0>), (x1, x 0 ) , <x0, x2>) = 
= (f(x0,x1,x0),f(x0,x0,x2)). Hence / ( x , y, x) —f(x, x, y) =y is an identity in 01. 
Then for any xCF,,, we get x + x 0 = / ( x 0 , x, x 0 ) = x , and similarly, x 0 + x = x ; i.e., x 0 
is the zero element for the addition. 
Let now F„0n be a free algebra over 3& with free generating set {yl, ..., y„, 
x0, xlf ..., x„}. Let Fn 0 and F0„ denote the subalgebras of Fn0„ generated by 
{x„, x1, . . . , x„} and {x0, y\, ..., yn}, respectively. Lemma 1 applied to algebras F„0n , 
F„0 and F0n furnishes the following fact : F„0n as F„0 X F0n and there exists an i somorph-
ism i¡/ such tha t for any (n + l)-ary polynomial / over Fn0„ ( / (x 0 , x1, ...,x„))i¡/ = 
= (l(x0,x1, ...,xn),x0) and ( /(x0 , y1} ..., yn))\f/ = (x0, l(x0, ylt ..., y j ) hold. This 
implies 
(3) p(f(xo, y j , . . . , / ( x 0 , x„, yn)) =f(x0, p{xx,..., x„), p(yx, .:., yn)) 
for any M-ary polynomial p over Fn0„. Indeed, 
p{f(xo. , yd, • • •, fixo, x„, ;>„)) = 
= (p(./(x0\lf, x ^ , y ^ ) , ... ,f(x0ij/, x„i¡j, yA))^-1 = 
= ( / > ( / « * 0 , *o)> (xlt x0>, <x0, J i » , ... , / « x 0 , x 0 ) , <x„, x0>, (x0, y„))\p~x = 
= (p(f(x0, X0), ...,/(x0, x„, x0j),p(f(x0, x0> J>i), . . . , / ( x 0 , X0, j J ) ) ^ - 1 = 
= <p(x 1 ; . . . , *„),/>(>!, = 
= (f(x0,p(x1, . . . , x„), x 0 ) , / ( x 0 , x0,p(yx, ..., y^))^-1 = 
= ( / « * 0 , *o>, (p(xi, . . . , *„), X0>, ( x 0 , / > O i , •••, J „ )» ) iA _ 1 = 
= (f(xo f , (p(xi,..., *„))!A, (p(yi, •••,yn№))4>~x = 
= f(x0,p(x1, ...,xn),p(yi, ...,y„)). 
Since (3) holds identically in 01, fo r p—f and for any x,y, z£Fm we get 
X + (y + Z) = f ( f ( x 0 , x0, x 0 ) , / ( x 0 , X, x 0 ) , / ( x 0 , y,z)) = 
= f(xo,f(xo,x,y),f(x0,x0,z)) = (x+y)+z, 
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i.e. the addition is associative. Commutativity of addition may be checked analog-
ously. Finally, again by (3), 
X~\~f(X! Xa, xQ) — / ( X 0 , / ( X 0 , x, x 0 ) , / ( x , x 0 , x 0 ) ) = 
= f( f(X(j, x 0 , x ) , / ( x 0 , X, x 0 ) , / ( x 0 , Xq , X0)) = f ( x , X, x0) = x 0 , 
showing that / ( x , x 0 , x0) is the additive inverse of x in F^ . 
Let us consider the set R of all unary algebraic functions over FM which in-
volve no constants unless x„. Fo r each such function t there exists a binary poly-
nomial t over such that XT = ;(X0 ,X) for any x £ F r a . We define addition and 
multiplication on R as follows: 
x (TJ + T2) = XTJ+XTJ, x i ^ T A ) = (XT3) T2 . 
It may be seen immediately that R is closed under these operations; fur thermore, addi-
tion is associative, commutative and invertible (namely, x ( — T ) = / ( i ( x 0 , x), x 0 , x0)), 
while multiplication is associative, left distributive and has a unit element (namely, 
the identical function). Right distributivity follows f rom (3): 
* ( f r i + ^a) xa) = + xr2) t 3 = /3 (x0 , / ( x 0 , h (x„, x), i2 (x0, x))) = 
= f{x0, ¿3(x 0 , / a ( x 0 , x ) ) , t3(x0, I 2 ( x 0 , x ) ) ) = (XT1)T3 + (XT2)T3 = x (T 1 T 3 + T2T3). 
Thus, R=<J? ; + , • ) is a ring with unit element. Let and R = <-R; + , • ) 
a ring isomorphic to R under the one-to-one correspondence 
To get the desired equivalence we show the existence of a weak isomorphism 
X of the free affine module G over R with countable generating set onto Fra which 
maps the free generating set of G onto that of F t u . By Lemma 2, G may be given 
in the fo rm G = F*, where F is the free R-module with countable free generating set 
{x1,x2, ...}, and the free generators of F* are {0, x 1 ; x 2 , ...}; then each element 
of G can be written in the form x ^ - j 1-x,- q,„, where g l t . . . , g m are . non-zero 
elements of R, and this representation is unique (empty sum is allowed). 
Define now x by ( x ^ H |-x t om)z=^i1 i?iH hx ; gm (at the right hand 
side, x ik are free generators of F01, addition and "scalars" are the above-defined 
algebraic functions on Fm). Furthermore, let 0/=x0. Then x maps the free gen-
erating set of G onto that of F m . Observe that y is one-to-one; indeed, if 
(4) xile1+--- +ximQm = xjl(T1 + ... +XjntTn 
holds in F (0, then (4) (which is a short form for the equality of two elements of F m , 
whose full expression involves the p o l y n o m i a l s / , ^ , ...,rm, s1, ..., s„ and the free 
generators x0, xt , ..., Xi , Xj , . . . , Xj ) holds identically in 01. Replace all xifc and xjt, 
except x^ by x 0 ; then, using idempotency of all rk and st we get ^(XQ, x i i ) = x 0 unless 
xii=xji for some /. But ri (x0 , x,- i)=x0 holds also identically in 01, whence it follows 
{?! = () in R, a contradiction. Thus we conclude that xli=xJi and rx(x0, x^) = 
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= s , ( x 0 , x j ) = s t (x 0 , X^), whence Q1 = al in R. N o w a trivial induction shows tha t 
the two sides of (4) are the same. 
To prove that x is onto we use (3) in the fo rm p{(x1+y1), ..., (x„ + v„)) = 
=p(x1, ..., x„) +p(y!, •••, y„) (i.e., addition in F ra commutes with all polynomials) . 
Any element of F(0 can be written in the f o r m p(x0, . . . , x f ) ; but 
p(x0, ..., x,) = p(x0 + x0+'-~ + x 0 , x 0 + x 1 + x 0 + --- + x 0 , . . . , x 0 + • • • + x 0 + x t ) •= 
.= P ( X 0 , Xq , . . . , X0) -\-p (x0 , , X 0 , . . . , X 0 ) H +/? (x0 , ..., XQ, Xf). 
For any i ( l s i s f ) there exists a binary polynomial pt such tha t 
p{x0, ... , Xq, X(, Xq, ... , Xq) = Pi(x0, XJ). 
Hence 
p{x0, . . . , X,) = P I ( X 0 , X 1 ) + ••• +p, ( x 0 , x t ) = X, 711 + ••• +XF7TT = (x17C1+ ••• + X,nt)X> 
where the unary algebraic funct ions n, in R are defined by x7r;=p ;(x0 , x). 
T o complete the proof , we need a one-to-one correspondence ( between all 
polynomials G and F w with the property that fo r any ra-ary polynomial q of G a n d 
for arbitrary yx, ...,yn£G the equality 
(5) (q(yx,...,y„))x ='(q0(yix, •••>ynx) 
holds. Since polynomials of G are the same as (fundamental) operations, every 
polynomial of G is of the fo rm (ih, . . . , {?„), where glt ...,g„£R, = Let i 
((8i, 0n)C)(zi ' •••>zn) = zi8i+'---+znQn- There is an w-ary algebraic funct ion of 
F(u on the right side; we show that in fact it is a polynomial . Since 9t is Hamil tonian , 
the subalgebra H of F(0 generated by {x1,.... x„} is a block fo r some congruence 
e of F r a . Then x101H 1- xngn = x1g1-{ h x1 g„ = xx (0), whence Xi g1 H 1- x„ gn € H . 
Thus, there exists an w-ary polynomial r of F 0 such that x1 gt H 1 - x n g n = r ( x 1 , ..., xn). 
Hence z1g1 + ---+zngn = r(z1, ...,zn) follows for any zx, ...,z„£Fa. 
To show that f is onto and one-to-one we may proceed similarly as in the case 
of x, but we must take into consideration that now the q{ may equal 0. Finally we 
prove (5) for q={g1, ..., g„) and arbitrary elements yi=x1Tilj i - T i t 0 = 1, . . . , n) 
of G. We have 
{Q{YI, VN))Z = (X1(T1 101+ ••• +xnlgn)+ ••• +x,(rltQ1 + ••• +zn,g„))x = 
= + ••• +T n l^ n )H \-xt(znlei + --+Tn,Qn) = 
= (*ItIIH— +(x1Tnl+ ••• +x,rnt)g„ = (qC)(yiX, •••,ynx), 
which was needed. 
Call a variety si Abelian if in all algebras of s4 any two operations c o m m u t e 
(i.e., for any m-ary g and n-ary h, 
g(h(xn, . . . , x l n ) , ...,h(xml, . . . ,x m „) ) = h(g(xu,..., x m l ) , . . . , ( x l n , . . . , x j ) 
is an identity in si). 
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T h e o r e m 2. A variety 0t is equivalent to si(R) for some commutative ring R 
if and only if M is Abelian and satisfies condition (*). 
P r o o f . O n the base of Theorem 1, necessity is obvious f rom the description 
of operations on affine modules and the definition of Abelian varieties. Let now 0 
be an Abelian variety satisfying ( * ) . With notations used in the proof of Theorem 1, 
we have to show that the ring R of all unary algebraic functions on involving 
no other constants than x0, is commutative. Let qx, £?2€R;, then for any x£Fm, 
x(QiQ2) = r2(x0, r^Xo, *)) = r2(rx(xo, x0), r , (x 0 , x)) = 
•= fi(r2(xo, x0), r2(x0, x)) = r^Xu, r2(x, x)) = x(q2q1), 
i e-, 62 = 6261-
T h e o r e m 3. A variety 0t is equivalent to the variety of all'affine modules 
(=affine spaces) over a field if and only if 0t is Abelian, equationally complete and 
satisfies condition (*). 
P r o o f . In view of the preceding theorems, necessity is implied by Givant 's 
result mentioned in the introduction. Let now 0t be an equationally complete Abelian 
variety satisfying ( * ). It is enough to show that the function ring R is simple. In other 
words, we need the following fact : if a commutative ring with unit element, say P , 
• has a proper ideal J , then the variety ^ ' o f all affine modules over P has a proper 
(non-trivial) subvariety. 
We may assume that P / J is not isomorphic to P. Let ft denote that block of 
the congruence determined by J which contains n ( £ P ) . With any affine module 
over P / J we can associate an affine module over P with the same base set by defining 
the operations as follows: , . . . , nk) (yt, ..., yk) = , . . . , nk)(yx, . . . , J*). Apply-
ing the closure operators S, H and P, one can easily check that the affine modules 
over P obtained by such a way form a subvariety of 0. Moreover, 0' is equiv-
alent to the variety of all affine modules over P / J , whence, especially, follows that 
<T is non-trivial. Finally, 0—0' implies that the variety of all affine modules over P 
is equivalent to the variety of all affine modules over P / J . The following theorem 
shows that this is not the case, and thus 0' is a proper subvariety of 0, qu.e.d. 
T h e o r e m 4 . I f , for any rings R, and R 2 , si(RJ and J ^ ( R 2 ) are equivalent„ 
then R, and R2 are isomorphic. 
P r o o f . F o r i— 1, 2, R ( when considered as an R r m o d u l e is a free R-module 
with the free generator 1. Lemma 2 implies that Rf — as an affine module over Rf — 
is free in <s/(Rf) with the free generating set {0, 1}. As is equivalent to si (R2) 
there exists a weak isomorphism x of R* onto R2 such that 0 / = 0 , l x = l , with cor-
respondence of polynomials Let, especially, (q , 1 — e )C=(e ' , 1 - e ' j for any binary 
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polynomial (g, 1 — g) of R*. Define the mapping <p\ R±^R2 by gcp — g'. Since C is 
one-to-one and onto, the same is valid for (p. We show that cp is an i somorphism 
of onto R 2 ; for this aim, it suffices to show that (p is homomorphic . 
First we prove 
(6) ( 1 , - 1 , l t f = ( 1 , - 1 , 1 ) . • 
Let (1, - 1 , l )C=(a , P, 7); then using (5) for q={ 1, - 1 , 1) and yx=1, y2=y3=0, we 
obtain a = l . Similarly we get /? = —1, y = l. . 
N o w f r o m (5) and (6) it follows 
(x+yY = ((x+yY, 1 - ( x + j ; ) ' ) ( l , 0) = ((x+y, 1 - ( x + j ) ) ( l , 0))x = 
= ((1, - 1 , 1)((*, l - x ) ( l , 0 ) , 0 , ( j , l - j ) ( l , 0 ) ) ) Z = 
= (1, -1; 1)(((*, 1 - * ) ( 1 , Q))x, Ox, ((y, 1 -y)(i, 0))Z) = 
= (1, - 1 , l ) ( (x ' , 1 - x ' ) ( l , 0), 0, ( / , 1 - / ) ( 1 , 0)) = x'+/. 
Finally, for any x,y£R^ we have (xy)x=(xy+§{\-y))x=(y\ l - / ) t a > 0 ) = 
= (xx)y\ whence 
(xyY - (1 x)(xyY = (1 xy)x = (1 x)x-y = (1 X)x'y' = x'y', 
completing the proof. 
N o t e that the proof of theorem 3 indicates also, the following result: A variety 
of fo rm .s/(R) is equationally complete if and only if R is a simple ring. 
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Hamiltonian varieties of universal algebras 
By L. KLUKOVITS in Szeged 
A group is called Hamil tonian if its every subgroup is normal . Generalizing 
this notion, T. EVANS [4] introduced the Hamil tonian property of loops. H e called 
a loop A Hamil tonian if its every subloop is a block of certain congruence of A, 
and proved that a variety of loops is Hamil tonian (i.e., every loop is Hamil tonian 
in the variety) if and only if it is a variety of Abelian groups. In this paper we shall 
study a natural generalization of this notion for universal algebras and describe 
the Hamiltonian varieties of universal algebras. Our way is independent of that of 
Evans and furnishes, among others, a new proof of his result, too. 
D e f i n i t i o n . A universal algebra (shortly: algebra) (A; Q) is called Hamiltonian 
if its every subalgebra is a block of some congruence of (A; Q). A variety of algebras 
is called Hamil tonian if every algebra is Hamiltonian in it. 
This condition was applied in some earlier papers of K . SHODA [6] and B. CsA-
KANY [3]. 
We shall often use the following lemma which is a special case of a theorem of 
MAL'CEV ([5] T h e o r e m 5). 
L e m m a . Let (A; Q) be an algebra and B a subset of A. The subset B is a block 
of some congruence of (A; Q) if and only if for any translation x of A either Bx £ B 
or Bxf]B=0 (Bx is the image of B under the mapping x). 
The Hamil tonian varieties are characterized by the following 
T h e o r e m 1. A variety of algebras 91 is Hamiltonian if and only if for any 
n-ary polynomial symbol g there exists a ternary polynomial symbol kg such that the 
identity 
(*) g(xli x2' ••• > xn) = kg{xQ, g(x0, X2, ••• , X„), Xj) 
holds in 2f. , .. . 
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P r o o f . Let the variety 21 be Hamiitonian and consider the free algebra F ( £ 2 i ) 
generated by the set {x0, x x , . . . , x„}. For any «-ary polynomial symbolg, the mapping 
x: y-*g(y, x2, ...,x„) (y(LF) is a translation of F. Consider the subalgebra A of 
F generated by the set x2, ..., x„), Xj}. Since x0z£A, by the lemma, we 
have xit£A. Thus there exists a ternary polynomial symbol kg such that the equality 
xlX — S(X 1> X2> ••• » Xn) — kgfa O.J 8(X0' X2 J ••• 3 Xh)> Xl) 
holds. Since F is a free algebra of the variety 21 this equality is an identity in 91. 
Now, we suppose that for every n-ary polynomial symbol g of the variety 21 
there exists a ternary polynomial symbol kg of 21 satisfying the identity ( * ) . Let 
D(£2I ) be any algebra and A a subalgebra of D. Consider a translation x of D such 
that ax£A for some a£A. This translation can be given by a polynomial symbol 
*2> •••,*„): ax=g(a, d2, ...,dn) where d2, ..., dn^D. Then, using ( * ) , for any 
element b ^ A ) we have 
bx = g(b, d2, ..., dn) = kg(a, g{a, <4, ..., d„), b) 
and therefore bzdA. By the lemma, the proof is complete. 
In theorems 2—5 we establish some basic properties of Hamiitonian algebras. 
T h e o r e m 2. For any algebra A the following two conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A is Hamiitonian, , 
(ii) any subalgebra of A generated by three elements is a block of some congruence 
of A. 
P r o o f . Since (i)=>(ii) is obvious it is enough to prove that (ii)=>(i). Suppose 
that every subalgebra of A generated by three elements is a block of certain con-
gruence of A but A has such subalgebra Ax which is not a block of any congruence 
of A. Thus, by the lemma, there are elements alt a2, a3 in A and A has a translation 
t such that a 1 t = a 2 and a ix^_A1. Now the subalgebra of A generated by the set of 
three elements {a1, a2, a3} is not a block of any congruence in view of the lemma and 
we have got a contradiction, which completes the proof. 
T h e o r e m 3. The Hamiitonian property is local. 
P r o o f . We shall show if an algebra A is not Hamiitonian then it has a finitely 
generated subalgebra which is not Hamiitonian. 
Let A be any algebra and Ax a subalgebra of A which is not a block of any 
congruence of A. Now, by the lemma, A has a translation x (ax=g(a,a2, ...,a„) 
for every a £A) and At has elements b, c, d such that 
bx — c and dz^A^. 
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Consider the subaigebra A2 of A generated by the finite set {b, c, d, a2, ..., *?„}. 
The algebra A 1 f lA 2 is such a subaigebra of A2 which is not a block of any con-
gruence of A2 (T is a translation of A2 , too). The proof is complete. 
The reader can prove in a routine way the next 
T h e o r e m 4. Any homomorphic image and any subaigebra of a Hamiltonian 
algebra is Hamiltonian, too. 
In view of Birkhoff's characterization of varieties, by Theorems 3 and 4 the 
following question is raised: does the class of all Hamiltonian algebras of the same 
type form a variety? The answer is in the negative. Indeed, the Cartesian square of 
the quaternion group is not Hamiltonian. 
T h e o r e m 5. In any category of Hamiltonian algebras the epimorpliisms are 
surjections. 
P r o o f . Let A and B be Hamiltonian algebras. Suppose that the epimorphism 
e: A—B is not surjective. Then B has a proper subaigebra C which is the image 
of A under the epimorphism s. Since B is Hamiltonian, it has a congruence 9C such 
that C is a block of 6C. Consider the following homomorphisms a l 5 a2 f rom B into 
B/0C: 
¿a, = [b] 0C, b<x2 = C 
for all b£B. Now, it is clear that ea 1 =ea 2 . But a ^ o ^ which is a contradiction. 
T h e o r e m 6. (T. EVANS [4].) A variety 91 of loops is Hamiltonian if and only 
if it is a variety of Abelian groups. 
P r o o f . Let the variety 21 of loops be Hamiltonian. Then is (polynomially) 
equivalent to a variety 91 of all unital right R-modules over a ring R with identity 
element (see [3], Theorem 4). Every operation of can be written as a sum of unary 
operations [2] and therefore we have the identity 
(*) xoy = xa+y/i 
where " o " is the operation of the loop and a, Under this equivalence the 
identity element e of the loop corresponds to the zero element of R. Substituting 
x = e and y = e respectively we have got a = /? = 1 (the identity element of R). Thus the 
operation of the loop is associative and commutative. 
In an earlier paper [7] we studied the Abelian property of universal algebras. 
We called the algebra (A; Q) Abelian, if for any operations fi and v (m- and n-ary, 
erespctively) and any matrix (ay)„xm over A the equality 
(«n ••• aim/*) ••• (am ••• anmfi)v = (an ... anlv) ... (alm ... anmv)n 
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holds. It is easy to verify that for varieties of loops, rings and lattices the Abel ian 
and the Hamil tonian properties coincide, i.e., if a variety of loops (rings, lattices) 
is Hamil tonian then it is Abelian, and conversely. Therefore, a natural quest ion 
can be raised: do the two properties coincide a t any variety? The answer is in the 
negative. We can find a counter example among the varieties.of unital semimodules 
over a semiring [2]. 
T h e o r e m . 7. The variety 9i of all unital right semimodules over a semiring R 
with identity element is Hamiltonian if and only if R is a ring. 
P r o o f . Let F £ 9 l be a free algebra with the set of free generators {x0, xi, ..., x„}. 
Any polynomial symbol g ( x 1 ; x 2 , . . . , x„ ) of can be written in the f o r m 
. . . , x „ ) = • • •+x„y„ 
where yx, ..., yn£R. If 9? is Hamiltonian we have, by Theorem 1, ternary polynomial 
symbol kg (x, y, z)=xxt +yx2 + zx3 such that in F the equality 
*iyi+*?y2+ ••• +*nln = x0>i1 + (x0y1.+ x2y2+ ••• + xny„)x2 + x1x3 
holds. Since F is a free algebra in 9? this equality is an identity in 9? and we have 
the following set of equations 
( * ) x 1 + y1x2 = 0, x3 = yu yfJi2 = yt (i = 2,3, ..., n). 
This set of equations has to be valid for any polynomial symbol g with suitable 
xlt %2 and x3. If y ,= l for / = 1 , . . . . ,« we have got f r o m ( * ) that x2 = x3=l and 
Xi x2=0, hence it follows x1= — l, therefore R is a ring. 
On the other hand, if R is a ring then the set of equations ( * ) can be solved a t 
any yf ( / = 1 , . . . , « ) . Indeed, xt=— ylt x2=l and x3=y1 are solutions. 
T h e o r e m 8. The variety 9i of all unital right semimodules over a semiring 
R with identity element is Abelian if and only if R is a commutative semiring. 
P r o o f . Let the variety 9? be Abelian and consider the following opera t ion 
" o " of SR: 
x1ox2 = x1oc + x2p, 
where a, f}£R. Since the semiring R under its own addition and right multiplication 
is a unital R-semimodule in 9i, by the definition of the Abelian property, we have 
a)? = y?a, using the matrix 
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Such operations can be constructed by any elements a, ft of R and thus we have 
proved that the multiplication in R is commutat ive. 
The sufficiency is obvious. 
Since the classes of rings and commutat ive semirings do not contain each other 
there exist Abelian and non Hamil tonian varieties and conversely. 
The author expresses his thanks to B. CSAKANY for his valuable suggestions 
dur ing the elaboration of this theme. 
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Varieties of idempotent medial quasigroups 
By B. CSÁKÁNY and L. MEGYESI in Szeged 
Quasigroups are algebras with three binary operations • , /, and \ , called 
multiplication, right, and left division, respectively, which are connected by the 
identities 
(1) xy/y = y\yx = (x/y)y = >'(.F\.X) = X. 
A quasigroup Q is idempotent if its multiplication is idempotent . Q is called medial if, 
for the multiplication, the identity 
(2) (xy)(uv) = (xu)(yv) 
holds. These two conditions — separately as well as jointly — were studied by several 
a u t h o r s ; s ee , e . g . , STEIN [11] a n d BELOUSOV [2], [3]. 
In what follows we apply the results of the preceding paper [7] to characterize 
varieties of idempotent medial quasigroups, especially the variety of all such quasi-
groups and equationally complete varieties of them as well. The considerations we 
made are closely related with the recent investigations of MITSCHKE and WERNER [10]; 
as a matter of fact, the groupoids involved in [10] are equivalent to special idempotent 
medial quasigroups. 
We will use the conventions of [7] without fur ther references. We write abc 
instead of (ab)c ; more generally, the absence of parentheses in any product indicates 
that multiplication must be performed f r o m left to right even in the case when ex-
ponents occur; e.g., a(bc2)d denotes (a((bc)cj)d. Let P denote the ring of all rational 
/ ( * ) ' 
functions of f o r m — -, where f(x)£Z[x] and k, I are non-negative integers. 
T h e o r e m 1. The variety 0> of all idempotent medial quasigroups is equivalent 
to the variety of all affine modules over P . Any variety M of idempotent medial quasi-
groups is equivalent to the variety of all affine modules over some homomorphic image 
of P. 
2 A 
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P r o o f . To prove that 0 is equivalent to .s/(R) for some commutat ive ring R, 
it is enough to show that 0 is regular, idempotent, Abelian and Hamil tonian. Indeed, 
in this case 0 satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2 in [7]. 
Any variety of quasigroups is regular [6]. As Stein observed [11], in any quasi-
group the idempotency of multiplication implies the idempotency of both divisions; 
hence 0 is idempotent. Again by [11], f rom mediality of multiplication follows the 
mediality of divisions, and so each fundamental operation in 0 . commutes with itself; 
in order to prove that 0 is Abelian it remains to show that they commute with each 
other. Using (1) and (2) we obtain 
x/yuju = (x/yu/v)(yv)/yv = xu/yv, . 
and similarly we get the other two desired identities. 
Let Q £ 0 and consider an arbitrary subquasigroup A of Q. Then the distinct 
sets of fo rm Aq = {aq\a£A}, where q is a fixed element of Q, furnish a parti t ion of Q. 
Indeed, suppose AbDAc^ 0 (b, c£Q). We have to prove AbQAc. There exist ax, a2 
A such that axb = a2c. Take an a3 f rom A; then 
a3b = (a3/at)b = ((aja.jb) ( ( a j a ^ i ^ b ^ c ) = ((ajajia^a^c; 
i.e., AbQAc. Now the mediality implies that this partition is compatible with the 
quasigroup operations, showing that A is a congruence class in Q. Thus, the Ha-
miltonian property of 0 is established. 
Thus, 0 is equivalent to si(R) for some R. We have to prove that R is a homo-
morphic image of P . The set R equipped with the ring addition and right multiplica-
tions is a free R-module with the free generator 1. By Lemma 2 in [7], the associated 
affine module R* is free in (R) with the free generating set {0, 1}. Let F 2 denote 
the free idempotent medial quasigroup with the same free generating set. Then there 
exists a weak isomorphism cp: F 2 — R* such that Q(p = 0, ]cp=l. Denote by £ the 
one-to-one correspondence of the polynomials of F„ and R*. under this weak iso-
morphism. 
Take ( - ) i = (x, x ' ) . Then 1 = 1 • 1 = ( x , x ' ) ( l , \) = x+x', whence x'=l—x. If 
(J)£ = (u,u') then 1=(1/0)0=(1M + 0 M ' ) X + 0 ( 1 - X ) = MX, and, by idempotency of the 
right division, w ' = l — u. If (\)(,= (y, v'), then we get u(l— x ) = l , v'=\ —v analo-
gously. Observe that for any / ( x ) £ Z[x], and non-negative integers k, I, the ring R 
contains the product f(x)ukv'. On the other hand, using the commutativity of R 
and the equations ux = t;(l — x) = l , an induction (on the number of fundamenta l 
operations occuring in the expression of elements of F 2 over {0, 1}) shows that 
every element.of (F 2 (p=)R may be written in the fo rm f(x)ukv'. Hence there exists 
f ( x ) 
a homomorphism of P onto R (namely, — — — f(x)ukvl), proving the second v JC (1 — x) 
part of the theorem. v ' 
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Now we can assume that is equivalent to si (R0) for some homomorphic 
image R0 of P . It is clear from the proof of Theorem 3 in [7] that si (R0) is equivalent 
to some subvariety of si (P). But si (P) itself is equivalent to some variety of idem-
potent medial quasigroups. Indeed, the polynomials 
considered as multiplication and divisions, satisfy (1); further, an induction (on the 
arity) shows that all polynomials of any affine module over P may be expressed as 
polynomials over (3). Thus, P is also a homomorphic image of R0 , whence, using 
the fact that P is Noetherian, it follows R 0 s P , qu.e.d. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. There exist countably many varieties of idempotent medial quasi-
groups. 
T h e o r e m 2. The equationally complete varieties of idempotent medial quasi-
groups coincide up to equivalence with the varieties of affine modules over finite fields 
except GF(2). 
P r o o f . In virtue of the remark at the end of [7], the varieties of quasigroups 
in question are equivalent to varieties of affine modules over simple quotient rings 
of P. Such quotient rings are fields; we prove that they are finite. Observe that P 
is a homomorphic image of the polynomial ring Z[x l 5 x2, x3], because the last one 
is free with the free generating set {x,, x2, x3) in the variety of commutative rings 
with unit element. It is known, that any maximal ideal in Z[x 1 ; x2, x3] has a finite 
index there (see [4], p. 68.). Hence the same holds for P. Thus, the quotient fields 
of P are finite, indeed. 
On the other hand, any finite field K consisting of at least three elements, is a 
homomorphic image of P, because the correspondence 0—0, 1—1, x —a (where 
a is a multiplicative generator of K) may be extended to a homomorphism of P onto 
K. The trivial fact that no polynomials of affine modules over GF(2) may be essen-
tially binary, completes the proof. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. There exist countably many equationally complete varieties of 
idempotent medial quasigroups. 
Theorem 2 enables us to axiomatize equationally complete varieties of idem-
potent medial quasigroups. Let K be an arbitrary finite field consisting of ?/( > 2 ) 
elements. Take a generating element a of the multiplicative group of K. Let k be 
the unique integer between 0 and for which a* = (l— a ) - 1 holds; let, further-
more, for i=\,...,q — 2 the integer ia (0<io<q— 1) defined by the equation 
a"7 = a ' + 1 —a + 1 . This definition fails for i~ ~(k+l) ( m o d ( ^ - l ) ) if 2\q and for 
/ = — (mod (<7—1)) if 2 f q , and so the mapping a has a domain con-
(3) 
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taining q —3 numbers; it is one-to-one and its range does not include q — \—k, 
but (q— 1 — k)a exists always unless the domain of a is empty. 
T h e o r e m 3. The variety -if of idempotent medial quasigroups determined by 
the further identities 
(6) x/y = xy 
(7) >>Vc = xyk, 
(8) xy'x = xyia if 1 s i S q — 2 and ia is defined, 
(9) xy'x — y if 1 s / # —2 and ia is undefined, 
is equationally complete and equivalent to si (K). 
P r o o f . Any affine module A over K considered as a quasigroup with multi-
plication and divisions 
(10) • (a, 1 — a), («-1, I - « " 1 ) , _ ( ( l - a ) " \ l - ( l - a ) - 1 ) 
belongs to J f . Indeed, a routine computation shows that A is idempotent, medial, 
and the identities (6)—(9) are satisfied in it; furthermore, the familiar induction 
used in this paper, gives that all polynomials of A may be expressed as poly-
nomials over (10). It remains to prove that ,5f is equationally complete. 
Observe first that (6) and (7) implies the identities 
(6') xy"-1 = x, 
(T) yxyk = x. 
Only {! ' ) needs a verification. Using several times the identity 
(11) . {yx)y = y{xy) 
(a consequence of the idempotency and mediality) we get yxyk=y (xyk) =y{y\x)=x. 
We establish the equational completeness of X by proving that any algebra 
A„ in J f , with a minimal generating set of n elements, is determined uniquely up to 
isomorphism. Ax consists of a single element. Let A2 be generated by the set {x, y}. 
We show that A2 consists exactly of the elements 
(12) y,x,xy, 
For this aim we show that the product of any two elements f rom (12) occurs in (12) 
(since, in virtue of (6)—(7), divisions in A2 can be expressed by multiplication). This 
requires some computations which may be surveyed on the following table: 
J • y xy'z 
y * (13) (15) 
X * * (16) 
xy'1 * • * (17) 
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Here asterisk means that product of the leading members indicating the con-
sidered row and column obviously occurs in (12); the. numbers in brackets refer to 
the computations what follow: 
(13) yx P yxy"-1 = yxykyq-1~k iOjcj/i-i-V 
Hence also 
(14) x/xs = .xy*-1-k 
follows in the case when ta is undefined. 
(15) v ( x / ) = yx/ = yxyky"^-k+' = x ^ " 1 " ^ ' . 
(16) x(xy') = x(xy')xtx"-1-k (=} 
xy'xq' 
xyt*xq-i-k-i b y (-g-) f p r tG defined, 
y by (9) for ta undefined and k = q — 2, 
xyq~1~kx9~1~k~z by (14) in the remainder case. 
We can iterate; if it is necessary, the last step of (16) until finally we get an expression 
of form y or xyl'. The computation of f x / 1 ) ( x / 2 ) will be divided into three parts 
according to the cases t±>t2, t1 = t2(—t) and t^t^. 
(2). , _ t , by (8) for (t1 — t2)0 defined, 
y by (9) for (t1 — t2)(T undefined. 
(17J . ( x / i ) ( x / 0 = x / i ~ ' = x / * = | 
(172) (xy'Kxy') = xy>. . 
m „«I (xy1 '*- 'i ) , + 'i or 
(17.) ( x / i ) ( x / 2 ) = x ( x / 2 - ' i ) / i j ^ _ I yy1 — y-
Furthermore, the elements (12) arepairwise distinct. Indeed ,y = xy' (0<t<q—l) 
implies y=yyq~1~'=xyq~1 = x by (6'), in contrary to the assumption. From the 
regularity of JT, no other pairs of elements in (12) may equal. Thus we showed that 
A2 consists of the q distinct elements (12) and its multiplication table is uniquely 
defined. • 
Suppose, by induction, that A„ («&2) is unique, and let the minimal generating 
set of A„+ 1 be { X'o, Xt, ..., x„ }. Then [x0, Xj] and [x,, . . . , x„] are isomorphic to A2 
and A„, respectively. Clearly, [x0, xx] LJ[x1, . . . , x„] generates A,1+1. On the other 
hand, [x0, x,] H[x j , . . . , x„] = x1, since if x€[x 0 , x j 0 [ x x , . . . , x„] holds for x # x 1 ; then 
[x, x J s A 2 S i [ x 0 , x j , whence [x, x1] = [x0, x j , i.e., [x0, x j c [ A l , . . . , x„], denying the 
minimality of {x0, x 1 ; . . . , x„}. Hence we can apply Lemma 1 f rom [7]: A„+ 1 = 
= {x0, x j j x f x j , . . . , x „ ] = A 2 x A „ , and so A„ + 1 is unique up to isomorphism. 
Thus, is equationally complete, ending the proof of the Theorem. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3. Equationally complete varieties of idempotent medial quasigroups 
are equivalent to varieties of'groupoids. 
R e m a r k s 1. The varieties n ,k ) of groupoids, discussed in [10], are also, 
in fact, equivalent to varieties of idempotent medial quasigroups. Indeed, as it is shown 
there, <g(n,k) is equivalent to s/(R(n, k)), where R(n, k) = Z[x]/(x"-1, x * + x - 1). 
Now, for any natural numbers k<n, R(n, k) is a homomorphic image of P under 
fix) 
the homomorphism ——— •/(/•)/•<"-i>"+<«-t>», where r = x + ( x n - 1, xk+x-1) 
x"(l — x)v 
in R(«, k). Hence k) is equivalent to a subvariety of i.e., it is equivalent to 
some variety k of idempotent medial quasigroups. Note that 3?nk may be axi-
omatized by the identities x/y=xyn~1, y\x—xy"~k. 
2. The solution of Plonka's problem (Corollary 7 in [10]) can be derived from 
the above considerations as' well. Let 'S be the variety of groupoids satisfying the 
identities x2 = x, x(yx)=y and xyz=zyx. The last identity implies the mediality; 
defining x/j> by yx and y\x by xy, $ becomes a variety of quasigroups, which is 
clearly equivalent to eS. By Theorem I, 5? is equivalent to >s/(R) for some ring R, 
generated by an element a, such that the operation (a, 1 —a) of R) corresponds 
to the multiplication of Then Plonka's second and third identities, rewritten with 
the aid of a, give a 2 = l — a and a(l— a ) = l , and this implies that RssG/X^) ; i.e., & 
is equivalent to s/(GF(4)). 
3. The characterization of medial Steiner triple systems (Corollary 8 in [10]) 
as affine modules over GF(3) is even the special case K = GF(3) of Theorem 3. For 
related results, see [1] and [9]. 
4. Algebras with one ternary operation T which commutes with itself and satisfies 
the identity 
(18) T(X, x, y) = r(x, y, x) = T (y , X, x) = y 
were discussed by ALIEV [1], who called them S*-algebras. Aliev's results jointly 
with Givant's characterization of varieties in which all members are free [8] imply 
that the variety Sf* of all S*-algebras is equivalent to si{GF(2j). This fact can be 
deduced also from our considerations as follows. Obviously, SP* is idempotent and 
Abelian; further the defining identities involve that the S*-algebras are essentially 
flocks with commutative covering groups ([5], p. 40), whence y * is regular and 
Hamiltonian. Then Theorem 2 in [7] shows that y * is equivalent to sd(R) for some 
commutative ring R. Now the routine discussion of the identities (18) furnishes 
that R is generated by its unit element, and 1 = — 1 in R. Hence R s GF(2). 
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Varieties in which congruences and subalgebras are amicable 
By B. CSÁKÁNY in Szeged 
In earlier articles [6], [8] we proved: If in each algebra of the variety si any 
subalgebra is a block of a unique congruence, and 
{every congruence has a unique block which is a subalgebra all block of any congruence are subalgebras 
then s i is equivalent to the variety of all 
Junital right modules 
[ affine modules 
over some ring with unit element. 
These results suggest that it may be frui t ful to investigate those varieties in 
which there exists, a similar but more general connection between congruences and 
subalgebras. Such a connection can be introduced in the following .way. 
Let M be a non-void set, <5 a set of its subsets and S a set of equivalences of M. 
We say that <3 and E are amicable, if every is a block of .some and every 
<r£'Z has a block which belongs to <5. Uniqueness of the corresponding equivalences 
and blocks is not required. If, especially, M is an algebra, S the set of its subalgebras 
and I the set of congruences of M , then in the above case we say shortly that in M 
the congruences and subalgebras are amicable. Finally, if the same is fulfilled in 
each algebra of a variety si, we say that in si congruences and subalgebras are 
amicable. 
Following KUROS ([2], § 14; see also [11]), we call a variety si Abelian, if in 
all algebras of si any two operations commute. Our result consists of a füll de-
scription, of equationally complete Abelian varieties with the property in the title. 
T h e o r e m . A udriety si is an equationally complete Abelian variety in which 
congruences and subalgebras are amicable if and only if si is equivalent to one of the 
following varieties: 
(a) varieties of vector spaces over fields, 
(b) the variety of pointed sets, 
(c) varieties of affine spaces over, fields (see. [3], Ch . XII , and [8]), 
(d) the variety of sets. -
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C o r o l l a r y . An Abelian variety is categorically free (i.e., exhausted by its free 
algebras) if and only if it is an equationally complete variety in which congruences and 
subalgebras are amicable. 
As a preparation of the proof, we formulate several lemmas. 
L e m m a 1. In any Abelian algebra the set of all idempotent elements1) forms a 
subalgebra. 
Indeed, l e t / a n d g be n-ary, resp. m-ary polynomials on the Abelian algebra A ; 
fur ther , let a l 5 . . . , a„ be idempotent elements of A. S i n c e / a n d ^ commute , we have 
g(f(a!, . . . ,a„) , . . . , / ( f l i , ...,a„))=f(g(a1, . . . ,Oi) , ...,g(an, ...,«„))=/(«!, ..., a„), i.e., 
f(a1, ...,a„) is also idempotent. 
L e m m a 2. In any algebra a subset dosed with respect to endomorphisms gen-
erates a fully invariant congruence. 
Let A be an arbitrary algebra, M a subset of A, and denote-by the sign ~ the 
congruence of A generated by M (i.e., the smallest congruence of A under which 
all elements of M are congruent). Then, for a,b£A, a~b means that there exist 
elements a=a0, a1, ..., ak=b such that for suitable translations (i.e., unary algebraic 
funct ions) x1,...,xk of A and elements ml0, . . . , mk0, mu, . . . , mkl£M the equa-
tions m i j - t i = a i ^ 1 + j ( / = 1 , j = 0 , 1) hold. For any xZA and for / = 1 , . . . , k 
let the image of A: under rf defined by t{(x, ca, ..., cu), where is a polynomial of A 
and ca, ..., Cud A. Suppose that M is closed with respect to endomorphisms of A. For 
any such endomorphism (p denote by xf the translation x — ti (x, caq>, ...,cu <p). 
Then for a<p = a0<p, ay<p, ..., akcp=b(p, fo r r j , ...,x%, and for the elements mtj(p^M 
we have (miJ(p)xf = ti(miJ(p, ca(p, . . . ) c a , ...))<p = ai_1+j(p, whence a<p = b<p, 
which was needed. 
The following fact is familiar: 
L e m m a 3. A free algebra in an equationally complete variety has no other fully 
invariant congruences than the trivial ones. 
Lastly, we recall a useful result of KLUKOVITS [12]: 
L e m m a 4. A variety si (of type x) is Hamiltonian ('i.e., in any algebra of si 
every subalgebra is a block of some congruence) if and only if for any n-ary polynomial 
symbol f (of type x) there exists a ternary polynomial symbol hf (of type x) such that 
in si the identity 
(1) /(*i, •••, x„) = hf(xo, *1;/(x0, x2, ..., *„)) 
holds. 
') We call an element of an algebra A idempotent if it forms a one-element subalgebra of A. 
A class of algebras is idempotent if its every algebra consists of idempotent elements only. 
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P r o o f of t h e t h e o r e m . Sufficiency is obvious. To prove the necessity, let 
us consider an equationally complete Abelian variety s4 in which congruences and 
subalgebras are amicable. The last condition means exactly that si is Hamiltonian 
and any algebra in s i has at least one idempotent element. We shall distinguish 
two cases. 
I. si is not idempotent. 
Let Fm be the si-free algebra with countable free generating set. The idempotent 
elements of F u form a proper subset M in Fa. By Lemma 1, M is a subalgebra in 
Fm . Obviously, M is closed under endomorphisms of F^ . Since si is Hamiltonian, 
M is a block of the congruence generated by itself in FM. Hence this congruence 
has at least two blocks. On the other hand, this congruence is fully invariant by 
Lemma 2, and, using Lemma 3, we get that our congruence is just the equality. 
It follows that FM has a unique idempotent element 0. Then there exist an essentially 
nullary polynomial whose value is 0 in F^; denote it also by 0. Now we shall distinguish 
two subcases. 
a) For some si has an essentially n-ary polynomial. 
Suppose that n is the minimal among such natural numbers; we show that n = 2. 
Denote by F„ the si-free algebra freely generated by the set {x,, . . . , x„} and let / 
be an essentially n-ary polynomial. Since n is minimal, / ( 0 , s^, . . . ,££) — where e'n 
denotes the /-th «-ary projection — is essentially not more than unary and so for 
some i ( 2 g / s f l ) / ( 0 , x 2 , •••, x„)£[x,] holds, i.e., for a suitable unary fx we have 
f(0, x2, ..., x„)=fi(xi). Applying Lemma 4, we get 
f(xi, •••, = hf(0, x x , / ( 0 , x2, ..., xn)) = hf(0, xl,fl(xi))(i[x1, x,], 
whence / is essentially binary. In what follows we write / multiplicatively. 
Let F2 be the si-free algebra with free generators x and y. Define on F2 an 
equivalence ~ as follows: for a,b£F2, let a~Z> if a-0=b-0. This relation is a 
fully invariant congruence on F 2 . Indeed, for any w-ary operation g and at, ... 
...,am,bl, ...,bm£F2 f rom ( / = 1 , ...,m) it follows (using t h a t / and g com-
mute) : 
(2) g(at, ...,am)-0 = g(ai, ..., am)-g(0, . . . , 0 ) = 
= g(a1-0,...,am-0) = g(b1-0,...,bm'0)=g(b1,...,bm)-0, 
whence g(ax, . . . , am)^g(bt, . . . , bm). Further, if a, b£F2 and a is any endomorphism 
of F 2 , then a~Z> implies 
(3) a<7-0 = aa-0a = (a-0)a = (b-0)a = bo-0, 
i.e., a o ~ b o . 
On the basis of Lemma 3, ~ is trivial. Suppose that it is the complete relation; 
then 0 is a right zero element with respect to / . Let f* denote the polynomial e2 -e2 . 
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Using Lemma 4, we get, . ' 
. xy =f *(y, X) = yJ*(o, *)) = M ° > v ^ - 0 ) = V ( 0 , y, 0), 
a contradiction since / i s essentially binary. Hence it follows that ~ is the equali ty 
relation on F2. This means that the mapping <pt: F2 — F2 defined by aipx=a~0 is 
1 — 1. Moreover, (px maps F2 onto itself. Indeed, as (2) and (3) show, the image 
of F2 under <p1 is a fully invariant subalgebra in F 2 , whence, by Lemma 2 and 3, 
this image is either {0} or F2. The first case infer that si is trivial. Thus, F2(p1 = F2; 
i.e., (pi- F 2 ^ F 2 is a bijection. We can get in an analogous way that the mapp ing 
cp2: F2-~F2 defined by aq>2 = 0-a is also a bijection. 
L e t / - 1 ( x , y) be the unique element of F2 for w h i c h / _ 1 ( x , y)cp1 = x holds. Then 
f~1(x, y) • 0 = x is an identity in si, whence f~1(x, 0) • 0 = .v follows. We get similarly 
a binary polynomial - 1 / satisfying 0 • _ 1 / ( 0 , N o w we take the polynomial 
/~^(f>2, 0) • _ 1 / ( 0 , e2); it will be called addition and denoted additively. We see tha t 
0 is the unit element with respect to addition. 
Next we prove that in si the direct and the si-free products of two algebras 
coincide. As it was proved in [5] (Theorem 1), this fact jointly with the existence of 0 
in si implies that is equivalent to the variety of all unital right semimodules over 
some associative semiring R with unit element. Let A, B £ s i ; then A X B is gen-
erated b y t h e union of its subalgebras (A, ())={(«, Q)\a£A} and (0, B ) = { ( 0 , b)\bdB}\ 
furthermore, (A, 0 ) s A and (0, B) = B. Consider an arbitrary algebra C £ s i and 
homomorphisms \j/: (A, 0) — C, (0, 5 ) — C. W e have to prove that ip and / admi t 
a common homomorphic extension ^ r A x B — C . Define t] by means ( a ,b ) r j = 
= {a, 0 ) ^ + (0, b)x- Obviously, »7 is an extension of 1¡/ and x- On the other hand , 
for any m-ary polynomial g and elements a1-..., am£A, b1, ...,bm£.B we have 
g((ar, b j , ...,{am,bm))n = (g(ar, ..., cim), g(bx, ..., bj)i].= (g(au ...,aj,0)>p + 
+ (0, g(bu ..., bj)x = g((ai,0), ..., (am, 0))i// + g ( ( 0 , A,), . . . , (0, b j ) x . = 
= g((ai, 0)4/, . . . , (am, 0)i//) + g((0, b,)/_ + :•• + ( 0 , bm)y) = 
= g{(a1, 0)<// + (0, bt)x, ...,(am,0)ilj + (0, bm)x) ^ ¿{(^,¿1)1, - . K , Kdn), 
i.e., t] is a homomorphism. 
Thus, .si' is equivalent to the variety of all unital right semimodules over a 
semiringR. Then the Hamil tonian property of si guarantees that R is an associative 
ring, and, as semimodules over rings are modules, si is equivalent to the variety 
of unital right modules over the ring R (see [12], Theorem 7). Now, the Abelian 
property and the equational completeness of si together imply, that R. is a field 
and .si is equivalent to the variety of all vector spaces over R (see [6], § 2). 
b) Fo r / i > l , si has no essentially .«-ary polynomials . . ... . , 
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Let F 2 be again the ¿ / - f ree algebra freely generated b y x and y. Define on F 2 
an equivalence ~ as follows: for a,b£F2, let a~b if [ a j f l {x , j '} = [6 ]P i{x ,y) . 
We shall prove that ~ is a fully invariant congruence on F 2 . 
Since all operat ions in si are essentially no more than unary, the set of trans-
lations of F 2 is the same as that of its (polynomial) operations. The last ones com-
mute pairwise, whence it follows that all translations of F 2 are endomorphisms. 
Thus, it is enough to prove that ~ is invariant under endomorphisms. 
Let Cx = \a\a£F2, [a]H {x, ;>}} = {x}. Define Cy similarly; and let Cn=\a\a£F2, 
{tf]fl{x, j } = 0 ) . Then all the blocks of ~ are Cx, Cy, C„ and none of them may 
be void. Indeed, if [a]f] {x, y}= {x,y}, then let, e.g., a = t{x), where t is a polynomial. 
For suitable polynomial r we have r(a)=y, whence r(?(x))=_y, showing that si is 
trivial, a contradiction. On the other hand, x£Cx, y£Cy and 0 £ C 0 . Remark that 
C x g [ x ] a n d C , g [ j ] . 
In the following, /, k, q, r, s, t, u denote (unary) polynomials. Consider an 
arbitrary endomorphism <p of F 2 . First we show that cp maps C0 into itself. Let 
l(x)£C0 and suppose l(x)q>£Cx. Then for a suitable k we have k(l(x)cp)=x, whence 
k(l(x(p))=x. If x(p=q(x), then, by the Abelian property, k(q(I(x))) — k(l(q(x)))=x 
holds showing that l(x)£Cx, a contradiction; and if xcp-q(y), then k(l(q(y)))=x 
and .si is trivial, in contrast to the assumption. Supposing that7(x)<p€Cj, we get a 
.contradiction analogously. 
Let now / ( x ) 6 C x and suppose l(x)(p£Cx. Consider an arbi trary element /-(x) 
f rom Cx; we must prove that r(x)<p£Cx. For suitable s, t we have s(l(x<p))=x and 
t (r (x)) = x. Hence s(l(t(r(x)q>)))=s{l(t(r (x(p)))) -t(r(s{l (x<p)))) = x, and thus 
r(x)(p£Cx. Suppose that /(x)<p6Cy and u(l{x)<p)=y. Let r and t be as above; then 
u(l(t(r(x)(p)j)=t(/• ( w ( / ( x ) ( p ) ) ) = t ( r ( y j ) — y , whence r(x)q>£Cy..These considerations 
show also that /(x) <p € C0 implies r(x)(p£C0. 
We got. that ~ is a fully invariant congruence in F 2 with three blocks. By virtue 
of Lemma 3, ~ is the equality, and so F2= {x, y, 0}, i.e., si has no other operations 
than 0. Hence si is the variety of pointed sets. 
II. si is idempotent . 
Let us consider for a moment the case in which, for some n > l , si has an essen-
tially n-ary (polynomial) operation. Suppose that n is minimal; it can be shown 
that n ^ 3 . Fo r this aim it suffices to repeat the consideration we made at the beginning 
of section a) with the only deviation that we must write x2 instead of 0. 
Hence we shall distinguish three subcases. 
a) si has an essentially binary polynomial. " 
Let / b e such a polynomial; we shall write it multiplicatively. Again F 2 denotes 
the si-free algebra with free generators x and y. Introduce a relation ~ on F2: fo r 
a, b£F2, let a~b if there exist elements u, alt b1£F2 such that a=ua1, b=ub1 hold. 
Obviously, ~ is reflexive and symmetric; we show that it is also transitive. It suffices 
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to prove that if ab = cd (a, b, c, d£F2) then for any p£F2 the equation 
(4) ap = cz 
has a solution for z in F2. From Lemma 4 we get 
rs = hf(s, r, ss) = hf{s, r, s) 
and 
(,rs)t = hf(r, rs, rt) = hf(rr, rs, rt) = hf(r, r, r) • hf(r, s, t) = r-hf(r, s, t). 
Using these equalities as well as idempotency and permutability of operations in si 
one can compute ap as follows: 
ap = h j (b, a, bp) = hf(b, a, hf(p, b, p)) = 
= hf(hf{b, b, b), hf(a, a, a), hf(p, b, p)) = 
= hf(hf(b, a, p), hf(b, a, b), hf{b, a, p)) = {ab) • hf(b, a, p) = 
= (cd) • hf(b, a,p) = c- hs(c, d, hf(b, a, p)). 
Thus, z = hf(c,d,hf(b,a,p)) is a solution of (4). Hence ~ is an equivalence. 
Moreover, ~ is a fully invariant congruence on F 2 ; indeed, for any w-ary 
polynomial g and elements a;, b^u^F^ (z'=l, . . . , m ) we have ^ ( « j ^ , ...,umam) = 
=g(M1? ...,um)-g(a1, ..., a m )~g(w 1 , ..., u j - g f a , ..., bm)=g(u1b1, ..., umbj, and 
for arbitrary endomorphism <p of F2 from a ~ b it follows a(p = uq> • a1(p ^u<p • b1(p = bq>. 
By Lemma 3, the congruence ~ is trivial, and, since / is essentially binary, ~ 
is the complete relation. Hence x~y in F2 . This means that, for a suitable binary 
polynomial /, in F2 the equality x • l(x, y)=y holds. Furthermore, l(x, xy) = l{xx, xy) = 
= !(x, x)- l(x, y) = x • l(x, y)=y is also fulfilled. An analogous consideration shows 
that, for some binary polynomial r, the equalities r(x, y)-y=x, r(xy,y)=x hold.' 
Since these equalities may be considered as identities in si, we see that the 
algebras in si are quasigroups with respect to polynomials / , /, r as multiplication, 
left and right division, respectively. Hence si is a regular variety [7]. Now Theorem 3 
in [8] gives that si is equivalent to the variety of affine spaces over some field. 
P) si has no essentially binary polynomials, but it has an essentially ternary 
polynomial. 
Let / b e essentially ternary and consider the polynomial t = hf{z\, £3, 4 ) . We 
show that in si the identity h,(x, y, x)=h,(x, x, y)=y holds (i.e!, si is a normal 
variety). Take the si-free algebra F 3 with free generators x, y and z. By the assump-
tion, h f(£3, £3, £3) is essentially at most unary, and by the idempotency, it is a projec-
tion. But f ( x , y, z) = hf(x, x,f(x, y, z)) shows that hf{e\, e\, = is impossible. 
Hence /2r (£3,4 , £3) = £3, and ht(x, y, x) = h,(x, y, t(x, x, x)) = t(y, x, x)=hf (x, x, y) =y. 
On the other hand, t is also essentially ternary. Indeed, in the opposite case hf 
were a projection, which is impossible because of (1). Repeating the consideration 
made for hf before, we get h,(x, x, y)=y. 
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Introducing now the binary algebraic operation a+b = h,(x0, a, b) on the 
countably generated ¿¡/-free algebra FOT( = (x 0 , we can process similarly 
as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [8] to prove that si is equivalent to the variety of affine 
modules over some ring R. Note that the main identity marked with (3) in [8] is an 
immediate consequence of the Abelian property of si here. Moreover , si'is equiv-
alent to the variety of affine spaces over the field R, because si is equationally 
complete and Abelian (see Theorem 4 in [8]). 
Í ) Fo r n > 1, si has no essentially n-ary polynomials. 
Then, evidently, si is equivalent to the variety of sets. The proof is complete. 
Corollary follows directly f rom GIVANT'S characterization of categorically free 
varieties [10] and our theorem. 
R e m a r k s 1. As we have seen, in varieties of modules as well as of affine. 
modules the congruences and subalgebras are amicable. This is the case also in 
varieties of modules over semigroups (see [1], p . '55) with unit and zero element. 
Groups, rings and lattices furnish no other varieties with the considered property 
(abelian groups and zero rings are equivalent to modules). 
2. Section /0 together with Remark 4 in [9] enables us to give another char-
acterization for ALIEV'S variety of S*-algebras [4]. Namely, if an equationally complete 
Abelian variety Sf, in which congruences and subalgebras are amicable, has no 
binary polynomials, but has an essentially at least ternary polynomial, then i f is 
equivalent to the variety of S *-algebras. 
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<3' 
On affine spaces over prime fields 
By B. CSÁKÁNY in Szeged 
The aim of this note to prove a result for affine spaces over arbitrary prime 
fields like the Gra tze r—Padmanabhan characterization theorem of affine spaces 
over GF(3). Our terminology and notat ion are the s tandard ones (see [1]) excepting 
that the identical mapping of any set will be considered as an essentially unary 
operation which permits to give a more concise fo rm for the succeeding proposi-
tions. Under this agreement, (A) — the number of essentially unary polynomials — 
equals 1 for any idempotent algebra. 
Following PLONKA [6], for any group G={G; +> the algebra (G\ />, where 
/ d e n o t e s the set of all idempotent polynomials of G, is called the idempotent reduct 
of G. Concerning this not ion we shall need the fact that idempotent reducts of abelian 
groups of exponent p are exactly the affine spaces over GF(p); fur thermore ; the 
free affine space over GF(p) with an «-element free generating set. is the same as 
the idempotent reduct of Z ^ - 1 , where Zp is the group of order p. 
The characterization theorem we mentioned above (i.e., the join of Theorems 2 
and 3 in [5]) may be formulated as follows: 
A groupoid A is equivalent to an affine space over GF(3) if and only if 
(3,k) a (A) = ± ( 2 * - ( - l ) k ) 
holds for k= 1, 2, 3', 4. In this case (3, k) remains valid for all non-negative integers k. 
Our result is the following. 
T h e o r e m . Let p be an arbitrary prime. An algebra A = { A \ f ) , where f is at 
most quaternary, is equivalent to an affine space over GF(p) if and only if 
ip,k) pk{A) = ^ { { p - \ f - { - \ f ) 
holds for k = 1,2, 3, 4, and 
(p*) there exists no subalgebra B in A with l<|fi|<p. In this case (p,k) remains 
valid for all non-negative integers k. 
3 A 
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P r o o f . Let "V be the variety generated by A and, fo r any natural k, denote 
by Fk the free algebra over "V with the free generating set {x0, . . . , x^-i}. Suppose 
that A is equivalent to an affine space over GF(p). The variety of all affine spaces 
over GF(p) is equationally complete; hence it is equivalent to "K Thus, fo r every 
natural k, F t is equivalent to the idempotent reduct of Z* _ 1 , implying \Fk\=pk~1. 
The formula 
(«) • \Fk\ = 
(see [4], p. 38.) gives 
• • A ( A ) = i [k] i - i y . - m = ^-((p-I)»-(-U*)> 
i=o V ) P 
which was needed. Further, any subalgebra of A is also equivalent to an affine space 
over GF(p), which clearly cannot have q elements for l<q~<p. 
To prove the sufficiency, first we remark that (p, 1) and (p, 3) jointly imply 
that / is at least binary and A is idempotent. Now, if p=2, using URBANIK'S de-
scription of idempotent algebras ([7], Theorem 4) we get that A is equivalent to an 
affine space over GF(2), m o r e o v e r , / i s essentially ternary. 
Suppose / ?>2 . By (a), (p, 1) and (p, 2) we have \F2\=p. Let B a minimal sub-
algebra of A having at least two elements. By (p*), we have \B \^p . Since B is gen-
erated by two elements, it is a homomorphic image of F 2 , whence \B\=p and BSi F 2 . 
Thus, the proper subalgebras of F 2 are exactly the one-element ones. 
Next we show that F 2 ( = F 2 X F 2 ) is generated by the set 5 = { < x 1 , x0), (x 0 , x0), 
(x 0 , .Xi)}. Let {giix,,, Xj), g2(xo> xi)) be an arbitrary element of F2. Consider an 
essentially binary polynomial h of F 2 . Then 
(x 0 , h(x0, x1))(= h((x0, x0) , <x0, x ^ e l S ] , 
</»(*i, x0), h(x0, x x ) ) ( = li((xu x0>, <x0, XI»)€[5] . 
Now, / i(x l 5 x 0 ) ^ x 0 ; hence [(/;(xx , x0), h(xn, x j ) , ( x 0 , / ! (x 0 , X j ) ) ] ( g [ 5 ] ) contains p 
elements, • i.e., all elements of F2 with second component h(x0, Xj), and thus 
( / ( x 0 , Xi), /z(x0 ,x a)>€[S], Analogously, <gi(x0 , x,), x 0 ) e [S] , whence <gi(x0 , Xj), 
follows. 
Let (p: F3—F2 that homomorphism for which x0(p = (x0, x0), x1.<p = (x1, x0), 
x2<p—{x0, Xj) holds. Then <p is onto. Hence there exists an essentially ternary poly-
nomial m of F 3 satisfying (w(x 0 , x 1 ; x2))<p=(x1 , x ^ . But . 
(w(x 0 , x 1 ; x2))<p = (w(x 0 , x 1 ; Xq), m(x0, x 0 , xr)>, ' 
whence we get that the identity 
0?) m(x0, x l 5 Xq) = m(x 0 , x 0 , xx) = xx 
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holds in T̂ f This implies 
(Vs) ( '"(*o, / 1 (*o ; /2 Oo, *2))) (P = </1 Oo, /2 Oo , *i)> 
for any binary polynomials / 1 ; / 2 . 
Observe that \F3\=p2=\Fl\. Thus <p is an isomorphism; i.e., F 3 = i F 2 . We show 
that F 4 = F 3 is valid too. Since |F4 | = |F2 3 | (=p3) , it is enough to show that the homo-
morphism if/: F4 — F2 for which 
X0*P = (x0> A0> A'o); 'A = (-<'1, X0), Xolp = (x0 , A*!, X0), X3\// = (x 0 , X0, Xx) 
holds, is surjective. Applying (/5), we get 
(Vi) (m(xt„ m(x0,fi(x0, x ^ , / ^ , x 2 ) ) , / 3 (x 0 , x3)))i\> = 
= '\f\(^0 ' \fi{X0i f'i(Xi) ) ^l)/ 
for any binary polynomials fx, /2, f3. Hence 1j/ is onto, indeed. 
Now, let 0 be an arbitrary element of A. Introduce the binary algebraic func-
tion + on A, called addition and defined by a+b=m(0, a, b) for all a,b£A. We 
claim that (A; + ) is an abelian group of exponent p. Using (/?) as well as the iso-
morphisms (p and 1¡j it follows 
m(x 0 , x 1 ; m(x0, x 2 , x3)) = (x 1 ; x 1 ; x ^ - 1 = m(x0, m(x0, x 1 ; x2), x3) 
in F4 and 
m(x0, x l 5 x2) = (x 0 , Xj, xx)<p 1 = m{xQ, x 2 , xT) 
in F 3 , implying associativity, resp. commutativity of the addition. F rom (/?) we get 
a+0=0+a=a for any a£A. Further, 
m(x 0 , x j 5 m(x 2 , x 0 , x0)) = <x1: m(x1, x 0 , x 0 = m(x2, x1, x 0) 
holds in F 3 , whence for any a£A we have a + m(a, 0, 0 ) = m ( a , a, 0) = 0; i.e., m(a, 0, 0) 
is the additive inverse for a. Finally, let a£A, Then every element of the sub-
group by a in (A; + ) is contained in the subalgebra C of A generated by {a, 0}. 
Since (C; + ) is also a subgroup of (A; + ) and \C\=p, the order of a equals p in 
(A; +>, proving our claim. 
For arbitrary a,b,c£A, 
(5) m(a, b, c) = —a+b+c 
holds. Indeed, let 6: F4-»A the homomorphism for which x o 0=O, x19 = a, x26 = b, 
x39 = c. Then, using (y4), we get 
m(a, b, c) = (m(x1, x 2 , x3))0 = (m(x1, x0, x0), x 1 ; x1)\l/~1d = 
\ 
= (m(x 0 , m(x 0 , m(x l 5 x 0 , x0), x2), x3))0 = -a + b + c. 
In view of (<5) and Lemma 1 in [6], (A; m) is equivalent to an affine space over GF(p). 
3* 
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The completing step is to prove that (A; / > is equivalent to (A; m). F o r this 
aim, it suffices to show t h a t / i s a polynomial of (A; m). Assume first t h a t / i s binary. 
The binary polynomials q0, ..., qp-\ of A, defined by qa = ef (i.e., the second binary 
projection) and qk = m(el, qk^1, e2x) fo r k>0, are, by definition, polynomials of 
( .A;m ) , too. Moreover, they are pairwise different, since, by (<5), fo r any a, b£A 
and k = 0, ...,p — l the equality qk(a, b) = — ka + (k+1)6 holds. But A has exactly 
p binary polynomials, w h e n c e f o l l o w s for some i ( 0 s / < / > ) . T h u s , / i s a poly-
nomial of (A; m). Finally, let / b e w-ary with 2 < « s 4 . Then (y„) shows t h a t / i s gen-
erated by m and some binary polynomials of A. Just we saw, however, that binary 
polynomials of A are generated by m. Hence, / is a polynomial of (A; m), q.e.d. 
R e m a r k s . 1. Our theorem is not a generalization of the G r a t z e r — P a d -
manabhan theorem, because the last one contains no assumption on the power of 
subalgebras in A. In fact, groupoids satisfying (3,1)—(3,4) cannot have two-element 
subgroupoids, as the identity (15) in [5] shows. In other words, (3,1)—(3,4) together 
imply (3*) for any groupoid A. It is an open problem whether (p*) fol lows f r o m 
(p, 1 ) — ( p , 4) for some (possibly for all) primes p>3. 
2. The method we used allows some minor generalizations of our theorem. 
Thus, we can take any algebra (A; F) instead of (A; / ) where the arities of opera-
tions f r o m F do not exceed 4. Moreover, if we require (p, k) fo r k = 0, . . . , n then it 
suffices to assume that all operations f rom F are at most n-ary. Hence it follows 
tha t an arbitrary algebra A satisfying (p*) and (p, k) fo r every non-negative integer 
k, is equivalent to an affine space over GF(p). 
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Equational classes which cover the class 
of distributive lattices 
By E. FRIED in Budapest 
Introduction. I t is well-known that there are exactly two equational classes of 
lattices which cover the class of all distributive lattices. These are the classes 
generated by 2)l5 and by 3t5 (see Fig. 1) and one of them is always contained in any 
equational class of lattices containing properly the class of all distributive lattices. 
The class of weakly associative lattices (in short: WALs) contains two other 
equational classes which also cover the class of all distributive lattices. 
I t has been a conjecture since the introduction of WALs in 1970, that there 
are no other equational classes of W A L s which cover the class of all distributive 
lattices. The aim of this paper is to prove the existence of an equational class of 
WALs diiferent f r o m the class of all distributive lattices which does not contain the 
four equational classes in question. 
Preliminaries. An algebra %l = (A; V, A) is a W A L if the two binary operations 
are idempotent and commutative and over the two absorpt ion identities the two 
weak associativities hold: 
{(xV z) A (y\/ z)}h z = {(xA z)V (yh z)}V z = 2. 
The relations x = xhy and y=x\Jy are equivalent and will be denoted by x^y 
( x < j means x^y and xj±y). The relation ^ is reflexive and antisymmetrical and 
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x\Jy and xAy are the least upper bound and the greatest lower bound of JC and y, 
respectively. In such a way one can define WALs just as lattices in the transitive 
case. We shall denote a<b by an arrow which goes f rom a to b. 
Fig. 2 shows two WALs both of which are subdirectly irreducible. They are 
typical, for they show the two possibilities when a < b < c does not imply a ^ c . It is 
not to hard to prove that both of the equational classes generated by them cover 
the class of all distributive lattices. 
A 
A W A L = V, A) has the unique bound property (further on UBP) 
if, for different a, b£A, a^c and b^c imply c = aMb, and d^a and d^b imply 
d=ahb. It was proven in [2] that 91 has the U B P if and only if it is subdirectly 
irreducible and it satisfies the congruence extension property if and only if each 
subalgebra of i t is a simple one. 
The construction of the desired class. For the construction we need two prop-
ositions. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. There exists a WAL having the U B P and containing none of 
SK5, 9ls, Zand <5. 
P r o o f . Let Q be the field of rationals and let a be a zero of the irreducible 
polynomial / ( x ) = x3 + 3x + 1 . Let us denote by aa2+bx + c the element (a, b, c) of 
the two-dimensional projective plane over Q(a,b, c£Q). Let, for ft, y£Q(a), 
mean the existence of a linear polynomial r(x) over Q such that ft = y-r(a.). It 
was proven in [3] that in this manner we arrive at a WAL 91 satisfying UBP. Thus, 
91 cannot contain a three-element chain, i.e., 91 does not contain any of 9Ji5, 9I5, 
and <3. f'(x)=3x2 + 3 > 0 implies that x3+3x+p has for no rational p two, hence 
three, rational roots. Let, now, <5<e in 2 ( a ) , i.e., E=P-r1(a)-r2(oi)-r3(<x), 
where the /',(x)-s are linear polynomials over Q. As x 3 + 3 x + p is never a product of 
three linear factors over Q the element rx(a) • r2(a.) • r:i(<x) does not belong to O. 
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Hence, p and s are different elements of the projective, plane, i.e., 21 does not con-
tain X, either. 
R e m a r k . This method does not work more for finite fields. Let o, b, and c 
be elements of the finite field K. The polynomial f ( x ) = x 3 + a x - + b x + c orders to 
each element u of K the element f(u) of K. If f(u) runs over K then f ( x ) -\-v is for no 
v in K irreducible. When the method gives us a W A L then f ( x ) must be irreducible. 
Hence, in this case there must exist different ¿/j, u., in K such that f(ih) =f(u2) = v. Thus, 
the polynomial f ( x ) — v is the product of three linear polynomials, say ^ ( x ) , r2(x), 
r3(x), i.e., fo r the zero a o f / ( x ) we have 1 < r i ( a ) < r ^ ( a ) • r 3 («)</ ' ! (a) • /-2(a) • r , (a) = v. 
Since 1 and v are the same points of the projective plane this W A L must contain %. 
Let 21 be a. W A L satisfying U B P and not containing any subalgebra iso-
morphic to . 2 . These two properties mean that for the elements a c in 21 the 
elements a and c a re incomparable, i.e., neither ai^c nor c^a are valid. Such a W A L 
we shall call a scattering WAL: 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. Homomorphic images, subalgebras and primeproducts of scat-
tering W A L s are scattering, too. 
P r o o f . The first statement is implied by the simpleness of scattering WALs. 
The second statement is obvious. Since the class of scattering WALs is a first order 
class, the third statement is also valid. 
T h e o r e m . The equational class generated by the scattering WALs does not 
contain any of the given four classes. 
P r o o f . It was proven in [1] that the congruence-lattice of any W A L is a dis-
tributive one. The homomorphic images of subalgebras of pr imeproducts of scat-
tering W A L s are, by Proposit ion 2, scattering WALs. Thus, applying the well-
known result of JONSSON (Theorem 3.3 in [5]) we have that the equational class in 
question does no t contain other subdirectly irreducible WALs. Since ®i5, 9t5 , X 
and S are subdirectly irreducible the theorem is proven.1) 
Problems. The theorem, of course, does not mean the existence of a new equa-
tional class covering the class of distributive lattices. It is possible that this class is 
not covered by any equational subclass of the constructed above. We state some 
problems concerning this question.2) 
*) This proof was shortened by W. A. LAMPE in Honolulu. 
2) In the meantime, Problem 1 was solved by R. FREESE in Honolulu. The lattice of the equa-
tional classes of WALs is dual to an algebraic lattice. Since the class of distributive lattices is finitely 
based this class is a compact element of the lattice of classes. Thus, each maximal chain between 
the class of all distributive lattices and of all scattering WALs contains an element which covers 
the class of all distributive lattices. Hence, the existence of a fifth covering class is proven. 
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1. Is there any scattering W A L 21 having no nontrivial subalgebra which 
is not isomorphic to 21? 
2. Are there any finite scattering W A L s ? (The existence of such a W A L would 
imply tha t the answer of problem 1 is affirmative.) 
3. Is there any equational class of WALs different f r o m the class of all dis-
tributive lattices which does not contain either scattering W A L s or any of the given 
four W A L s ? 
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Результантная матрица и ее обобщения 
I. Результаитный оператор матричных полиномов 
И. Ц. ГОХБЕРГ и Г. ХАЙНИГ (Кишинев, СССР) 
Пусть а(Х) = а0 + а1Х'+,---+а„?" и А(Я)=А0 +АХАН КА,„Ат — два полино-
ма с коэффициентами из С1. Результантом этих полиномов называется оп-
ределитель следующей м а т р и ц ы : 
R(a, А) = 




"о «1 ап 
К b! ь т 
Ьо h ь„, 
Ьо h ъ т 
Как известно, 
det R{a,b) = albZ [J П ( Ш ~ Ш ) , 
j = 1 fc = l 
где l j ( a ) ( 7 = 1 , 2, . . . , я) — полный набор корней полинома о (А). В частности, 
полиномы а(Х) и А (А) имеют хотя бы один общий корень в т о м и только т о м 
случае, когда результант det R(а, А) обращается в нуль (см., например, [1]). 
Известен следующий более полный результат (см., например, [2, 3]): число 
общих корней многочленов а (А) и А (А) (с учетом их кратности) равно числу 
m + n — rang R (а, А). Эта связь непосредственно вытекает из следующего пред-
ложения. 
Т е о р е м а 0. 1. Пусть А , ( /=1 ,2 , . . . , /„) — все различные общие корни по-
лимонов а (А) и А (А) и kt — кратность общего корня А,. 
Тогда система векторов 
tf*(A() = ( (£ ) ¿ Г к ) т р Ц 1 ( € С " + " ; / = 1, 2, . . . , / „ ; к = 0, 1, '...,&,— !) 
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образует базис подпространства Kér R(a,b), в частности, 
'о 
(0.1) 2 к р = d i m K e r ^ ( ű , Í 7 ) . 
. (=0 
В настоящей статье устанавливаются различные обобщения этой теоремы. 
В первой части этой статьи исследуется результантный оператор д л я 
матричных полиномов. В отличие от скалярного случая оказалось, что этот 
оператор как правило определяется прямоугольной матрицей. 
Э т а часть состоит из пяти параграфов. Первые два носят вспомогатель-
ный характер. В третьем доказывается основная теорема, из которой, в част-
ности, вытекает теорема 0.1. В четвертом и п я т о м параграфах приводятся 
примеры приложений основной теоремы. 
Во второй части статьи будут изложены континуальные аналоги резуль-
татов этой статьи. 
А в т о р ы начали эти исследования под влиянием бесед с М. Г . К р е й н о м . 
М. Г. Крейн любезно обратил внимание авторов на связи, существующие 
между кругом этих вопросов и результатами об обращении конечных тепли-
цевых матриц и их континуальных аналогов [4, 5]. 
Авторы приносят М . Г. Крейну искреннюю благодарность. 
§ 1. Лемма о кратных расширениях систем векторов 
1. Пусть L обозначает некоторое линейное пространство и Lm — линейное 
пространство всех векторов вида / = с компонентами f j € L . Пусть 
5 = {<Pjk: к = 0, 1, . . . , kj — 1 \j=\; 2, ... , /„} — система векторов из I и А0- — 
некоторое комплексное число. Систему векторов 
« Г Ш = {Фд(Л>): к = 0, 1, ...,'kj-l;-j= 1 ,2 , . . . , ; „ } из Lm, где 
(11) о) = и <pWo) = É К) ¿Г"<Pj,k-s 
s = 0 ^ ' 
назовем т-кратным расширением системы относительно / 0 . Легко видеть, 
что для векторов Фд(Я0) имеют место равенства 
dP í t tk ) 
(1.2) <р%{Х0) = + + H , = 0 -
Имеет также место следующая рекуррентная формула: 
(1.3) = ¿o<p№o) + V%-Á*o) (к = 0, 1, . . . , k j - l ; j = 1 ,2 , ...,j0), 
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в которой полагается <Ру _1(Я0) = 0. В с а м о м деле, из равенства (1.1) вытекает, 
что 
Таким образом, 
3 = 0 
И з формулы (1.3) без труда выводится следующая более общая формула: 
(1.4) (г = 1,2, . . .) . 
В с а м о м деле, для /•= 1 формула (1.4) совпадает с (1.3). Пусть равенство (¡.4) 
верно. Тогда 
= 2 ((3 - ( ,"1) 9s.H-.ih) 
и, следователно, 
2. В дальнейшем существенную роль играет следующее предложение. 
Л е м м а 1 .1 . Пусть /1 ={/.,, /2) ..., /,} — система различных комплекс-
ных чисел и (1=1, 2, ... , 10) — системы векторов из Ь: 
81 = {(р]к,1- к = 0, 1, ...,кя-\\ )•= 1 ,2 , . . . , /,}. 
Если при каждом 1=1,2, ...,/0 система векторов (/= 1,2, ...,Л) ли-
нейно независима и число т удовлетворяет условию 
(1.5) т г ^ т а х кц 
1=1 } = 1, 2, 
то система векторов 
= й д г ( я , ) ! ) 
1=1 
является также линейно независимой: 
•о х) Здесь и в дальнейшем мы через и <5Г(Я,) обозначим систему (!) 
* = 0,1, . . . у = 1,2, / = 1 , 2 , ...,/„}. 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Очевидно, в доказательстве достаточно ограничиться 
случаем, когда 
'о 
т = У т а х ки. 
Í=í J-*,*.-, J, 
Введем в рассмотрение операторные матрицы 
ПГ(Х) = IW/IIJrii (г = 0, 1, ...,т—\) 
Sst (s ё г) 
( - Я Г ' ^ ) (s>r) 
где 
= 
и I — единичный оператор в пространстве Ь. Выясним теперь, как оператор 
ЯГ(Я) действует на векторы (Я,) = (ср^, системы 5'" (Л). В первую 
очередь отметим, что оператор Пг (Я) не меняет первые г + 1 компоненты 
вектора 
Рассмотрим системы векторов . 
(1.6) <5™(А, Я,) = {РГЯ,(Я)ФА ,(Я,): А: = 0, 1, . . . , кп- 1; ] = 1, 2, ... 
где 
' о . . . о / о' 
О .. . 0 0 7 
/ = 1 , 2 , . . . , / 0 и г = 0, 1, . . . , т — 1. 
Докажем, что каждая из этих систем векторов является (т — г) — кратным 
расширением относительно Я, —Я соответствующей системы векторов 
® г ( А , ) = * = 9 , 1 , ...,кя-1;]= 1 , 2 , . . . , 7 , } . 
Положим 
Тогда 
{Ф%,i)p=o~r = ДЯДЯ)Фд . , ;(Я,). ' 
s = r * ' u=0 v / 
В силу (1.4) 
следовательно, 
<Р!Я"+ГШ = Р 2 * г Ы р Л <prj,k-s,ÁÚ, s=0 ^ ' 




П.! = 2 Р2 A i ^ U - M ) -s=0 u = 0 V. / 
Таким образом, 
5 = 0 * ' 
Последнее и означает, что система векторов ©"'(Я, Я,) является (т-г)-крат-
н ы м расширением системы 63™ (7, "/.,) относительно Я,—Я. 
Рассмотрим систему ЗгЙЧЛ) векторов 
= ВД) Фл,,0.,) (к = 0, 1, ..., к п - = 1, 2, ... ,7 ). 
И з предыдущих рассуждений вытекает, что система (/.,) представляет 
собой ш-кратное расширение системы ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . , / 0 ) относительно Я,—Я1. 







( * = 0 , 1 , ..., кл — 1; j = 1,2, ...,j\). 
Образуем теперь систему З ^ Я , ) векторов (/.,) = ПХ1 (Я2 — Я.) (Я,) (А* = 
= 0, 1, . . . , kjt — 1 ; / = 1 , 2, . . . , /0), где max /сд. Тогда система векторов 
j=i,t,...,h 
Р представляет собой (ш — х1)-кратное расщирение векторов 
Vjk, i ('-i ~ ¿1) относительно Я, —Ях —(Я2—Я1) = Я , - Я 2 . В частности, Р Ф $ ().!) = 0, 
а векторы Рх^Ф1^ (Я2) и м е ю т вид 
* 
( 4 - h)"1(Pjk,-2 
о 
о где звездочкой заменены векторы, которые в дальнейшем не играют роли. 
.Продолжим этот процесс так, далее: по системе ' Зг®(Я,) векторов 
(к = 0, 1, . . . , кл — 1; 7 = 1, . . . , п о с т р о и м систему 5т+ 1 ) (Я,) векторов Ф^+1)(Я,) = 
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= ПХ ( А 5 + 1 - / 5 ) Ф $ , .где х 5 = 2 шах кл. Д л я векторов Р, Ф%+1)(А), где 
1=1 7=1.2, ' . 




* (/с = 0, 1, . . . , 1; 7 = 1, 2, . . . ,Л+1)-
Наконец, построим системы ( / = 1, 2, . . . , / 0 ) . Д л я векторов э т о й 
системы / ,^о_1Ф^о )(Я,) = 0 при / и / 0 , а векторы РХ [ о_1 и м е ю т в и д 
0 - 7 ) ( Ч - А ^ Г ' о - Ч - м , , 
О 
О 
Докажем теперь, что система векторов 
Ж Л / 1 ) = и ГС'ЧА,) 
1 = 1 
линейно независима. Пусть 
Тогда 
2 2 ^ ^ и Ф ^ Ш = о. 
1 = 1 1 к=0 
2 = 2 2 = о-
Так как векторы ^ имеют вид (1.7) и векторы (У— 1, 2, ...,./',) 
линейно независимы, т о 
ЛД/о : О (Л = 0 , 1 , . . . , 1;• ] = 1, 2, . . . ,7 , 0 ) . 
Таким образом, 
'о-1 Л ^1-1 . . 
2 2 2 (я,) = о. ( = 1 у=1 *=0 
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Применяя к этому равенству оператор Р>ча-2> получим, что а д ,о_1 = 0 
(&=0 ,Т , — 1;7 = 1, ...,у,о_1)- П р о д о л ж а я этот процесс аналогичным об-
разом, получим, что я ; ь = 0 (к = 0, 1, . . . , ; у = 1 , 2, . . . ,у5) для 5 = / 0 - 2 , 
/ 0 — 3 , 1 . И з линейной независимости системы. вытекает линейная 
независимость системы ^ т ( Л ) . 
Л е м м а доказана. 
Без труда можно убедиться в том, что даже в случае Ь=СХ условие (1.5) 
существенно в формулировке л е м м ы 1.1. 
3. И з л е м м ы 1.1 выводится следующая 
Л е м м а 1 . 2 . Пусть Л = {/.1, /2, ..., /.¡ } — множество комплексных чи-
сел и ( / = 1 , 2 , ...,/0) — система векторов из Ь\ 
& = {Я>}к,1- к = 0, 1, . . . , ^ , - 1 ; / = 1,2, 
Если число т удовлетворяет условию (1.5) и 
(1,6) 1 2 = 0 ( а ^ С 1 ) , 
1 = 1 1 = 1 4=0 
то • 
Фк,<(Л) = 2 « л и I ( ' • • ) = 0 (к = 0, 1, . . . , шах к}1 — \\ / = 1 , 2 , . . . , /0), у ^ 
где суммирование распространяется на все индексы для которых к^ = к. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Образуем систему 
®/ = {<Рк,1 = 2а1ы<Р1к,Г- <Ро,1 И 0 ; к = 0, 1, . . . , шах к л — 1} (/ = 1, 2, . . . , /0) 
и предположим, что она непуста. Тогда, очевидно, система ©[" = {Фк>,(Я,):А: = 
= 0, 1 , . . . , шах А ,̂— 1} является ш-кратным расширением системы (Г),. При-
1 ¡0 
меняя к системе © = 0 ©, л е м м у 1.1, получим, что система векторов Фк , (/.,) 
1=1 ' 
линейно независима. Последнее противоречит равенству (1.7). Таким образом, 
© , = 0 , что означает <р0>, = 0 ( / = 1 , 2, . . . , / 0 ) . 
Теперь образуем системы 
©/,1 = \<Рк} = <рк+1,Г- <Ри 7*0, к = 0,1, . . . , шах к л — 2} ( / = 1 ,2 , . . . , /0). 
Как легко видеть, т - к р а т н о е расширение системы © ( 1 состоит из векторов 
Фк+1,1(Л1)= Фк,1,1(?-д к = 0, . . . , шах кц — 2). Следовательно, применяя 
. . . 1 
снова л е м м у 1.1, получим © м = 0 , что означает <р1>г=0 ( / = 1 , 2, . . . , / 0 ) . 
П р о д о л ж а я этот процесс далее, получим <рг,,=0 ( / = 1,2, . . . , /0) для 
г=2, 3 , . . . , шах Ату; — 1. 
и ' . 
Л е м м а доказана. 
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§ 2. Вспомогательные предложения 
1. Пусть (1 — натуральное число и А(л) = А0 + ?,А1-\ Ь/"/4„ м а т р и ч н ы й 
пучок с коэффициентами Ак£Ь(Сл).2) Всюду в дальнейшем будем предпо-
лагать , что матрица А„ обратима. 
Число / 0 а С 1 называется характеристическим числом пучка А (Я) если 
с!е1 А(Я0)=0. Если для некоторого вектора <Ро£С (<рп^0) имеет место ра-
венство А(Х0)<р0=0, то вектор ср0' называется собственным вектором пучка 
А (Я), отвечающим числу А„. Цепочка векторов <р0, <р±, ..., срг называется це-
почкой (длины г + 1 ) из собственного и присоединенных векторов, если и м е ю т 
место равенства 
# 
(2.1) + = 0 (к = 0, 1, . . . ) . 
Пусть Я0 — характеристическое число пучка А (Я). Без труда доказывается , 
что в ядре м а т р и ц ы А(Я0) м о ж н о построить базис (р10, ср20, . . . , <рг0 со следую-
щ и м свойством: 
Д л я каждого вектора <ру0 существует цепочка присоединенных векторов 
срл, ср]2, ..., (р} к _1, где Ах = . . . и число кх+к2-{ 1-кг равно кратности 
нуля функции ¿еСЛ(Я) в точке Я0. 
Числа (]== 1 ,2 , называются частными кратностями характерис-
тического числа Я0, а система <р;о, (рп, . . . , < р у ( у = 1 , 2, . . . , г ) — канони- . 
ческой системой собственных и присоединенных векторов пучка А (Я), отве-
чающих характеристическому числу Я0. 
Л е м м а 2 . 1 . Пусть Л={Я Х , Я2, . . . , Я,} — полный набор всех различных 
характеристических чисел пучка А (?.) = А0+/.А1-\ Ь Я" Ап с коэффициентами 
Ак£Ь{СЛ) и пусть 
= ^ = 0, 1 , ; = 1 ,2 , (/ = 1, 2, . . . , 
— каноническая система собственных и присоединенных векторов пучка А (Я), 
отвечающих характеристическому числу /.,. 
Тогда при любом натуральном т система 3) 
= и 5Г+"(Я/) - {Фд,/(Я() - [<Р%,ШтР2Ъ: у = 1, . . . иг, к = 0, . . . , к п - \ ) 
¡=1 
2) Через £_(С) обозначается пространство квадратных матриц порядка с/. 
3) Напомним, что система 5 т +п(л,) является (;и+л)-кратным расширением системы 
5 относительно X, (см. определние в § 1). 
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является базисом ядра оператора 
= 
А0 А1 ... А„ 
Ад ... А„_! А„ 
О А0 ... А„_х А„ 
действующего из C(m+n)d в Cmd. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Докажем сначала, что равенство 
(2.2) 2 AP-r<Pjk,t(Äi) — О ( . / = 1 , 2 , : . . , / , ) 
верно для к=0 и л ю б о г о г. В самом деле, так как = 1 то 
2 Г А р - г < Р к 1 & ) = "2ЛГАР-г(р1о,1 = = о. 
Предположим, что равенство (2.2) верно для любого г и к=к0. Тогда 
оно верно и для к = к 0 + 1 и любого г. В с а м о м деле, по предположению имеем 
п+г п + г р 
о.= 2.Ap-r<PX,iW = ъ 2 2\s\^rsAp-rcPj,k0-s,i р + r р = Г 5 = 0 1 ' 
" + г " ( р \ 
p=r s=О / 
Отсюда вытекает, что 
п + г 
2 Ap-rVWndo) р=г '.2 1 (ii) V ~ Г - г CPi^ +, , " ,) ¿f -
SA р _ ,0+! _s,,) 
Р = Г 5 = 0 VV / \ / J 
п + г р-1(р- 1) = Z 2 Ys-.Mr'Ap-rViM+1-s.i P—r s=l \ ' 
р = г-1 
Таким образом, доказано, что для любого к = 0, 1, . . . , к п — 1 и л ю б о г о г = 
= 0, 1, . . . , т — 1 имеет место равенство (2.2). Отсюда вытекает, что 
£ K e r s f m . 
Система Jym +"(/ l) состоит из nd векторов. Согласно лемме 1.1 эта система 
линейно независима. С другой стороны, очевидно, 
d i m K e r j / m ' = (m + n)d— md = nd. 
Таким образом, Ker \ s / m = l i n 4) 
Л е м м а доказана. 
4) Через lin 5 обозначается линейная оболочка системы векторов 5-
4 А 
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2. Л е м м а 2.2. Пусть 
= {Vjk.i• к = 0,1, ..., кц~ 1; j = 1, 2, . . . J , } (/ = 1, 2, ...,q) 
— система векторов из пространства Cd и Л = {Л1г Я2, . . . , Я9} — конечное мно-
жество комплексных чисел. Пусть далее (т+п)-кратное расширение 
системы относительно Я, и вектор 
Q = i 2 У ^ ^ а Д ) (£Cim+n>d), 1 = 1 j=1 k=0 
где c/.jkl 6 С 1 принадлежит ядру оператора sim. Если число т удовлетворяет 
условию 
я 
т & 2 шах кп, 5) /=i j 
то все векторы 
(2.3) QkJ = 2 (к = 0, 1, . . . , maxkj,— 1; 1 = ], ...,q) 
j 
где суммирование распространяется на все индексы j, для которых kjl S к при-
надлежат ядру оператора s£m. 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . П о л о ж и м 
п 
Р= О 
= {Фл,,: j= 1 ,2 , . . . J , ; к=0, 1, ...,кп-\) (/ = 1 ,2 , ...,q) 
и 
Vjkj = (Фк<)Г=1» =^тФ3кМ)-
Докажем, что система © , = к=0, 1, . . . , кп— 1; / = 2, . . . , q) представ-
ляет собой /«-кратное расширение отностительно Я, системы % t; т.е. (Я() = 
= ©, . 
Имеет место равенство 
Фк'= 2" = 2 ¿р<р№?Щ. 
p—s р—0 
В силу (1.4) 
= 2 2(su)>ru<pU-M)-р=о и=0 
Следовательно, 
Р=0 И=0 V1*/ Ц = 0 V ' 
Отсюда вытекает, что и ^дл(Я ()-
6) Отметим, что это условие заведомо выполняется, если m'mnd. 
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Пусть 
Тогда 
2 К е г < , . 
1 = 1 ) = г к = о 
Ч •/( 
^ = 2 2 2 %/^-м-¡ = 1 > = 1 л = о В силу л е м м ы 1.2 отсюда вытекает 
2*}ыФ»,1 = 0 САг = 0, 1, ...,кл-1; 1= 1,2, ...,<?), 3 
где, суммирование происходит по всем _/, для которых к ^ к . 
Л е м м а доказана. 
Отметим, что в условиях л е м м ы 2.2 может оказаться, что все векторы 
не принадлежат ядру оператора для любого т . В э т о м м о ж н о 
убедиться на следующем примере. 
Рассмотрим при й=2 пучок А (Я) = Ап + XI, где 
- 1 О 
О 1 
П о л о ж и м А={],-1}, %1={<р10}, 5"2={ф2о}, где <р1О=(0; 1) и • <р20 = (1; - 1 ) . 
Пусть т — произвольное натуральное число. Тогда, очевидно, система (I) 
состоит из единственного вектора Ф1 0 д(1) = (0, 1, 0, 1, . . . , 0, 1), а система 
А = 
Я Ч - 1 ) — ИЗ вектора Ф 2 0 > 2 ( -1 ) = ( - 1 , 1 , - 1 , 1, •1 ,1) . Оператор т в 
рассматриваемом случае определяется равенством 
О 
* - • Л 7 
о А0 1\ 
Легко видеть, что ¿ / т (Ф 1 0 > 1 (1 )+Ф 2 0 2 ( - 1 ) ) = 0 , в то время как 
и ^ и Ф 2 0 , 2 ( - 1 ) ^ 0 . 
3. Л е м м а 2 . 3 . Пусть {(рк: к=0, 1, . . . Д 0 } 6 ) — система векторов из 
С* и ЧЬ™ = [Фк (Я0) = (Я0))р — ее т-кратное расширение относительно 
Я0(€С1). Если т>к0 и вектор Ф*о(Я0) принадлежит ядру оператора з!т, то Я0 
является характеристическим числом пучка А (Я), а (рг, ..., <рк^ представ-
ляет собой цепочку из собственного и присоединенных векторов. 
в) Здесъ индекс к соответствует второму индексу векторов из определения /н-кратното 
расширения. 
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Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о : Пусть фк = 2 Ар(рк. П о в т о р я я соответствующее м е с т о 
р=о 
из доказательства л е м м ы 2.2, покажем, что система © = {л/шФ4(Я0): к = 
= 0, 1, . . . , к0} является га-кратным расширением системы © = {фк :к = 0, 1 , ..., &„}. 
Следовательно, согласно (1.3) имеет место равенство 
VP+i = Ш + ФЕ-1, 
где < Ф , ( Я 0 ) = ( ^ Р ) р = о -
Поскольку Фко=0 (р—0, 1, . . . , т — 1) и т>к0, то отсюда вытекает, что 
фк=0 для А:=0, 1, . . . , к0. Последнее означает, что 
0 = ¿ А р < р 1 = 2 р = О р~0 г-О V / 
Так как 
то 
к 1 I dr 
(До)<Рк-г {к = 0, 1, ..., к0). 
Э т о означает, что (р0, срг, :.., (рк является цепочкой из собственного и при-
соединенных векторов пучка А (А), соответствующей характеристическому 
числу А0. 
Л е м м а доказана. 
§ 3 . Основная теорема 
1. Пусть . 
А(Х) = А0 + ХА1+-+Х'Ап и В(Х) = В0 + • • • + Х т В т 
— два матричных пучка с коэффициентами Aj,Bk£Cd ( у = 0 , 1, . . . , п; к = 
= 0 , 1 ,...,т). Пусть ф0 — общее характеристическое число пучков А(Х) и 
В(Х) и 
Я = К е г Л ( А „ ) П К е г 5 ( А 0 ) . 
Пусть <рп, •••, (рг — цепочка собственного и присоединенных векторов 
одновременно для пучков А (А) и #(А), соответствующая характеристическому 
числу А0. Число г + 1 называется длиной этой цепочки. Н а и б о л ь щ а я длина 
такой цепочки, начинающейся вектором (р0, назовем рангом общего собст-
венного вектора (р0 и обозначим через rang (А0, </»о)-
В подпространстве Я выберем базис <р10, ср20, . . . , ранги векторов 
которого обладают следующими свойствами: к г является м а к с и м а л ь н ы м из 
чисел rang (А0, <р) (србЯ), a kj (j~2, 3, ...,j0) является максимальным из чисел 
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rang (Я0, ф) для всех векторов прямого дополнения к lin {<р10, <р2о, • ••, <Pj-1,0} 
в Я, содержащего (pj0. 
Легко видеть, что число rang (/.„, <р„) для л ю б о г о вектора <pQ£$t равно 
одному из чисел k¡ (./'= 1, 2, ...,j0). Следовательно, числа k¡ (j= 1, 2, . . . , j 0 ) 
определяются однозначно пучками А (Я) и S (Я). 
Обозначим через срп, . . . , 9j,k.-i соответствующую общую для 
Л (Я) и 5(Я) цепочку присоединенных векторов к собственному вектору 
<Pjo (У=1. 2, ...,У0)-
Систему 
<PjO> «PJL > •••• s <Pj,kj-l U = 2 , •••,7O) 
назовем канонической системой общих собственных и присоединенных век-





назовем общей кратностью характеристического числа Я0 пучков ^ (Я) и В{Х). 
2. Пучкам А (Л) и В (л) и целому числу и ^ т а х {п,т} сопоставим опера-
тор 
'А0 Ах ... А„ ... 0] 
А0 ... Ап_1 Ап 







0 ... Вд Вт_Х Вт 
действующий из пространства С""1 в С ' 2 " - ' " - " ^ . 
Условимся Я„(А, В) называть результантным оператором или резуль-
тантной матрицей пучков А (Я) и В (К). 
Т е о р е м а 3 . 1 . Пусть 
(3.1) Л(Я) = Ад + АА1 + -+АпА„ и В(А) = 5 0 + ЯВ 1 + ••• + АтВт 
— два матричных пучка (Aj, Вк£Сл) с обратимыми старшими коэффициен-
тами А„ и Вт; А = {Ях, Я2, . . . , Я,} — множество всех (различных) общих ха-
рактеристических чисел пучков А (Я) и В (а) и 
5/ = {<?;*, Г- к = 0, 1, ...,кп- 1 ;у = 1, 2, . . . , . / ,} (/ = 1 ,2 , . . . , д) 
—. каноническая система общих собственных и присоединенных векторов 
пучков А (Я) и В(/.), отвечающих характеристическому числу Я,. 
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Если выполняется условие 
(3.2) w ё mm{n + md, m-k-nd} 7), 
то система 
= и grao 
1=1 
является базисом подпространства Ker R„(A, В). 
В частности, при условии (3.1) имеет место равенство 
v(A, В) = dim Ker RW(A, В) где v(A, В) = ¿ v(A, В, Я,). /=i 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Без ограничения общности м о ж н о предполагать , что 
т^п. 
И з л е м м ы 2.1 вытекает, что $w(A)cKer и 5 ' " (Л)с1Кег сле-
довательно, g w ( / l ) c K e r RW(A, 5 ) = Ker П К е г 
Пусть теперь QGKer RW{A, В). Тогда ÓCKer sfwJ„ и в силу л е м м ы 2.1 
Q можно представить в виде 
Ч it kji-1 
£ 3 = 2 2 2 1 = 1 j = 1 к=О 
где 8Г01) = j = 1 , 2 , . . . , / , ; к = 0,1, ...,к„- 1}. 
Отсюда в силу л е м м ы 2.2 вытекает, что 
i 
при к=0, 1, . . . , kj, — 1 , 1 = 1 , 2, ...,q, где суммирование происходит по всем j, 
для которых k j ^ k . Согласно лемме 2.3 векторы 
, («kr(A,) = 2 aJki <PjrW (r = 0, 1 к; к = 0, 1 , ..., к, - I ; к, = max кл) j > 
образуют цепочку из собственного и присоединенных векторов пучка В().). 
Так как, кроме того, векторы cokr(Á,)(r=0, 1, ..., к) также представляют собой 
цепочку из собственного и присоединенных векторов пучка А (Я) м ы пришли 
к выводу, что векторы Qk(Я,) можно представить в виде линейной комбинации 
') Легко видеть, что приводимое доказательство теоремы остается в силе, если условие 
(3.1) заменить следующим менее стеснительным условием 
(3.2') и ' £ т т | я + £ тахАг,,(В); т + £ тах£.,(/!)}• I ¡ = 1 ! 1=1 1 ) 
где {кл(С):/=1, ...,/,(С)}-набор частных кратностей пучка С().). 
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векторов из Следовательно, вектор Q является линейной комбина-
цией векторов из 5w"(/i). 
Теорема доказана. 
С л е д с т в и е 3 .1 . Пучки А (X) и В(Х) из (3.1) имеют общее характерис-
тическое число Д0 и общий собственный вектор, отвечающий /.„ в том и только 
том случае, когда ранг результантной матрицы RW(A, В) при n^min {md+n; 
nd + т} меньше максимального. 
3. Теорема 0.1, сформулированная во введении, без труда выводится из 
теоремы 3.1. Классическая результантная матрица R(a,b), приведенная во 
введении, очевидно, совпадает с Rm+n(a, b). В этом случае (при d=l), очевидно, 
условие (3.2) выполняется. Следовательно, Ker R(a, b) состоит из линейной 
оболочки векторов 
= ((сркрШ№Г\ где <Р£Ш = 2 й 
s = 0 V / 
Так как 
Фк().,) = 2 и нкш = Ф ь Ш - Ф ^ л , ) , 
5 = 0 
то отсюда непосредственно вытекает справедливость теоремы 0.1. 
В случае d > l для классической результантной матрицы, т.е. для 
Rm+n(A, В), можно лишь утверждать следующее: 
Ker Rm+n(A,B) = Ker s/m f | Ker 
и 
v(A,B) s . dim Ker Rm+n(A,B). 
Эти соотношения непосредственно вытекают из леммы 2.1. 
Приведем еще одно утверждение для классической результантной мат-
рицы при d j i 1. 
Пусть В)) — каноническая система собственных и при-
соединенных векторов пучка А(А)(В(?.У), отвечающих характеристическому 
числу Я,(n t). Тогда число dim Ker Rm+n(A, В) равно коразмерности подпрост-
ранства 
l i n g m + " ( ^ ) U g m + " ( 5 ) , где Tf'+"(A) = U A), Tf'+"(B) = US m + " ( / 'b -8 ) . i i 
В частности, оператор Rm+n(A,B) обратим в том и только том случае, когда 
система ?f,+"(A)U%m+"(B) полна в C ( m + n ) d . 
Легко видеть, что для w = m + n при 1 условие (3.2') выполняется только 
в некоторых частных случаях. Условие (3.2) (и соответствующее условие 
(3.2')) теоремы 3.1 является существенным, для классической результантной 
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матрицы теорема 3.1, вообще говоря, не имеет места. В этом можно убе-




- 1 - 1 + Л 
и В(Х) = 
1+Х 1 
1 1 + А 
Тогда ядро результантной матрицы .Jí2(Л, В) состоит из множества векторов 
(—1, 1,1, 0)/ (íG С1). С другой стороны, пучок А(Х) имеет характеристические 
числа ± 1 , а пучок В (Я) имеет характеристические числа 0, — 2. Таким обра-
зом, v(A, В) = 0, a dim Ker Jt2(A, В)= 1. 
§ 4. Приложения 
Приведем два приложения результатов из § 3. 
1. Начнем с обобщения метода исключения неизвестного из системы 
двух уравнений с двумя неизвестными (см., например, [1], гл. 11, §54). 
Пусть А (Л, ц) и В (а, р.) — матричные пучки двух переменных 
пт 
{X, ßfC1; AJk, Bjk £ L(Cd)). 
B(l и) = 2 2 xjnk вjk j = 0 k = 0 
Рассмотрим следующую систему уравнений: 
(4.1) А(Х,ц)(р = 0, В(Х,ц)ц> = 0 
с неизвестными числами X и ц и неизвестным вектором <р£ Cd (<р=^0). Сделаем 
следующие предположения: 
а) для некоторого ц=ц ( ) £С 1 система (4.1) не имеет решения; 
т р 
б) определители det 2 РкАпк и det 2 н е равны тождественно нулю; 
к = 0 к=0 
" . р в) определители det 2 '-1 А jm и det 2 н е равны тождественно нулю. 
j=О j =о 
Пусть выполнены условия а) и б). Запишем пучки А (Я, ц) и В(Х, ц) по 
степеням переменной X: 
А(Х, /г) = A0(n) + XA1(fi)+-- - +X"An(ß) 
В(Х, ß) = B0(ti) + XB1(fi)+-+X«Bq(n) 
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где Aj(fi) = 2 Ajk и Bj(n) = 2 n k B j k , и положим 
fc=0 к = 0 
A0(jj) А,(/г) ... A,,(fi) 
. А0(ц) ... A-i(aO Ай(/Л) 
ЛМ) = 
О ... A0(fi) ... lOO Л 0 0 
B0(fi) ВМ ... Bm(fi) . . . о 
. в0{ц) ...Вт_х(ц) Bm{tx) 
о ... д>00 ... 5m-i00 Ят00 
Пусть М0 (конечное) множество нулей функции det A„(j.i) Bq(ii). Если w об-
ладает свойством 
w ^ min {nd+q; qd+n}, 
то для всех ц $ М 0 можно применить следствие 3.1. Следовательно, множество 
точек ц, для которых существует решение системы (4.1), состоит из точек 
множества Мг чисел ц0$М0, для которых 
(4.2) rangi?w(^í0) < w 
и, быть может , некоторых точек из множества М0. 




Этим путем разыскание решений системы (4.1) сведено к разысканию решений 
системы с о д н и м неизвестным числом и одним неизвестным вектором. 
Предположим теперь, что кроме условий а) и б), выполняется еще усло-
вие в). Тогда описанный процесс м о ж н о повторить, поменяв местами пере-
менные /х и к. Пусть А0 — множество всех нулей функции 
(4.3) (flgeMgijMy). 
0=0 
Множество чисел А, для которых система (4.1) имеет решение, состоит из 
множества Аг всех точек /,0, для которых 
(4.4) гап ё Л„(Л0) < УУ 8) 
и, быть может , некоторых точек из множества А0. 
8) K W определяется подобно Rw(/Í). 
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Таким образом, осталось решить системы уравнений 
. Ио)<Р = 0 1 
В(Х0, ц,)ср = о\ 
где Л0 пробегает множество Л а и а пробегает множество М о и М 1 . 
2. Рассмотрим однородные дифференциальные уравнения 
(4.6) + = о 
(4-7) + = о 
где Aj, Bk£L(Cd) и матрицы А„ и Вт обратимы. Э т и м уравнениям отвечают 
п т 
матричные пучки / ) ( / . )= к и В(Х) = Хк Вк. 
к = 0 к = О 
Имеется тесная связь между решениями уравнения (4.6) с собственными и 
присоединенными векторами пучка А (А). Общее решение уравнения является 
линейной комбинацией вектор-функций вида 
(4.8) <p(t) = exo<^L(p0+...+±(pk_1 + (pk^ 
где (р0,(рх, . . . , срк пробегают все цепочки из собственного и присоединенных 
векторов пучка А(Х). Таким образом, из теоремы 3.1 непосредственно выте-
кает следующая теорема. 
Т е о р е м а 4 . 1 . Пусть Л — подпространство общих решений уравнений 
(4.6) и (4.7). Если число w удовлетворяет условию 
w Ш min {nd-\-m, md+n}, 
то имеет место равенство 
dim Я = dim Ker i i w ( /4 , В). 
С п о м о щ ь ю этой теоремы и метода из п. 1 м о ж н о указать способ д л я 




д - о ( ' ) + • • • + а д ) 
^<p\(t) + A0(n)<p(t) =0 
^<p\(t) + B0(n)(p(t) = 0 
где Ак(ц) и Вк(ц) — матричные пучки. 
Рассмотрим еще одну задачу. Пусть даны т+п векторов ук (к=0, 1, ..., 
т + п — 1) из пространства С . Будем искать все пары функций (ср(t), ip(t)), где 
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(p{t) — решение уравнения (4.6), a ip(t) — решение уравнения (4.7), которые 
удовлетворяют начальным условиям 
(4.9) ¿ г И ' ) + 1КО)|г=о = ;г* (* = 0 , 1 , . . . , . т + и - 1 ) . 
Эта задача имеет для. любого набора векторов ук (к=0, 1, . . . , т+п — 1) 
единственное решение в том и только том случае, когда классическая резуль-
тантная матрица Rm+n(A, В) обратима. 
В самом деле, построим для каждого решения q>(t) уравнения (4.6) 
уравнения (4.7)) вектор-функцию 
Полагая X = (xk)™J0" 1, видим, что начальные условия (4.9) принимают вид 
Ф(0) + Ч>(0) = X. 
Если вектор-функция <p(t) пробегает все решения уравнения (4.6) (ф(0 — все 
решения (4.7)), то из равенства (1.2) непосредственно вытекает, что векторы 
Ф(0) (if (0)) пробегают систему векторов (/??+«)-кратного расширения g m + ' 
( 6 m + ' ) систем из собственных и присоединенных векторов пучка Л (/.) (пучка 
В{'/.)). Следовательно, задача имеет для любого X£C ( m + n ) d решение в т о м 
и только том случае, когда объединение систем 5 m + i и © г а + ' является полным 
в c(m+")<i. Как отмечалось в § 3, последнее имеет место тогда и только тогда, 
когда матрица R„,+„{A, В) обратима. Легко видеть, что в этом случае решение 
является единственным. 
§ 5. Ядро безутианты 
1. В качестве еще одного приложения теоремы 0.1 дадим описание ядра 
безутианты двух полиномов в случае, когда d = 1. 
Пусть а(Х) = а0 + а1Х + ---+а„Хп и b(X) = b0+b1X + — +Ьт/,т (т^п) — два 
полинома (ак, Ьк£С1ф, а„^0). Рассмотрим полином двух переменных 
а(Х)Ь(ц)-а(11ЩХ) я — X 
В{Х, ц) = К ' ^ = 2 ЬМ?>Ц". 
/.—/I р,д = О 
Безутиантой полиномов а (Я) и 6 (Я) называется квадратная матрица 0(а,Ь) = 
= 11̂ Р«11РГ«=О- Как известно (см., например, [2, 3]), дефект безутианты равен сте-
пени наибольшего общего делителя полиномов а(/.) и Ь(/.). Это утверж-
дение допускает следующее уточнение. 
Т е о р е м а 5 .1 . Ядро безутианты Зд{а,Ь) полиномов о (Я) и Ъ (Я) состоит 
из линейной оболочки векторов 
(Pjk 
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где ( 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) — все общие нули полиномов а(Я) и Ъ(Я), а — общая 
кратность нуля 
Д о к а з а т е л ь с т в о . Для безутианты ¿3(а,Ь) имеет место равенство 
(см. [3]): 
(5.1) Я{а,Ь) = 
а 1 ... а„_г ап 
а2 ... ап . 
|я„ ... 0 
Образуем матрицы 
~а„ 
Ь0 Ь1 ... Ъ„_х 
Ь0 ... Ъп_, 
0 Ь0 
Ъ1... Ьп_1 ь„ 
ь 2 . . . ьп . 
ьЛ ..: о 
а0 аг ... а„_х 




я, а0 ... а„ 
А„ = 
а 0 ••• « п - 1 
а 0 . . . а „ _ 2 
0 я« 
и соответственно матрицы Вп и В„. Тогда равенство (5.1) примет в и д 
(5.2) ^(а,Ь) = А(АпВп-ВпАп). 
Следовательно, уравнение !%{а,Ь)<р = 0 эквивалентно уравнению 
(5.3) (АпВп-ВпАп)ср = 0. 
В приведенных обозначениях, очевидно, 
Я(Ь, а) 
В„ в„ 
Легко убедиться в справедливости равенства 
Вп в„ I 
А А„. 0 
ВпА-Ч\Ва-ВлА^Ая 0 1 Г / 0 
/ ] [ 0 А,\ [А-'Ап / 
Очевидно, матрицы Вп и Ап перестановочны, следовательно, 






Тогда из равенств (5.2)—(5.4) следует $Й(а, Ь)/= 0. Наоборот , если 38(а, Ь)/= 0, 
то имеет место равенство (5.5) при g = A ~ 1 A „ f . Осталось воспользоваться 
теоремой 0.1. 
Теорема доказана. 
2. Пусть заданы два полинома вида 
(5.6) х(Х) = Х0 + Х11+--+Х„А" и у(1) = у0+У-1?.~1+-+у_пЛ-" 
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( х „ ^ 0 или у - п т^0) . Безутиантой многочленов х().) и у(1) называется квадрат-
ная матрица $ ( х , у ) = \ \ Ь Р Х Р ~ ^ , где 
" V I , 1.-« - хи)у(!1-х)-а11)"х(ц^)у(>.) 
Непосредственной проверкой убеждаемся в том, что 
, У ) = 
хо 
a" j О 
о 
• • • Хп 
Jo }'-!••• У1-П 
. Уо •••Уг-п 
О У о 
V-п ••• 1 
VI-П У-п 
LJ-1 y-2 — y-nS 
Хп Хп-1 ••• Х1 
, Xff • • • 
О ... х„ 
Д л я безутианты $(х,'у) имеет место теорема, аналогичная теореме 5.1. 
Для полноты приведем ее формулировку. 
Т е о р е м а 5 . 2 . Ядро безутианты многочленов х (Я) и у (Я) вида (5.6) состоит 
( (p\\n-i ).Pj к M (к=0, 1, :..,kj— 1) где /.j ( / = 
= 1 , 2 , . . . , / ) — все общие нули функций х (?) и у (A), a kj —1 общая кратность 
нуля Я,-. 
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Wiener-Hopf operators induced by multipliers 
By G. A. H1VELY in Lexington (Kentucky, USA)1) 
Introduction. Let R denote the real line ( - - » , « ) and let M(R) denote the 
commutative Banach algebra of complex valued Borel measures on R equipped 
with total variation no rm and with multiplication defined by convolution of measures. 
Let = [0 , co) and = ( . - « , , 0]. F o r each let LP(R) (resp. L"(R+), 
LP(R~)) denote the usual Lebesgue space of complex valued Borel measurable 
functions on R (resp. R+, R~). To avoid unnecessary repetition, it will be assumed 
henceforth that the index p of any LP-space under consideration satisfies the constraint 
1 The subspace of M(R) consisting of those measures whose support is 
contained in R+ (resp. R~) will be denoted by M(R+) (resp. M ( R W e shall 
frequently identify L"(R+) and LP{R~) as subspaces of LP(R). We write / ( r e sp . I+, / _ ) 
for the identity operator on L"(R) (resp. LP(R+), LP(R~)) and P (resp. Q) for the 
natural projection of LP(R) on to LP(R+) (resp. LP(R~)). If ] c» (resp. p= <=•=), 
we write B(L"(R)) for the space, of continuous (resp. weak*-continuous) linear 
operators on LP(R) equipped with the usual operator norm. -
If n £ M ( R ) and f e L p { R ) i then the convolution 
№*/](*) = j f { x - t ) d n ( t ) 
defines a.e. an element n*f€Lp(R) with | | j u * / | | p ^ M | l l / l l p . For each n£M(R) t he 
operator S(n,p)£B(Lp(R)) is defined by 
S(fi,p)f= \i*f feLp(R), 
i 
and ||S(/i,/OI| — IImII- W e say that S(p, p) is the convolution operator on LP(R) in-
duced by /i. 
If T is any operator on LP(R), the operator pr (T) on LP(R+) is defined by 
pr (T)f = PTf, f£Lp(R+). 
l) This paper is based on the author's doctoral dissertation at the University of California, 
written under the supervision of Professor Donald Sarason. 
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If T£B(Lp(R)), then pr {T)£B(LP(R+}) and ||pr ( J ) | | s \ \ 7"||. For each n£M(R), 
the Wiener—Hopf operator fV(/-i, p) on LP(R+) induced by n is defined by W{\u,p) = 
= pt(S(n,p)). 
Several authors have considered the Wiener—Hopf operators induced by var-
ious classes of measures (cf. [8], [12]), particularly with regard to their inversion. 
R. G. DOUGLAS and J. L. TAYLOR [4] have recently provided inversion criteria of 
great generality. We summarize their results in the following 
T h e o r e m 1.1 . If n£M(R), W(n, 1) is invertible if and only if p£exp(M(R)). 
If H is invertible in M(R), W(n,.p) is invertible if and only if n€exp {M(R)). 
An important consequence of this result is that the invertibility of W(n, p) 
is independent of the index p provided that n is invertible in M(R). Douglas and 
Taylor also show that this need not be the case if /x is not invertible. Specifically, 
they exhibit a noninvertible measure v£M(R+) for which lV(v, 2) is invertible. 
This example motivates our consideration of the more general class of Wiener—Hopf 
operators induced by multipliers. As we shall subsequently show, the invertibility 
of W(v, 2) implies the invertibility of S(v, 2). Since v is hot invertible in M(R), 
S(v, 2 ) - 1 is a multiplier (cf. Section 2) which is not a convolution operator and, 
moreover, W(v, 2 ) _ 1 is pr,S(v, 2)_ 1 . 
In the next section we provide a summary of some important facts concern-
ing Fourier transforms, multipliers and pseudomeasures which we will need later. 
In § 3 we define the class of Wiener—Hopf operators induced by multipliers and 
prove theorems analogous to results such as those of Hartman—Winter, Coburn and 
Brown—Halmos in the theory of Toeplitz operators. In § 4 we examine the Wiener— 
Hopf factorization technique for the inversion of a Wiener—Hopf operator. In 
contrast to the results of previous authors, we give an example of an invertible Wie-
ner—Hopf operator on L2(R+) whose inverse cannot be expressed in the fo rm 
W+ W- where W+ and W^ are analytic and coanalytic (cf. Section 2) Wiener—Hopf 
operators respectively. 
In § 5 we conclude by considering the problem of interpolating the inverse 
of a Wiener—Hopf operator suggested by the example of Douglas and Taylor. The 
Wiener—Pitt measure is used to provide an example of a Wiener—Hopf operator 
W(co,p) which.is invertible for 1 -=/>< «> yet not invertible forp== 1, «>. Although we 
are unable to show that interpolation of the inverse occurs in the general case, we 
show that interpolation does occur when the Wiener—Hopf operator is either analytic 
or coanalytic. • 
2. Fourier transforms, multipliers and pseudomeasures. If fdLl(R), we define 
the Fourier transform o f / by 
j\x) = f e'x,f(t) dt, x£R. 
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If p' denotes the conjugate exponent of p and then the Fourier transform 
defines a bounded linear mapping of L1(R)f]Lp(R) (equipped with the norm f rom 
LP(R)) into LP'(R). The unique continuous extension of this mapping f rom L"(R) 
into LP'(R) will also be called the Fourier transform and the result of applying 
this mapping to an element f£Lp(R) will be denoted b y / . In the case p = 2 the Fourier 
transform is an invertible operator on L-(R) and we shall denote by U the Fourier— 
Plancheral transform on L2(R) defined by Uf=(2n)~ll2f. The operator U is a unitary 
operator on L2(R). 
We shall eventually have need of relations between the Fourier transform and 
the Hardy spaces HP(R). The definitions and basic facts concerning these spaces 
may be found in [6] and [10]. The following result does not seem to be explicitly 
stated in the standard references. Since we will make crucial use of it, we sketch 
the proof. 
T h e o r e m 2 . 1 . If l ^ p ^ l and f£Lp(R+), then j\Hp'(R). Moreover, 
U(LZ(R+j)=H2(R). 
P r o o f . Let + be the upper half-plane {z|Im z > 0 } and define the Laplace 
transform o f / b y 
Lf(z) = Jeiz'f(t) dt, zdn+. 
The function ¿ / i s analytic in n+. Consider the family of functions fy, j > 0 , defined 
by f y ( t ) = e - y ' f ( t ) and note that sup | | / X = 11/11P and that lim [ | / , - / | | p = 0 . Since 
} > > 0 ^ 
Lf(x + iy)=/y(x), it follows that i / C H"(ti+) and that / i s the boundary function for 
Lf This proves the first assertion. The second assertion is then just a form of the 
Paley—Wiener theorem [15, Theorem 19.2, p. 368]. Q.E.D. 
The space M(R) and the spaces LP(R) admit natural involutions defined by 
setting n*(E)=ii(-E) for fi£M(R) and E a Borel set in R and by se t t ing /*(*) = 
= / ( — x ) a.e. for f£Lp(R). If the Fourier—Stieltjes transform of ^fM(R) is defined 
by (l(x)=J eix'dp(t), then these involutions have the following properties: 
(I* = fi, fidM(R), 
and 
/*=/7 fCLp(R), 1 
For each a£R, let 8a denote the measure with positive unit mass at the point a. 
Just as the ambiguity of space for the projections P and Q causes no problems, so 
we shall frequently write Sa in place of S(Sa,p) arid Wa in place of W{da,p). We 
define a multiplier on L"(R) to be an operator S£B(L"(R)) such that 5 commutes 
with Sa for each a£R. The set of multipliers on LP(R) will be denoted by -Jfp. 
It is clear that Jip is an inverse-closed algebra of operators on L" (R) and that 
Jip contains the convolution operators on LP(R). If p = 1 or p = then Jip is 
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precisely the set of convolution operators on LP(R) [13, Theorem 3:1.1 and Theorem 
3.4.1]. If the adjoint operator on U' (R) of an operator on LP(R), 1 is defined 
by means of the pairing 
( / , g) = J f g dx, f£ L»(R), g 6 Lp' (R), 
then a simple application of Fubini 's theorem shows that S(n, p)*=S(p*, p') for 
neM(R) and 1 Setting ¡.i=5a we see that S* = S_a and that Jip*=Jlp' 
if 1 00. 
Let A{R)={f\f^L1{R)} and let A(R) be given the induced norm f r o m L^R). 
The algebra A(R) is then a Banach algebra and is isometrically isomorphic to L1 (R). 
The Banach space dual of A(R) will be denoted by P(R) and the elements of this 
dual space will be called pseudomeasures. The natural isomorphism mapping a-*a 
of P(R) onto L°°(R) will be called the Fourier t ransform on P(R). If o£P{R), the 
element a£L°°{R) is uniquely determined by the relation 
o ( j ) = f d f d x , feLHR). 
The space P(R) is a commutative C*-algebra via the induced operations f rom Lm(R). 
If M(R) is identified as a subalgebra of P(R) by means of the relation 
H(f)=ffdli,.li£M(R),f£L1(R), 
then the multiplication, involution and Fourier t ransform defined on P(R) are con-
sistent with those previously defined on M(R). In particular, we may denote by * 
the multiplication on P (R). 
T h e o r e m 2 . 2 . [13, Theorem 4.3.1] The relation 
{ S f ) ' = d f , f£L\R), 
between elements SiJi2 and a£P(R) determines an isometric algebraic isomorphism 
between Jt2 and P(R). ' 
For 1 oo; let l{p)=\{p—2)jp\- The value of ).{p) may be regarded as a 
measure of the distance of p f rom 2 and the function / ( • ) is symmetric with respect 
to conjugate indices. The next result is essentially contained in [13, pp". 95—97]. 
T h e o r e m 2 .3 . If SdJ(p and '/.(r)^).(p), then S maps Ll(R)C\L"(R) into 
Lp(R)P\Lp'(R) and hence into Lr(R). Moreover, the restriction of S to L1{R)C\L°°(R) 
has a unique extension to an element of Jir. The resulting mapping of J(p into JC 
is an injective norm-decreasing algebra homomorphism and is an isometric isomorphism 
1fl(r) = X(p). 
Combining theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we see that Jlp may be identified with a sub-
algebra of Ji* and hence with a subalgebra of P(R) (containing M(R)). In particular, 
to each multiplier on L"(R) there is associated a unique pseudomeasure. The no ta -
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tion S(a,p) will be used to denote the multiplier on LP(R), if it exists, having <r as 
its associated pseudomeasure. With this notation, the natural mapping of J t p into 
J f for X(r)^.X(p) is given by S(a,p)^S(a,r). 
As an easy consequence of theorems 2.2 and 2.3 we have 
T h e o r e m 2 . 4 . If and S=S(a,p), then 
( S f ) ' = &f, f£L»(R). 
If o£P(R), we say that a is analytic if &£H°°(R) and that a is coanalytic if 
d£H°°(R). If the support of a pseudomeasure is defined as in [7], then a pseudo-
measure is analytic (resp. coanalytic) if and only if its support is contained in R+ 
(resp. R~). If S f . J / p , we say that S is analytic (resp. coanalytic) if S leaves L"(R+) 
(resp. LP(R~)) invariant. Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 imply the following 
T h e o r e m 2 . 5 . If S= S(o, p), then S is analytic (resp. coanalytic) if and only 
if cr is analytic (resp. coanalytic). 
3. The.class iV'p. If WeB(L"(R+)), we say that Wis a Wiener—Hopf operator 
if W = p r ( , S ) for some S^Ji". The class of Wiener—Hopf operators on LP(R+) 
will be denoted by W . If S=S(a, p), the Wiener—Hopf operator pr (S) induced 
by 5 may be denoted by W(a, p). Since the mapping T—pr(T) of B(LP(R)) into 
B(L"(R+)) is linear, pr ( / ) = / + and pr ( r ) * = pr (T*) if it follows that 
if" is a linear subspace of B{LP(R+)), J+iiV" and HVP'= 1fp' if 
In the case p= 1 we know that .V/1 consists precisely of the convolution operators 
S(n, 1) for measures n£M(R). Thus W1 consists precisely of the Wiener—Hopf 
operators W(pi, 1) induced by measures nZM(R). By duality, a similar statement 
holds for If, for the moment, we assume that each W^iV p is induced by a 
unique S ^ J i p (a fact that will be established later), then it follows f rom Theorem 2.3 
that we may identify iVp as a subspace of "if whenever k(r)^l(p). In particular, 
we may think of W as being contained in iV2, depending symmetrically on the 
index p and growing larger as p approaches 2. 
If (p£L°°(R), define the operator M^gJ5(£2(i?)) by setting M(pf=<pf for each 
f£L*(R). Let P+ be the orthogonal projection of L2(R) onto H2(R). The Toeplitz 
operator T^B(H2(R)) induced by <p£Lm(R) is defined by setting T i f f = P+M^f 
for each f£H2(R). We now assert that the class 'W2 is unitarily equivalent to the 
class of Toeplitz operators on H2(R). For suppose that odP(R) and f£L2(R+) and 
let U0 be the restriction of the Fourier—Plancherel transform to L2(R+). Applying 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we have 
U0W(a, 2 )f = UPS (a, 2 ) / = P+ US(a, 2)f = P+Ma U0f = Ta U0f 
Thus U0lV(o, 2) Ug 1 = Ta and the assertion follows by observing that 6 ranges over 
L"(R) as a ranges over P(R). 
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The following result gives a simple characterization of the Wiener—Hopf 
operators on LP(R+) analogous to a well known characterization of Toeplitz operators 
[1, Theorem 6]. 
T h e o r e m 3 .1 . If H/dB(Lp(R+)), then a necessary and sufficient condition in 
order that is that W_dWWa = Wfor a s 0 . 
P r o o f . For each a£R, let Pa denote the natural projection of L"(R) onto 
Lp([a, If W£irp, so that W=pr ( 5 ) for some S£Jtp, then for each a^O and 
f£Lp(R+) we have 
W_aWWaf= P(S_aP)S(PSa)f = P(P^S.n)S(SaP.a)f= PSf= Wf 
This establishes the necessity of the condition. 
Since the assertion in the case /?=<*> follows by duality from the case p = 1, 
it follows that we, need only prove the sufficiency of the condition in the case 1 
So suppose that W£B(LP(R+)) where and that W-aWWa = W for each a^O. 
Regard R as a directed set with its natural order and consider the net {SL,, JWS a } o £ K 
in B(L"(R)). If a^b and feLp([-a, then 
P_aS_bWPSbf= P-aS-aS(a_b)WPSib_a)SJ = 
= S_aPS(a_b)WPS^a)Saf = S_aW{a_b)WWib_a)Saf = S_aWPSaf. 
Since the net {S_(,H // ,5„}agJ, is bounded in norm and 1 S / x it follows that this 
net is strongly convergent on the set U Lp(—a, Since the latter set is dense in 
LP(R), it follows that the net is strongly convergent on LP(R) to some S£B(LP(R)). 
For each b£R, 
SbS = s-hm(SbS_aWPSa) = i - l i m C S ^ ^ S ^ ^ ) = SSb. 
a a 
Thus SeJ/p. I f f £ L p ( R + ) , then 
PSf= lim (PS_aWPSJ) = lim {wJaWWaf) = Wf. 
.a a 
Thus I F = p r ( 5 ) and W ^ i f p . 
T h e o r e m 3 .2 . If 1 S£Jtp and f F = p r ( S ) , then S = s - l i m S_aWPSa. 
a 
P r o o f . Since 1 s / )<<» , i—l im/ '_„ = /. The desired conclusion follows f rom 
a 
the fact that, for each a£R, 
S-aWPSa = S_aPSPSa = P_aS_aSSaP_a = P_aSP_a. Q.E.D. 
An important consequence of this result is that each Wiener—Hopf operator 
on LP(R+), 1 is induced by a unique multiplier on Z/(i?) and that pr is 
isometric on J l p . By duality, the same is true in the case p = °°. 
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C o r o l l a r y 3 . 3 . For each there is a unique S^.Jip such that W=px ( 5 ) 
and, moreover, || W || = || S ||. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .4 . If S$_Jlp and P F = p r ( S ) , then 
inf+ W f h ^ inf ll^llp-
ll/llp = l Il9llp = l 
P r o o f . Let g£Lp(R) and | | g | | p = l . Since lim | | />5„g| |p= l so that, by 
Theorem 3.2, 0 
||S*||P .= lim \\S_aWPSag\\p = lim \\WPSag\\p == inf \\Wf\\p. 
a a j t ) 
ii/nP=i 
The assertion now follows immediately. Q.E.D. 
The next result is an analogue for Wiener—Hopf operators of the spectral 
inclusion theorem of HARTMAN and WINTNER [9] for Toeplitz operators. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 5 . If S£Jip, S=S(a,p) and W=pr (S), then 
ess range & £ sp ( S ) ^ sp (W). 
P r o o f . By Theorem 2.3, sp(5'(o-, 2 ) ) ^ s p ( 5 ( o - , p ) ) and, by Theorem 2.2, 
S(o, 2) = U~1MaU so that sp (S(o-, 2 ) )=ess range &. Thus ess range a ^ s p (S ) . 
To prove the second inclusion, it will suffice to show that S i s invertible whenever 
W is invertible. So suppose that W is invertible. If p= l , then cr£M(R) and, by 
Theorem l . l , o -£exp(M (/?)). This implies that cr is invertible in M(R) and that S 
is invertible. If p=°°, the same conclusion follows by duality. Finally, if l < / ? < o o ; 
then the invertibility of S follows f rom Corollary 3.4 and the fact [5, Lemma 3 on 
p. 488] that an operator on a Banach space is invertible if and only if both the operator 
and its adjoint are bounded f r o m below. Q.E.D. 
If we know f rom Corollary 3.3 that W is induced by a unique multiplier 
S£Jt". We may therefore make the following definition: if W£W, we say that 
W is analytic (resp. coanalytic) if its inducing multiplier is analytic (resp. coanalytic). 
If W= W(c,p), it follows f rom Theorem 2.5 that W is analytic or coanalytic accord-
ing as a is analytic or coanalytic. Theorem 2.5 also implies that a multiplier or 
Wiener—Hopf operator which is both analytic and coanalytic is a scalar multiple 
of / or 1+ respectively. 
We now turn to a consideration of the multiplicative properties of the class 
irp. If W-y, W^iV" and either W2 is analytic or Wx is coanalytic, then WxW2<Ofp. 
For if Si is the multiplier inducing W i ; / = 1, 2, it is easily seen that 
pr(S I )pr(S g ) = pr(S1Sg)> 
so that under these conditions WyW^ is the Wiener—Hopf operator induced by Sy S2. 
Conversely, the stated conditions are necessary in order that the product W1W2 be 
a Wiener—Hopf operator. 
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T h e o r e m 3 . 6 . Let S&Jt" and W~<pr (5,-), i= 1, 2, 3. In order that WXW2=W^ 
it is necessary and sufficient that S1S2 = S3 and that either fV2 be analytic or Wx be 
coanalytic. 
This result is the analogue for Wiener—Hopf operators of a well known theo-
r e m o f BROWN a n d HALMOS [1, T h e o r e m 8] f o r T o e p l i t z o p e r a t o r s . A l t h o u g h t h e 
proof of Theorem 3.6 can be achieved by first reducing to the class iV 1 and then 
applying the theorem of Brown and Halmos to the corresponding Toeplitz operators, 
we prefer to give an independent proof. (The proof in [1] uses the existence of an 
orthonormal basis in Hilbert space to reduce to a matrix computation.) We require 
the following 
L e m m a 3 .7 . Let K0bea right translation invariant subspace of LP(R~) 
and let K be the smallest closed left translation invariant subspace of LP(R~) contain-
ing K0. Then either JsT0={0} or K=LP(R~). 
P r o o f . The hypothesis that K0 is right translation invariant means that K0 
is invariant under the operators QSa for a g O . It is clear, then, that 
whenever f£K0 and 0. Also, if then almost every x£R~ is a />th order 
Lebesgue point for / so that the condition 
holds for almost every x£R~. 
Suppose, now, that 0). From the hypothesis on KQ it follows that we 
can choose some f £ K 0 such t h a t / ( 0 ) = 1 and (3.1) holds for x = 0 . In order to show 
that K~L"(R~~) it suffices to show that K contains the function Z[-«,o] f ° r each 
i7=-0. So let tf>0 and consider the sequence of functions {g„}~=1 in L"(R~), where 
It is easy to see that the sequence {g„}~=1 is in K and that lim [|g„—^[-a,o]llP = 0 -
Since K is closed, it follows that Q.E.D. 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 3 .6 . The remarks preceding the statement of the theo-
rem show the sufficiency of the conditions and it remains to show that they are 
necessary. Moreover, the necessity of the conditions in the case p — follows f rom 
their necessity when p —l so that we need only consider the case 1 £/»<«>. 
Suppose that 1 and that Wa. Since 
it follows f rom Theorem 3.2 that S1S2 — Ss. Let K0 be the range of QS2P and 
/ i ' = { / C L p ( i l _ ) | P 5 ' 1 / = 0 } . I t is clear that K0 is a right translation invariant subspace 
(3.1) 
n- l 
gn — 2 S-k(i/n(Xt-a/n,0]f)-
(S_aW1PSa)(S_aWtPSa) = S_aW,WiPSa, acR, 
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of LP(R~) and that K is a closed left translation invariant subspace of LP(R~). 
Since SyS^Ss, the hypothesis that WtW2=W3 implies that PS] PS2P=PS1S2P. 
It follows that PS1QS2P=:0 SO that K contains K0. By Lemma 3.7, either AT0={0} 
or K=LP(R~). Thus, either S2 is analytic or S\ is coanalytic. Q.E.D. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .8 . A necessary and sufficient condition in order that an operator 
.W£B(Lp(R+)) be an analytic (resp. coanalytic) Wiener—Hopf operator is that W 
commute with Wa (resp. W_J for a^O. 
P r o o f . By symmetry it is enough to prove the assertion in the analytic case. The 
necessity of the condition is immediate. So suppose, conversely, that W£B(LP(R+)) 
and that WaW=WWa for each a ^ O . Then W=W_aWaW=W_aWWa for a^O 
so that, by Theorem 3.1, W^iVp. Since Wa is analytic but not coanalytic if a>0, 
Theorem 3.6 and the equality WaW=WWa imply that W is analytic. Q.E.D. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .9 . Let S f J i " , H / = p r (S) and S be analytic (resp. coanalytic). 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition in order that W be invertible is that S have 
an analytic (resp. coanalytic) inverse. If the condition is satisfied, W~x = pT (S1 - 1). 
P r o o f . It is enough to consider the analytic case. Moreover, the sufficiency 
of the condition and the last assertion follow immediately f rom Theorem 3.6. So 
suppose, conversely, that S is analytic and that W is invertible. By Theorem 3.5, 
S is invertible. Since S(LP (R+)) = W(L" (R+))=LP(R+), it follows that is analytic. 
Q . E . D . 
If T<p is a non-zero Toeplitz operator on H2(R), COBURN [2] has shown that 
T,p either has trivial kernel or dense range. The existence of an analogous result 
for Wiener—Hopf operators (induced by measures) was conjectured by DOUGLAS 
and TAYLOR [4]. The following theorem establishes such an analogue for Wiener— 
Hopf operators. 
T h e o r e m 3 . 1 0 . If W^iVp and W^O, then Weither has trivial kernel or dense 
range (w*-dense range if p=°°). 
P r o o f . By duality, it is enough to prove the assertion in the case 1 So 
suppose that WQiV'p and that W has non-trivial kernel and non-dense 
range. We will show that W= 0. 
Let I F = p r ( 5 ) where S= S(a,p). Since >W has non-trivial kernel, we may 
choose f£Lp(R+) such that / ^ 0 and SfdLp(R~). Since W has non-dense range, 
W * = p r ( S ' * ) has non-trivial kernel. Thus we may choose g£Lp'(R+) such that 
g*0 and S*gf LP'(R-). Since Sf,f*^L"{R) and S*g, g£Lp'(R), the convolutions 
Sf * g* and f * S *g are well defined continuous functions on R. Moreover, a straight-
forward computation shows that Sf*g* = ( f * * S*g)*. Since both Sf*g* and 
/** S*g vanish on R+, it follows that Sf*g* = 0. Since g*^0 in LP'(R~), we may 
apply Titchmarsh's convolution theorem [16, Theorem 153] to conclude that Sf=0 
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in LP{K). (We are grateful to Professor Donald Sarason for suggesting this use 
of the Titchmarsh convolution theorem to us.) By Theorem 2.4, af= 0 in L"'(R) 
and, by Theorem 2.1, f£Hp'(R). S i n c e / ^ 0 in L"(R+),fe0 in HP'(R) [11, p.142] 
and the re fo re / i s non-zero a.e. [10, p. 133]. It follows that &~0 in L°°(R). Thus a=0 
in P(R) and W= 0. Q.E.D. 
4. The failure of factorization. The problem of finding conditions under which 
a Wiener—Hopf operator W will be invertible and, when the inverse exists, of 
providing an analytical representation for W~x , has been of central importance in 
the theory of Wiener—Hopf operators. The principal tool for inverting a Wiener— 
Hopf operator has been the so-called Wiener—Hopf technique, first developed by 
N. WIENER and E. HOPF [17] in a somewhat different setting and applied by several 
subsequent authors to the Wiener—Hopf operators induced by various classes of 
measures [4], [8], [12]. In this section we will first describe the Wiener—Hopf technique 
in its general form and then provide an example showing its inadequacy — at least 
in the case p — 2. 
Let S i J / p and suppose that S can be factored in the form S=S_S+ where 
S+, S-£Jip, S+ is analytic and is coanalytic. Then by Theorem 3.6, p r ( S ) = 
= p r (S_) pr (S + ) . If, moreover, S+ has an analytic inverse and S_ has a coana-
litic inverse, then Corollary 3.9 implies that pr (5+) and pr (S_) are invertible 
and that 
(4.1) p r i S r ^ p H S + ^ p r i S - J ) . 
Formula (4.1) is called the Wiener—Hopf formula and suggests the following defini-
t ion: if W^iVp and W is invertible, we say that W'1 is factorable if there exist 
W+, W- (¿Wp with W+ analytic and IV- coanalytic such that W'1 = W+ W_. 
The case of Wiener—Hopf operators induced by measures is of particular 
interest. If ju£exp ( M ( R ) ) , then /( = exp (v) for some v¡EM(R) and we can write 
v = v_ + v + where v+^M(R±). (This decomposition need not be unique.) Thus 
/i = exp (v_)*exp (v+) , exp ( v ^ ^ M i R ^ and exp ( v ± ) _ 1 = exp (— v ± ) i M ( . R ± ) . We 
therefore have 
Wi^py1 = W(exp(-v+),p)W(exp(-v_),p); 
Thus an exponential measure induces an invertible Wiener—Hopf operator whose 
inverse is factorable. The following' result is of interest in relation to Theorem 1.1. 
T h e o r e m 4 . 1 . If p.£M(R) and W([t,p) is invertible, then a necessary and suffi-
cient condition in order that W(fi,p)^1 be factorable with factors induced by measures 
is that /(f exp (M(Rj). 
P r o o f . The sufficiency of the condition has already been shown (see also [4]). 
Conversely, suppose that W(p, p)~y = W(v+,p) W(v_, p) for some v±£ M(R±). Then 
W{n,p)W{v+,p)W{v_,p) = I+= W(d0,p). 
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By Theorem 3.6, we conclude that 
W(ii*v+,p)W(v_,p) = W(80,p). 
Applying Theorem 3.6 yet again, we conclude that fi*v+£M(R~), JU * V+ * V_ —0Q 
and that ¡i is invertible in M(R). Since pi is invertible in M(R), Theorem 1.1'implies 
that /¿6exp (M(R)). Q.E.D. 
In view of the above, it is somewhat surprising that factorization should fail 
in the case p = 2. For if S£Ji2 and W=pr(S) is invertible, then we know that S 
must be invertible. Since Ji2 is isometrically and algebraically isomorphic to P(R) 
and hence to L°°(R), it follows that the invertible elements in Ji2 are the same as 
the exponentials in Ji2. Thus S has a logarithm S(a, 2) in Ji2. What goes wrong 
is that, in contrast to the case of measures, it may not be possible to write a as the 
sum of an analytic and a coanalytic pseudomeasure [10, p. 151]. We shall not, how-
ever, base our example upon this fact, since logarithms in Ji2 are highly non-unique. 
One further remark is in order. Factorization can be restored in the case p = 2 
provided that we do not require that the factors be induced by multipliers. If S£Ji2 
and №'=pr(5 ' ) is invertible, then S is invertible and a theorem of DEVINATZ and 
SHINBROT [3, Theorem 5] implies that-there exist invertible operators A + and A_ 
on L2(R) such that S=A_A + , A+(L2(R+)) = L2(R+), A_(L2(R~))=L2(R~) and 
W - i = pr (yi-1) pr (V4I1). 
Iff<cLp(R), then in order t h a t / h a v e the same modulus as some nonzero element 
of HP(R) it is necessary and sufficient [10, p. 133] that 
f log 1/1 j , 
In constructing our example showing the failure of factorization in the case p = 2 
we shall make use of the fact that the argument of a nonzero element of HP{R) is, 
likewise, not arbitrary. To simplify matters, we introduce an auxiliary mapping. 
Let Z(R) denote the multiplicative group of measurable functions on R which are 
nonzero a.e. and define the mapping u of Z(R) into itself by setting w ( / ) = / / | / | 
for each f£Z(R). For each, / g^Z(R) we have , 
(i) u ( f g ) = u(fMgh 
(ii) u ( f - 1 ) = u ( f r 1 = u(J) = Zu). 
(iii) « ( " ( / ) ) = « ( / ) . 
Note that Z(R) contains H"(R)-{0}. 
L e m m a 4 . 2 . IffeH~(R)-{0}, then u ( f ~ r ) = u{g) for some g^Hp(K)~{Q} if 
and only if f~1<iHp(R). 
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P r o o f . Suppose that f£H~{R)-{0} and that u(f~1) = u(g) for some 
S 6 # ' ( J 9 - { 0 } . Then u ( f g ) = u ( f ) u ( g ) = u ( f ) u ( f ) - 1 = 1. Sinee fg£Hp(R), it fol-
lows that f g = c for some positive constant c. Thus f~1 — c~1g^Hp(R). Q.E.D. 
Our example may now be constructed as follows: Let / b e the continuous branch 
of ( x + 0 1 / 3 on R with 0 < a r g ( / ) < 7 t / 3 . Then f$Hm(R) and f ' 1 £H°°(R) so that , 
by Lemma 4.2, 
(4.2) u ( f ) * u ( g ) for each g € # ~ C R ) - { 0 } . 
Since 0 < a r g « ( / ) < 7 r / 3 , the closed convex hull of the essential range of u ( f ) does 
not contain 0. F rom this it follows [1, p. 99] that the Toeplitz operator Tu(n is in-
vertible on H2(R). Let a be the pseudomeasure with a = u ( f ) and let W=W{a, 2). 
Since W is unitarily equivalent to Tuif), W is invertible on L2(R+). 
Suppose, now, that W i s factorable. Then W~1=W(cr+, 2) W(cr_, 2) for some 
c + , <r_ €P(R) with <7+ analytic and <r_ coanalytic. The equations 
WW (a+, 2) W(a _, 2) = / + = W(S0,2), W( cr+, 2) W(o, 2)W— I+ = W(S0, 2) 
imply, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1, that a * o + *<r_ =<50, that e _ * a is an ana-
lytic inverse for a + and that < j*o + is a coanalytic inverse for <r_. From this it fol-
lows that u ( f ) = f 1 f 2 for some / , , / € / / " ( / ? ) with f f \ f-1£Hm(R). Then u ( f ) = 
= u(u(f)) = u(fdi/(/2) = M(/1)W( /2-1) = « ( / , / 2 - 1 ) . S i n c e / 1 / - 1 € ^ " ( i ? ) - { 0 } , this con-
tradicts (4.2) and we conclude that W~x is hot factorable. 
Before turning to the next section we comment on the example of Douglas and 
Taylor [4] mentioned in § 1. In this example, a noninvertible measure v is constructed 
with the property that i> and v - 1 are in H°°(R). It follows that v has an analytic in-
verse <T<iP(R) and that S(v, 2)-1 = S(<j, 2). Thus, by Corollary 3.9, W(v, 2)~1 = 
= W{a, 2) so that W(v, 2)~l is (trivially) factorable. 
5. Interpolation of the inverse. We begin this section by exhibiting a measure 
a such that W(co,p) is invertible for l < / > < ° ° yet not invertible for p= 1, It is a 
consequence of the w o r k of KREIN [12] and of GOHBERG a n d FELDMAN [8] t h a t such 
a measure must necessarily have a nonzero singular continuous part. Our example 
is based on the fact [14, p. 107] that there exists a continuous positive measure 
v£M(R) such that ||v|| = l , v* = v and +i£sp (v). Let v be such a measure and let 
co=<5„ + v2. The measure to has the remarkable property that ¿t> = l + | i>|2^l yet co 
is not invertible-in M(R). WIENER and PITT [18, Theorem 3] were the first to show 
the existence of measures exhibiting such spectral misbehavior and we shall therefore 
call co the Wiener—Pitt measure. 
Since co is not invertible in M(R), Theorem 1.1 implies that IV(co, 1) is not 
irivertible. Since co*=co, it follows that fV(co, is not invertible. 
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To show that W(co, p) is invertible for it suffices to show tha t W(co, p) 
is invertible for 1 So let 1 </>2=2 and set A = A(/j) so that — = A — h ( l — A).-—. 
p 1 2 
Since c o s T we may choose 0 < c < 1 so that ||1— e £ o | L < l . By the Riesz interpolation 
theorem [5, p. 525] and the Holder inequality we have 
||/+ — eW(co,p)\\ = ||W{80-eco,p)\\ == ||W(80-sa>, 1\\x\\W(80-eco, 2 ) i r * ^ 
S A - eco, 1)|| + (1 - X) \\W{80 - so), 2)||. 
By Corollary 3.3 and [13, Cor. 0.1.1] we have 
W(80-eco, 1)|| = №So-ao, 1)|| = | | 5„-«»l l 
and, by Corollary 3.3 and Theorem 2.2, we have 
\\W(80-eo),2)\\ = | |S(5 0 -ea>, 2)|| = | | 1 - « & | L . 
I t follows that 
| | / + -eW(ff l , /») | | < A ||<50 —e<w|| + (1 — A) = A ||(1 —s)80 — ev2|| + (1.— A) =§ 
=1 A ( ( 1 - E ) + E ) + ( 1 - A ) = 1, 
so tha t W((o,p) is invertible. 
By a considerable refinement of the argument just given we can prove the 
following. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 1 . If /.idM(R) and K is the closed convex hull of the range of 
fi, then 
sp p)) g {z|dist (z, K) .=> k{p) ll/i'll}, 
where ¡x' denotes the measure pi—p({0})80. 
P r o o f . Since (p--zdoy =fi—z and ( p . — z S o y = n i t is enough to prove that 
W(n,p) is invertible for those p such that k{p) \\n' || < d i s t (0, K). If 0 t h e r e is 
nothing to prove, so suppose tha t dist (0, AT)>0 and that l(p) ||/i' || < d i s t (0, K). 
By Parseval 's formula we see that 
p({0}) = lim f S , n ( a x ) dp(x) = lim f fi(x)dx, 
" J ax a - ~ 2a J —a 
so that /i({0})£.Sf and hence /i({0})?i0. Without loss of generality we may assume 
that /i({0}) = 1 dK. Since AT is a compact convex set, it follows that (for a suitable 
branch of a rg(z) ) arg ^ where 0j =50s;02 and 62—61~=:ii and tha t there 
exists a complex number z0 with |z0| = 1 such that 
inf Re (z0k) = dist (0, K). 
kiK x 
Since arg (^T)=[0X, 02], it is evident that z 0 = e x p (i0o) for some 0o 6 [0], 02] satisfying 
- r e / 2 < 0, -0o s 0 2 - 0 o < n/2. 
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Since ^ ({0})=1 , n = d 0 + f i ' and for each e > 0 we have 
I M o - £ / * l l = | | (z 0 -e)<5 0 -e / i ' | | = \z0-a\ + s\\n'\\. 
It follows f rom elementary calculus that. 
(5.1) ' j | z 0 5 0 - e ^ | | = 1 + 8 | | | i ' | | - e C o s 90 + o(e). 
Now let = inf Re (z0k) and r2 = sup Re (z0k). Since arg , 02], it fo l lows 
k£K k£K 
f rom the usual equation for a line in polar coordinates that 
sup |z0 — s/c] = sup |1 — EZ0k\ 
kiK k£K 
S sup sup |1 — ee~ iSo/-Sec(0 — 90)ew\ = S UP |1 — Er+iErm\, r^rSr-2 0JS0S92 / ' L I ' S R , 
where m = max {Tan (0,> — (),), T a n ( 0 2 —0O)}. By elementary calculus it fol lows t h a t 
for e > 0 sufficiently small 
sup |z 0 — ek\ ^ |1— sr1 + isr1m\, 
kiK 
f rom which it follows that 
(5.2) | | z„ -e / i |U 35 1 - s r i + o(e). 
By the same reasoning as in our example using the Wiener—Pit t measure we 
conclude f rom (5.1) and (5.2) that 
\\z0I+-zW{ii,p)\\ 35 X(p){\ +e\\li'\\ -eCos 60} + ( 1 — /.(/?)) {1 — £Ai} + o(e). 
Since it follows that Cos 0O and tha t 
\\z0I+-eW(n,p)\\ ^]+e(X(p)\\fx'\\-ri) + o(E). • 
Since a(p)\\h' | | <d i s t (0, K)~r1, it follows tha t | | z 0 / + — eW{h,p)\\<\ fo r some e > 0 
and hence that fV(p,p) is invertible. Q .E .D . 
In view of Theorem 2.3, it seems natural to conjecture that if a W i e n e r — H o p f 
operator W(a,p) is invertible on LP(R+), then the Wiener—Hopf operators W(cr, r) 
for ).(r) = /-(p) are also invertible. If adM(R) and a has no singular con t inuous 
part then the conjecture is true even without the restriction on r (cf. [8]). If p=l 
or p— oo, then the conjecture is also true and is a consequence of Theorem 1.1. O u r 
example employing the Wiener—Pitt measure gives fur ther support f o r this con-
jecture. We have been unable to prove this conjecture — even in the case of meas-
ures. However, it is quite easy to prove in the case of an analytic or coanalytic 
Wiener—Hopf operator. In a sense, therefore, the behavior exhibited in the example 
of Douglas and Taylor is typical of a t least these two classes of Wiene r—Hopf 
operators. 
T h e o r e m 5 . 2 . If W(a,p) is an analytic or coanalytic Wiener—Hopf operator 
and W(a,p) is invertible, then W(a, r) is invertible for /('") —¿(/0-
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P r o o f . It suffices to give the proof in the analytic case. If W(o,p) is an in-
vertible analytic Wiener—Hopf operator, then Corollary 3.9 implies that S(a, p) 
has an analytic inverse and we see that S(cr,p)~1 = S(<J~1, p) where a'1 is the ana-
lytic inverse of a in P(R). If X(r)^l(p), then, by Theorem 2.3, S(cr, r) is invertible 
.and S(a, r)~1 = 5(<r_1 , /'). Since S(a~\ r) is analytic, Corollary 3.9 implies that 
W(a, /•) is invertible. Q.E.D. 
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Modular lattices of locally finite length 
By J. JAKUBI'K in Kosice (CSSR) 
A lattice L is said to be of locally finite length if each bounded chain in L is 
finite. A sublattice S of L will be called a c-sublattice if, whenever s l 5 s2£S and 
covers s2 in S, then sx covers s2 in L. 
I t is well-known that a lattice is modula r if and only if it does not contain a 
sublattice isomorphic to the lattice A on Fig: 1 (this result goes back to DEDEKIND 
[3]; cf. also [1], [4], [6]). A relatively complemented lattice with the greatest element 
1 and the least element 0 is modular if and only if it does not contain a sublattice S 
isomorphic to the lattice on Fig. 1 such that Of S and 16 S (SzAsz [7]). A finite 
lattice is nonmodular if and only if it contains a lattice on Fig. 1 as a sublattice such 
that a covers b (cf. GRATZER [4], p. 151). Other conditions for a lattice to be modula r 
were established by CROISOT [2]. 
The following result on finite modular lattices is known (cf. GRATZER [4], p. 
151): 
( * ) Let L be a finite modular lattice. Then L is nondistributive if and only 
if it contains the lattice on Fig. 4 as a sublattice such that a, b, and c cover u and v 
covers a, b, and c. 
Thus distributive lattices in the class of finite modular lattices can be charac-
terized by means of c-sublattices. 
The purpose of this note is to characterize modular lattices in the class of lattices 
of locally finite length by means of their c-sublattices. A nonmodular lattice of 
locally finite length need not contain a c-sublattice isomorphic to the lattice A on 
Fig. 1. Let B be the lattice on Fig. 2 and let B' be the lattice dual to B. We denote 
by L(m, n) the lattice on Fig. 3 ( w s 3 , /;=s4). Fur ther let C be the lattice on Fig. 4. 
The following theorems will be proved: 
T h e o r e m 1. Let L be a lattice of locally finite length. Then L is modular if 
and only if L does not contain a sublattice isomorphic to some of the following lattices: 
B,B', L(m,n) (m== 3, n^4). 
C o r o l l a r y . (SIK [5].) A lattice of locally finite length fulfilling the.upper cov-
ering condition is modular if and only if it does not contain a sublattice isomorphic 
to B. 
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T h e o r e m 2. Let L be a lattice of locally finite length. Then L is distributive if 
and only if it does not contain a c-sublattice isomorphic with some of the following 
lattices: B, B', L(m, n)(m^3, C. 
The standard terminology of the lattice theory will be used (cf. [1], [4], [6]). 
The lattice operations will be denoted by A, V. Let L be a lattice, a,b£L, a^b. 
The interval [a, b] is the set {x£L: aSx^b}. If a^b and [a, b]—{a, b}, then [a, b] 
is called a prime interval; in this case b covers a (and a is covered by b). 
Fig. 3 Fig. 4 
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If two elements x, y of a lattice are uncomparable, we write x\y. Let m, n be 
positive integers, m^3, «==4. We denote by L(m, n) a lattice with elements xlt x2, ... 
->xm, yi,y2, such that x1=y1, xm=y„, x f < x i + 1 (i=\, ... ,m-\), yj<yj+1 
0 = 1 , . . . , « - 1 ) , Xi\yj (i=2, 3, ..., m — 1; j=2,3, . . . , « — 1) (cf. Fig. 3). 
Let L be a lattice of locally finite length. We denote by Ml the set of all inter-
vals [u, v] of L such that there are elements a, b£[u, v], a\b fulfilling the condi-
tions: 
(i) both a and b are covered by v; 
(ii) u = aAb and either a or b does not cover u. 
• Let M 2 be defined dually and put M=M1UM2. The set M is partially orde-
red by the inclusion. Since L is of locally finite length, M satisfies the descending 
chain condition. If L is nonmodular, then we have M^Q and hence the set M 0 of 
all minimal elements of M is nonempty. 
Let us recall that if AT is a bounded lattice of locally finite length and if L is 
modular, then any two maximal chains in K have the same number of elements 
(cf. [1]). 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m 1. 
The lattices B, B', L{m, n) ( m s 3 , n is4) being nonmodular, it suffices to verify 
the assertion "only if" . 
Assume that L is nonmodular. Then Let [«, y] be a fixed element of 
M0. We may suppose that [u, (in the case [u, v]£M2 we would apply a dual 
method). Let a, b be as in (i) and (ii). 
Let « = x1-=:...<.Tm_1 = i/, u=y1<...<y„_1=b be two maximal chains in [u,a], 
[u,b], respectively. In case x2\Jy2 = v the set N1= {u, v, x2, ..., x„,_i, y2, ..., J V i } 
is a c-sublattice isomorphic to L(m, n), n^3 and by (ii), either m or n is ^ 4 . 
Therefore N t is isomorphic to one of the lattices listed in the Theorem. 
Suppose that x2Vy2 = v1<v. Then [w, i)J is a proper subset of [u,v], both x.2 
and y2 cover u, thus with respect to the minimality of [u, v] in M it follows, that 
covers both x2 and v2, as well. Obviously x2\b and y2\a. Therefore 
(1) DjVa = VjVb = v, (2) vtA a = x2, b = y2, (3) x2Vb = y2Va = v. 
From (1)—(3) it follows that the set N2= {a, b, u, v, x 2 , y 2 , i s a sublattice of L 
isomorphic to B. 
From the minimality of [u,v] it follows that the lattices [x2, v] and [y2, v] are 
modular. Let ¿>£[1 ,̂ t>] such that v covers v.x. Let a=vAa, B = vAb. 
Because of the modularity of [x2, u] and [y2, v] both a and b are covered by v, 
furthermore a\b, ahb = u and neither a nor b covers u. Hence [u, v\£M and [u, u]Q 
!=[m, v], i.e., [u,v] = [u,v]\ v = v. -
6 A 
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Thus we proved that v covers therefore a covers x2 and b covers y2 which 
proves tha t N2 is a c-sublattice. Q.e.d. 
L e m m a . Let L be a non-distributive modular lattice fulfilling the descending 
chain condition. Then L contains a c-sublattice isomorphic to C. 
R e m a r k . Since a distributive lattice can no t contain any sublattice i somorphic 
. to C, this Lemma generalizes the statement ( * ) to modular lattices fulfilling the 
descending chain condition. 
P r o o f o f t h e L e m m a . In fact, C={u, a, b, c, v} (u^a, b, c ^ v ) is a sublattice 
of L. Let a£[u, a] such that a covers u. Set 
v = (aVb)A(aVc), Б = bA(aVc), с = cA(aVb). 
Clearly 5 = SA6.and c = vf\c. Using the projectivity it follows easily that all intervals 
[a, v], [Ъ, ¡5], [с, v], [и, Б], [и, с] are prime. F r o m this we obtain tha t the set 
C~ {и, а, Б, c, v} is a c-sublattice of L isomorphic to C. The proof of Theorem 2 
follows immediately f rom Lemma and Theorem 1. 
A d d e d in p r o o f . Theorem 1 can be deduced also f r o m T h m . 2.2 of 
V. VILHELM, Двойственное себе ядро условий Биркгофа в структурах с ко-
нечными цепями, Czech. Math. J., 5 (1955), 439—450. 
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Equational classes of rings generated by zero rings 
and Galois fields 
By LEE S1N-MIN in Winnipeg (Canada) 
, H. WERNER and R. WILLE [6] gave some characterization of those equational 
classes of rings in which the lattice of congruences of every ring is distributive. They 
showed that these are precisely the equational classes of rings generated by a finite 
set of Galois fields, and they also gave a set of identities characterizing these equa-
tional classes. 
We give in this note a characterization of the equational class of rings generated 
by all zero rings and a finite number of Galois fields. A ring in such an equational 
class is a directed sum of its Jacobson radical J(R) , which is a zero ring, and its semi-
simple part , R/J(R). We also consider the lattice of equational subclasses of this 
equational class and show tha t it is distributive. 
1. Characterization of Mg(P, N)\J%. 
Let n be the set of all primes, the set of positive integers, and the 
set of all non-empty finite subsets of jV+. 
Let P be a fixed, non-empty, finite subset of % and consider a mapping 
N\P-SP{J\K+), i.e., N associates with every p£P an N(p) Denote by 
(P, N) the equational class of rings generated by the set { G F ( p k ) |p£P, k£N(p)} 
of Galois fields. 
For write IIS=n1...nkif S={n1} ..., nk), and define / 7 0 = 1 for the 
empty set 0. 
With every element x of a ring we associate the element 
x*= 2 ( n q y ^ - ' x * ^ , 
P<IP A S P - { P } 
where n(p)=IIN(p). 
L e t a n d ,Jf2 be two equational classes of algebras of the same type, and 
C/f2 are independent if there exists a binary polynomial symbol p (x , is an 
identity in c/Cx and p (x,y)=y is an identity in :/f2. 
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G . GRATZBR, 11. LAKSIIR and J . PLONKA [1] showed that if X , and arc in-
dependent , then every algebra in J f i V ^ (the smallest equational class of algebras 
containing and , JQ is the dircct product of an algebra in and another in 
If, in addition, each algebra si/ of :/(\\J:/i2 has a modular congruence latticc then 
cach si(S./TjV.^a has, up to isomorphism, a unique representation si - .s/, 
where si ^ ^ and .^/.¿Cr.rf'i. 
Let ( i n denote the class of all zero rings, i.e. consists of all rings satisfying 
xy=0. 
T h e o r e m 1. &tg(P, N) and '<i>0 are independent equational classes of rings. 
P r o o f . 0),..(P, N) is defined by the identities x*=xand x JJ JJ ( x ' ' " - x ) = 0 
pZP I'iNd» 
(see [6]). In Mg(P, N), (IIP)x^O fo r all x^R^mg{P, N). Then consider the binary 
polynomial p (x, y)=x* +'y+(IIP—1 )y*. 
The object of this note is to prove the following result: 
T h e o r e m 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) R^g(P,N)W o, 
(2) R = BxC, B<9J#,„(P, N), Cdtfo and this representation is unique, 
(3) R satisfies the identities: 
(a) xy = yx, (b) (nP)(xy) = 0, (c) {xyf = xy, (d) ( x - x * ) 2 = 0, 
(e) x n f l ( x ' ' " - x ) = 0, (f) 2 ( n =. 0 (if 2 €i>). 
I'CP t'C-N(l') PiP-{2} 
P r o o f . The equivalence of (1) and (2) follows immediately f r o m Theorem 1 
and the result of GRATZER, LAKSER and PLONKA [1] mentioned above, and also the 
fact that the congruence lattices of rings are modular . 
(2) =>(3) is a routine calculation. 
(3)=>(2). Let B={x£R\x*=x}, C= {x<=R |x2=0}. Claim: B and C are ideals 
of R. 
Let x,y£B, then 
{ ,>"<•">-i (¡MPA 1 
(x + y)*= IJ qyw-1\x»"w+ 2 • \xrM-ljt+yrw\ = 
piP qiP-{p) I i=l I ' ) ) 
= x*+ 2 2 ( II q y ^ - A p . piP 1=1 qeP-{p) \ 1 ) 
(Pl-l i 
y'+y 
Since IIP divides ( 77 q)1'" " 1 i • ) , using (b) we have immediately {x+y*) = 
4 dP-ivi V i ) 
= x*+y*=x+y and hence x+yCzB. If 2f_P, then (—*)*=— x follows f r o m (f) . 
If 2<f i \ then and so ( - x ) * = - x . Therefore -xf^B fo r any 
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xÇB. "Now by condition (c) it is obvious that rx£ B for any x£B and r£R. Thus B 
is an ideal of R. 
C is an ideal. For, if x,y£C and r£R then 
(x+yf = x2 + 2 xy + y2 = 2 (xy)* = 2-0 = 0, 
rx = (rx)*= II = 0, Pi P qiP-{p) 
thus C is an ideal of R and it is also a zero ring. 
N o w for each x£R we have 
- ( 2 ( 2 q)p"w-1x""(")y 
PCP adP-{P} 
= (x 2 ( 2 qY'^^x""00-1)* PiP CltP-[p} 
= * 2 ( n q y ^ ^ x P " ^ - 1 by (c) 
pep ¡¡£P-{p} 
= x*. 
Therefore x*£B and by condition (d) x- -x*ÇC. Since 5 f | C = {0} and x=x*+x-x* 
we have R=B@C. 
R e m a r k . Let n^2. Let P={p£n\pr— 1 \n — 1 for some r ^ l } and N(p) = 
= {rÇJÎ+\pr— 1 |n—1} for each p£P. The equational class of rings 01 g(P, N) is 
defined by tire identity x " = x . (See L. LESIEUR [5] Théorème 6.) 
We have shown in [4], the equational class Mg{P,N)\/cê0 is defined by the iden-
tities (x+y)"=x"+y", (xy)" = xy=x"y". 
2. Lattice of equational subclasses of Sftg(P, 
It is an easy consequence of a result in [1] that if and are two independent 
equational classes of algebras of the same type, then the lattice of equa-
tional subclasses of is isomorphic to the direct product of ^ ( J ^ ) and Jz?(Jf3). 
Thus &(&„ (p, n)\j %,) - se(®, (P, N)) x ¿e(%). 
N o w all rings in 8%g(P, N) have distributive congruence lattices (see [4]). A well-
known result of B. JONSSON [2], Corollary 4.2, states that if ¿FIS an equat ional class 
of algebras such that each algebra in it has distributive congruence lattice, then 
is distributive. We conclude that SC(Mg (P, N)) is distributive. 
jSf^o) is obviously distributive. The above results are summarized in 
T h e o r e m 3. £?{0tg{P, N)\JW0) Is distributive and isomorphic to the direct product 
of &(0tg(P, N)) and 
Finally the author wishes to thank Professor G. Grâtzer for his encouragement 
during the preparation of this note. 
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On the strong approximation of orthogonal series 
By L. LEINDLER in Szeged 
Dedicated to Professor Károly Tandori ott his 50th birthday 
Introduction 
Let {cpn(x)} be an or thogonal system on the interval (a, b). We consider the 
orthogonal series 
(1) ¡cn<Pn(x) with 
7 1 = 0 /1 = 0 
I t is well known that the series (1) converges in L2 to a square-integrable funct ion 
f(x). Let us denote the partial sums and the (C, a)-means of the series (1) by s„ (x) 
and respectively. 
In [2] we proved that if 
(2) • I cW < co and 0 < y < 1, 
n = 1 
then 
f(x)-o\{x) = ox{n-') 
almost everywhere in (a, b). 
G. SUNOUCHI [4] generalized this result proving that if (2) is satisfied, then 
[ 1 ' • . V1'* 
(3) • j ^ ^ ü I Í I / W - í . t o l ' j = o x ( n ~ y ) 
holds almost everywhere in (a,b) for any a>0 and where = . 
This result was generalized in [3] in such a way that we replaced the partial 
sums in (3) by (C, ö)-means, where ő can also be negative. (See Theorem 1 of [3].) 
In [3] (Theorem 2) we also proved that if 2 with any positive y, then 
n — 1 
f 1 2 n . I1 '* 
(4) 7 2 | Í , W - M = °Án->) 
L " v=n J . 
holds almost everywhere in (a, b) for any 
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nki 
The aim of the present paper is to generalize fur ther these results. 
We consider a regular summation method Tn determined by a triangular matr ix 
JAJ and A„=J^ac„^, i.e. if sk tends to i , then 
1 " 
T„ = —7- 2 ankSk s-
k=0 
T h e o r e m I. Suppose that 0 < y < 1 and 
(5) 
n = l 
furthermore that there exists a number p > 1 such that 
(6) 
and with this p for any 0<<5< 1 and 2 m < n ^ 2 m + 1 
m imin(2' + i,„) y lP I " 1 *) 
(7) 2 2 ^ ( v + i ) ^ - ^ - 1 ^ K \Z«nAn-s. 
1=0 1 v=2'-l J Vv=0 ) 
Then for arbitrary 
(S, 
we have 
\l/k I I " 
(9) I J - j ? a J / ( x ) - ff?"1 WI"J = ox(n-') 
almost everywhere in (a, b). 
It is easy to verify that in the special case a n v = A * Z l ( a > 0 ) condition (7) is 
satisfied, thus with /}= 1 Theorem I contains the result of SUNOUCHI. It can be shown 
that Theorem I includes our result in connection with (C, <5)-means of negative 
order, too. Fur thermore we have some corollaries: 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Suppose that O<yd, 0 < / \ < y _ 1 , and that (5) is satisfied. Then 
we have 
•ll/k f ] 2 „ l1 '* 
I n \=n ) 
for any / J > 1 — min (1/2, 1 jk) almost everywhere in (a, b). 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 1 we have 
]l/k 1 » Ylk 
T 2 ° U / M - ^ ( M ; x)\k\ = ox(n-
l) K, KltKt,... will denote positive constants not necessarily the same at each occurrence. 
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almost everywhere in {a, b) for any /?> 1 — (p—l)/pk and for any increasing sequence 
{/I,}; where 
Sin v = 0 
From Corollary 2 in the special case /?= 1 we obtain immediately 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Under the conditions of Theorem 1 we have 
f i • l1 '* 
(10) j ^ - Z « J / ( * ) - ' , v ( * ) l ' } = o j n - ' ) 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any increasing sequence {/*„}. 
In the special case a n v =A*Zl ( a > 0 ) Corollary 3 reduces to Theorem 3 of [3]. 
Under the restrictions and /?= 1, but for arbitrary positive y, Coro l -
lary 1 can be generalized to very strong approximation. In fact we have 
T h e o r e m I I . Suppose that 0 < A : ^ 2 and y > 0 ; and that (5) holds. Then 
( 1 2„ I1/* 
(11) - 2 M * ) - / ( * ) I * =oAn~y) 
l n v=n J 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any increasing sequence {/iv}. 
It is clear that (11) is a generalized form of (4). 
Finally we show that under certain restrictions on y, and {c„} an estimate similar 
to (10) can be given with any not necessarily monotonic sequence {/,,} of distinct 
non-negative integers. Namely we have 
T h e o r e m I I I . Suppose that 0«=y< 1/2, O c A - ^ 2 and 
(12) . ¿c 2 „H 2 >( log logw) 2 <<~, 
n — 4 
furthermore that 
( » l(2-*)/ï ( „ N iv 
(13) ( Z ( 0 2 / ( 2 - ' i , j 
Then we have 
i i " Y l k (14) = 
i ik 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any (not necessarily monotonic) sequence {ly} of distinct 
non-negative integers. 
Theorem III gives immediately 
a) If k=2 then (13) means that max a „ s i ( I a n v )« _ 1 . Omvsn "v=o ' 
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C o r o l l a r y 4. If 0-= y «= 1/2. 0<A:ë2 and a>/r /2 , furthermore (12) /s sûri/s-
fied, then . 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any (not necessarily monotonie) sequence {/„} of distinct 
non-negative integers. 
§ 1. Lemmas 
We require the following lemmas. 
L e m m a 1 ([1], p.. 359). Let / •&/>] , 5 > y - l and ^ â + Z - ' - r " 1 . Then 
ln=0 J l« = 0 J 
where = a(ff^_ 1(x) —<T (̂X)). 
L e m m a 2 ([4], Lemma 1 ). If 
< with 0 < y < 1, 
«=i 
then 
f l z i n + i r ^ K - ' ^ - ^ i x A d x ^KZcWi 
/ ln=0 J n = l 
for any o o l / 2 . 
L e m m a 3 ([3], Theorem 4). 7 f0«=ySl /2 , 0<A;^2 , ¿ y < l and 
2 c j n ^ l o g log «)*•<«,, 
n = 4 
( i i ) = ®,.(«-.') 
l n v = 0 J 
almost everywhere in (a, b) for any (not necessarily monotonie) sequence {/„} of distinct 
non-negative integers. 
L e m m a 4. Under the conditions of Theorem I we have the inequality 
(1.2) / { sup f - f J « „ l o f - K * ) - of (*) | ' | ' \dx ^ K Z 
P r o o f of L e m m a 4. Set q=pl(p— 1), then 
(1.3) qk S 2 and /? > 1 — Î - . 
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Applying Holder's inequality, by (7) and 0<yA:< l we obtain that 
i n )>'" 
v = 0 I v II J 
(1.4) x | J ; (V + I - 1 I t ? j -
S ^ f 1 «„vj { J (v + 1 ^ - ^ ( x r j 
By (1.3) we can choose a* such that 
(1.5) ^ + 
By (1.5), O c y d and qk^2 the conditions of Lemma 1 are fulfilled with r=qk, 
1=2, y = y, a = a* and P=fi. Using Lemma 1 we get 
(1-6) { ^ ( v + i y ^ - i i x e c * ) ! « * } ^ . ^ - ^ ¿ ( v - f - D ^ - ^ ^ c * ) ! * } ' -
Thus by (1.4), (1.5), (1.6) and Lemma 2 we have " . 
/ [ s u L ¿ a „ v K ( x ) | f c ) ' ) dx s K2 / [ J ( v + O ^ - M t f W p J ^ ^ 
n 1 
which gives statement (1.2). 
§ 2. Proof of the theorems and corollaries 
P r o o f o f T h e o r e m I. First we show that (7) implies 
(2-1) i a n i . ( v + l ) - * £ KA„,rs 
v=0 
for any 0 < S < 1 . Indeed, 
n m min(2 I + 1,rt) 
2 a „ v ( v + l ) - a n 2 ' 2 «„v(v + l ) - * S 
v=0 1 = 0 v = 2 ' - l 
m imin(2' + 1 ,n) l 1 / p 
2 a„pv(v + l ) - 6 4 -21'« ^ KA„n-6. 
1=0 I v«2«-l J 
By conditions (6) and (8) /?>I /2 , so we have (see e.g. inequality (3) with k=l) 
o*(x)-f(x) = ox(n-y). 
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Hence and f rom (2.1) it follows 
(2.2) = 
A n v = 0 
which implies 
(2.3) ± 2 a„v | o f _ 1 (* ) - / w i " ¿ « „ v K " 1 W - ^ W l * + in~yk)-
An v = 0 -^n v=0 
Now for any fixed positive £ we choose /V such that 
(2.4) Z c W y < £3-
Let us define two new series 
a, for n •=£ N, 
( 2 : 5 ) Z "n <Pn(x) 
n = l 
with a„ = lo for n 
and 
oo i0 for n 
( 2 . 6 ) Zbn9n(x) 
1 1 = 1 
with b„ = L for n > N. 
Denote x) and x), respectively, the w-th Cesaro^means of order /5 of 
the series (2.5) and (2.6). 
It is clear that 
aS(x) = a^a;x) + ^(b;x). 
Applying Lemma 4 with the series (2.5) and y'. satisfying the conditions y < y' < 1 
and ky'^z 1, we obtain that 
(2.7) ^ Z ^ M - \ a - , x ) - a f ( a - , x ) \ k - 0 
n v. 0 
almost everywhere in (a, b). 
On the other hand using Lemma 4 and (2.4) we obtain 
/ { sup fcl J a„ v |o>- \b; - . x ) -o>(b; x) |" | ' ! dx ^ Kt?. 
; losn-=~ v = 0 ) J 
Hence 
f ( j p " VM 1 
meas jx | l im sup Z . « / i v k » - 1 ^ ; x)~ai{b-, x)|*j > e j s Ke. 
This and (2.7) imply 
N V—0 . 
almost everywhere in (a, b). , 
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Collecting our results we obtain statement (9). 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 1. It is easy to verify that if 
[ 0 for v ^ n/2, 
for V : - /?/2, 
then (7) holds for arbitrary p> 1. Thus, if /?>1 — min (1/2, 1 jk), (6) and (8) can be 
satisfied with a suitably chosen p, and the statement of Corollary 1 follows from (9) 
immediately. 
P r o o f of C o r o l l a r y 2. We define 
c„ = I 2 c? 
v=e„-i+i 
and 
iC,;1 2 ctq>,(x) for C„ * 0, 
•"=^„-1+1 
(Hn-Hn-1)"1/2 2 <Pi(.x) for C„ = 0. 
<=/v-l+1 
It is clear that the system {<£„(*)} is also an orthonormal one and 
obviously. Since 
Zj n=l 
Sn(x) = 2 Ck<Pk(x) = '¿„„(X), 
k = 1 
applying Theorem I to the series ¿C„<P„(x) , we obtain the statement of Corol-
lary 2. n=i 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m I I . Applying inequality (4) to the series 2 
defined above, we get (11). " = l 
P r o o f of T h e o r e m I I I . If k = 2, then for any v (SM) 
a™ 
An ~ n 
whence, by (1.1), the estimate (13) follows obviously. 
If k<2, then we can choose /> = 2/A\ Using Holder's inequality with this p and 
q=2/(2—k) we obtain that 
f n l ^ f „ l1/p 
, 2 « . , k W - M ^ 2 a n v ) 2 k ( * ) - / ( * ) l t p • 
v = 0 l v = 0 J l v = 0 J 
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Hence, by (13) and (1.1), 
Y'k i i » 11/2 
j I2} =ox{n-y) 
1 Ik 1/2 
I k 
which is the required estimate. 
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On locally regular Rees matrix semigroups 
By LÁSZLÓ MÁRKI in Budapest 
The aim of this paper is to investigate the behaviour of locally regular Rees 
matrix semigroups over a semigroup with zero and identity with respect to certain 
properties. This class of semigroups was defined by STEINFELD [3] in the following way. 
Let H be a semigroup with zero 0 and identity e. Let M°=M°(H; I, A; P) 
denote the Rees matrix semigroup over I i with sandwich matrix P={Pxi) 
i(:I; pM£H). Denote the elements of M° by (a)u with a in H, i in / , and A in A. 
The product of the matrices (a)u, (b)Jtl is defined by 
(«)<>,o(b)lfl = (apyb)l/t (a,b£H; A, ¡x£A). 
We say that M°(H;I, A; P) is locally regular if P=(pu) has the following prop-
erties : 
1) in every row A of P there exists an element PxJW (j(X)£l) which has a right 
inverse p'Xj{>:) in H, that is, 
Pxj(x)PAjtt) — e \ 
2) in every column i of P there exists an element pfl(i)i (/.t which has a 
eft inverse in H, that is, 
P"l,(i)iPfi(i)i = e> 
3) there exists at least one element pu in P which has a right and left inverse 
in H. 
One can see immediately that a Rees matrix semigroup over a group with 
zero is locally regular if and only if it is regular, hence, by the Rees representation 
theorem, if and only if it is completely 0-simple, which means that an abstract char-
acterization of the class of locally regular Rees matrix semigroups yields a generaliza-
tion of the Rees theorem. This characterization was given by STEINFELD [3] by means 
of the notion of similarity of one-sided ideals of a semigroup, introduced in the 
same paper of his. 
The left ideals Lt and L a of a semigroup S are said to be left similar if there 
exists a one-to-one mapping cp of Lx onto L a such that ( s x ) ( p = s ( x c p ) for all s£S 
and x£Lr. If, in addition, we have xcp£xS and ycp^ZyS for all x^L^ and y£L2, 
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then we say that L, and L> arc strongly left .similar (this notion proved to be useful 
in [1J, where it was also shown that left similarity and strong left similarity of the 
left ideals Lx and L2 are equivalent in the ease when Lx and L2 both can be gen-
erated by regular elements). Dually one defines right similarity and strong right 
similarity of right ideals of a semigroup S. Let S be a semigroup with 0 such that 
S = U Sex = (J e,S (e2A = eA; ef = e,; I f t A - ^ 0 ) 
AiA HI 
where Sex (A£A) [e(lS (ifJ)] are (strongly) left [right] similar left [right] ideals of S 
with SeltC\Sev=0 Qi, v£A; ¡.iyi v) and ejSC\ekS~0 ( j , 1<£I\ jS-k). We call a semi-
group with these properties similarly decomposable. 
Now Theorem 4.1 of STMNFELD [3] asserts that a semigroup issimilarly decomp-
osable if and only if it is isomorphic to a locally regular Rees matrix semigroup 
over a semigroup with zero and identity. 
As far as we know, regularity and simplicity properties of similarly decomposable 
semigroups have not been studied yet. We are going to show that a similarly de-
composable semigroup can have, but need not have such properties. To be more 
precise, we shall see that several properties (regularity, O-simplicity, O-bisimplicity, 
complete O-simplicity) of a locally regular Rees matrix semigroup M°--
= M°(H; I, A; P) depend solely upon the underlying semigroup H, while other 
properties (like inversity, semi-simplicity, left- or right- or intra-regularily) depend 
also upon the sandwich matrix P of M°. However, of the latter properties we shall 
investigate inversity only, for the other ones we but mentioned that the fact that 
M° has any of them depends on H and P (and I and A) either. 
In the sequel, H will always denote a semigroup with zero 0 and identity e and 
M°=M°(Ii; I, A; P) a locally regular Rees matrix semigroup over H. 
From the multiplication law o of M° it follows immediately that for any i f f 
and A£A, the set {(a)a\a^H) endowed with the multiplication o forms a subsemi-
group M°a of M°. It is well-known f rom the theory of completely 0-simple semi-
groups, that if H is a group with zero, then each M°x is either a zero-semigroup 
or is isomorphic to H. The following two lemmas (the first of which includes the 
above mentioned result) will show that this is far from being true in general. 
L e m m a 1. Mfx is isomorphic to H if and only if the entry pxi of the sandwich 
matrix P has a (two-sided) inverse (in H). 
P r o o f . Suppose that <p: H-*M°X: a-+((/>'(a))a is an isomorphism, then we have 
(p (a) = (p (ea) = (p (e) o cp (a); putting a=^ ^((e)^), herefrom we obtain that cp' (e)pXi=e. 
Similarly, (p(a) = (p(a) o <p(e) implies pxlcp'(e)=e, thus (p'(e) is an inverse of pXi. 
Suppose now that pxi has an inverse p'Xi. We shall show that 
(p:H - M?x:a - (apXi)iX 
is an isomorphism. 
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In fact, 
1) cp is a homomorphism since for any a, be-If we have 
cp(ab) = (abpxi),x = (ap'xip xibp'xi)ix = (ap'u)ao(bp'x,)a = (p(a)o(p(b), 
2) cp is one-to-one as ap'x,=bpxi implies a=ap'X!pM=bp'XipM=b, 
3) cp is onto since for any a£H we have (a)a- -(apXip'Xi)a~<-? (a/hi), q e . d . 
C o r o l l a r y . If the entry pxl of the sandwich matrix P has a one-sided inverse 
which is not a two-sided inverse then M°x is neither isomorphic to H nor is it a zero 
semigroup. 
Note that for 1) and 2) we used only that p'Xi is a left inverse of pXi, thus 
(p is a monomorphism in this case already. Similarly, if p'xi is a right inverse of 
Piu then 
fp\a - (p'Xia)a 
is a monomorphism of H into M°x. This remark constitutes our 
L e m m a 2. If pu has a one-sided inverse, M°x contains a subsemigroup which 
is isomorphic to H. 
T h e o r e m 1. M° - M°(H\ I, A: P) is 0-simple if and only if II is 0-simple. 
P r o o f . Suppose that M° is 0-simple and let a and b be arbitrary non-zero 
elements of H, we have to show the existence of elements x,y£H with xay=b. 
Now choose arbitrarily i,j£l and X, then, by the O-simplicity of M°, there 
exist indices k£l, \<(_A and elements x',y'fH such that 
(x%o(a)ao(y')kll = (%„ 
thai is, 
x'PvtaPw/ = b-
Thus we have xay=b with x=x'pvl and y=pXky'. 
Suppose now that II is 0-simple and let (a)iX ancl {b)n, be arbitrary non-zero 
elements of M°. Since H is 0-simple, there exist elements x',y'£H with x'ay' = b. 
Now let v(i)(_A and k(X)£lbe indices for which /;v(;); has a left inverse p"([)i and 
pxm has a right inverse pxm, and put x=x'p"w, y=PXkWy'< Then we have 
(x)Mi)o(d)ao(y)kWll = {xpHl)iapxmy)hl = (x'ay')hl = (b)Jfl, 
q.e.d. 
T h e o r e m 2. M°(H; I, A; IJ) is completely 0-simple if and only if H is 
completely 0-simple. 
P r o o f . If II is completely 0-simple, it is a group with zero (since by REES [2], 
a completely 0-simple semigroup with identity is a group with zero). Then local 
7 A 
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regularity of M° is equivalent to regularity by one of our first remarks, thus M° 
is completely 0-simple by the Rees representation theorem (s. [2]). 
Suppose now that M° is completely 0-simple, then /-/ is 0-simple by Theorem I. 
On the other hand, by the Corollary of Lemma I, II is isomorphic to a subsemi-
group of M°, thus all idempotents o f / / a r e primitive. Hence II is completely 0-simple. 
T h e o r e m 3. M°=M°(II; / , A; P) is ti-bisimple if and only if II is Q-bisimple. 
P r o o f . We shall see that the ^-classes of M° arc of the form 
{(a)a\a£R,X£A) 
where i is an element of I and R is an ^2-class of / / . Since the same proof gives a 
similar form for the <5?-cIasses of M°, this implies that the .©-classes of M" arc 
exactly the sets of the form 
{(«),>6 A i£l, AeA} 
where D is a .©-class of H, which proves our assertion. 
Let a, b f j l with aMb, if I and X, A, we are going to show that {a)ikffl(b)Ul 
in M°. From aMb it follows that there exist elements x',y'£H with a=bx' and 
b = ay'. Now let j(X)£l and k (¡.i)£ / be indices for which PzJW and Pu0i) have right 
i n v e r s e s p ' x m a n d p ' t l k W , respectively, and put x=p'flkUl)x', y=p'XjWy', then we have 
0<)A = = (bx')n = (a) U 
and similarly (a)ao(y)JWl=(b)ill. Thus (a)iX3$(b)iir 
We still have to show that (a)lxffl(b)Jlt in M° implies i=j and aMb in II. In fact, 
if (a)iX^(b)jll, then there exist elements (x)kv and (y)ln with 
( f l ) u ° ( 4 v = ( % a n d (b)Jlto(y)ln = (a)iX, 
that is, 
{aPxkx)iv = ( % and (bp l Uy) j K = (a)iX 
which imply, among others, i=j, a(pXkx)=b and b(pltly)=a. The last two equations 
give a8f,b in H, which completes the proof of our theorem. 
T h e o r e m 4. M°= M°(H; / , A; P) is regular if and only if H is regular. 
P r o o f . Let H be regular, (a)a be an arbitrary element of M° and j(X)£l, 
p(i)£A be indices for which /hjw has a right inverse pXJW and pKi)i has a left 
inverse p"im. By the regularity of H we have a=aya with some y£H, thus we also 
have 
(a)iX = (apxjwpxjwyp"t(inpll(i)ia)n = (a)iXo(pXjWyp'^i)i)ja)mo(a)iX 
which proves the regularity of M°. 
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On the other hand, suppose that M° is regular, let a be an arbitrary element 
of II and choose any indices i£l and /L£A. Then we have 
( « ) a ° ( 4 0 ( f l ) a = ifl)a 
for some xC_H, j£l and hence 
a = a(pXJxplti)a. 
Thus H is also regular. 
R e m a r k . Combining the first part of (his proof with the fact that if a=axa 
then xax is a generalized inverse of a, we obtain that each element of M,° in a regular 
M° has a generalized inverse in /Vf°(;J;lW. 
The only if parts of Theorems 1 and 4, in the proofs of which not even local 
regularity of M° was made use of, were already given in the most general, case by 
VENKATESAN [4]. Corollary 1 to Proposition 1 and Corollary 1 to Theorem 1 of 
VENKATESAN [4], together with our Theorem 4, give the following result for locally 
regular Rees matrix semigroups: 
T h e o r e m 5. M°=M°(H; I, A; P) is a union of its completely 0-simple ideals 
if and only if the same is true for H. 
In connection with the Corollary to Lemma 2, we should like to mention that 
the behaviour of the subsemigroups M°x of M° is, in general, far f rom being so nice 
as that of H with respect to the above treated properties. As an illustration, let us 
see the following example: 
Let II be (he bicyclic semigroup (€{q, r) with zero adjoined, / = A — {0, 1, 2, ...} 
and the sandwich matrix P be 
0 l 2 3 . . m 
e 0 0 0 . . . 0 
0 r q r
3 .. rm 
0 q2 r
2 0 .. 0 
0 qs 0 0 . . 0 
0 q" 0 0 0 
and consider the Rees matrix semigroup M°(II; I, A; P). Since for all n'-=(), r" has 
a left inverse and q" has a right inverse, M° is a locally regular Rees matrix semi-
group. It is well-known that this H is O-bisimple, thus the same is true for M°. 
If by Lemma 2, contains a subsemigroup which is isomorphic to II, 
however, M°a is not even regular. In fact, let k~-:n and consider the element (r k q l ) n l 
with some / ^ 0 , then for any element (r sq')n i of M°y we have 
( r Y ) , a ° ( r V ) , a ° ( ' V ) , a = (rkq>q"r°q<q"rkql)ia = ( r Y + » r y 1 "-"+')„! ^ 0 V ) n l 
v 
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since multiplication by r k q ' 1 " r s from the left cannot reduce the exponent t - l n -
- * + / > / o f q. 
At last we give a necessary and sufficient condition that M ° ( / / ; I, A: P) be an 
inverse semigroup. 
T h e o r e m 6. 77) e locally regular Rees matrix semigroup M ° — M ° ( / 7 ; / , A; P) 
is an inverse semigroup if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: II is an 
inverse semigroup, in each row and each column of the sandwich matrix P there exists 
exactly one element which has a two-sided inverse (clearly, this implies | /1 — | /11J, and 
all the other entries of P are zero. 
P r o o f . Suppose first that M°(H; I, A; P) satisfies all these conditions, and, 
for any A€ A and / £ / , let . /(A)€/ and /.t(/)6 A denote the indices for which pXJ(A) and 
Pn0)i ' i a v e two-sided inverses. 
Let (a)iX and (b)jtl be generalized inverses of each other, a^O, then we have 
a = apxjbp^a -A 0, 
whence j=j(X) and / (= / ; (/'). Suppose further that (C) j ( ; ) j i ( ; ) is also a generalized 
inverse of (a)u. Then we have 
( * ) a = <ipw.)bp„(i)ia = aPxjWcp„o).a> 
(* *) b = bpmiapXJU)b, c = cpll(i)iaphWc. 
Multiplying the equations ( * ) and ( * + ) f rom the right by P z J W and /; / ( ( i ) i, respec-
tively, we obtain that bpll(i)i and C/J;((;)/ are both generalized inverses of O/JAj-(A) in H. 
In view of the inversity of H, this implies 
bp,,(i)i = Cp„(,);, 
and multiplication f rom the right by the inverse of pll(i)i gives now b = c. Hence 
each element of M° may have at most one generalized inverse, but it does have one, 
since by Theorem 4 the regularity of H implies that M° is also a regular semigroup. 
Thus M° is an inverse semigroup. 
Conversely, suppose tha t M° is an inverse semigroup. By Theorem 4, /7 is 
regular, and as H is isomorphic to a subsemigroup of M° by the Corollary of 
Lemma 1, no element of H can have more than one generalized inverse element. 
Thus H is an inverse semigroup. 
Let (a)u be an arbitrary non-zero element of M°, and suppose that is the 
generalized inverse of (a)lx. 
We have seen in the Remark after Theorem 4 that each (a)iA has a generalized 
inverse in M°(A)/i(i), hence we must have, by the unicity of the generalized inverse 
element, j=j(X) and p=p(i). O n the other hand, (6)j> = (6)j(a)„(0 has (a)Ul as its 
generalized inverse, but it also has a generalized inverse in M?( /1( i)) / l ( j-(A)), whence 
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ij- • (/.<(/)) and X- --n( j()•)). Herefrom we can conclude that the elements pXJW and 
pUlQ) have (two-sided) inverses in II. Suppose now that the element pXm has a right 
inverse p'Xm in II for some mdl. Then we have 
(a),x = (a)u°(%°(«)u = (VP>.mP'h„Pxjbp„ia)n = (4°( PxmPxjb)mio(a)iX 
and 
b = bpfliapXjb = hpfUapxmp'xmPxjb, 
multiplying here by pXmpXJ f rom the left we obtain that 
(PxmPxjb)mil = (p\mpxjb)mi o (a)iX o (p'XlllpXjb)mfl, 
that is, (pxmpxjb),„„ is also a generalized inverse of (a)ix. Since (a)iX may have but 
one generalized inverse, this implies m=j=j(X). In other words, in each row of 
P there exists exactly one element which has a right inverse in H, and we have seen 
that this element must have a two-sided inverse. Dually we obtain the analogous 
result for columns. 
We still have to show that all the other entries of P are zero. Suppose that, on 
the contrary, there exists an entry p X l ^ 0 in P, which does not have an*inverse of 
either sides in II. As H is an inverse semigroup, pxi has a generalized inverse a in II: 
apXia •= a and pXiapXi = pXi. 
Then we also have a = apXia = apXiapXia 
and (a)a = (ap u apXi a)iX = (a)u (a)u > 
thus (a)iX is a generalized inverse of itself, which contradicts the fact that M° is 
an inverse semigroup, since we have seen that in such a semigroup each element 
(a)ix has its generalized inverse in M°W ( l ( l ) , and now for pXi does not have 
a right inverse. This completes the proof of Theorem 6. 
R e m a r k . For the notions occurring in the following Corollary we refer to 
[3]. As it is easy to show that a O-cancellative regular semigroup with identity is 
a group with zero adjoined, our Theorem 6 and Theorem 5.1 in [3] imply the fol-
lowing result: 
C o r o l l a r y . For a special similarly decomposable semigroup S the following 
conditions are equivalent: ' 
(i) S is regular, 
(ii) S is an inverse semigroup, 
(iii) S is completely 0-simple, 
(iv) S is a Brandt semigroup. 
Thanks are due to Prof. O. STEINFELD for his attention during the preparation 
of the present work. 
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On a paper of Blum, Eisenberg, and Hahn concerning ergodic 
theory and the distribution of sequences in the Bohr group 
By H. N1EDERRE1TER in Princeton (New Jersey, USA) 
Let Z be the additive group of integers in the discrete topology, and let Z be 
its Bohr compactification. In a recent paper, BLUM, EISENBERG, and HAHN [1] have 
pointed out a remarkable connection between the validity of the mean ergodic 
1 JV 
theorem for sums of the type — £ T""f, where (a„), « = 1 , 2 , . . . , is a given se-
N n=i 
quence of integers, and the distribution of the sequence (a„) in Z. In fact, it is noted 
in that paper tha t the mean ergodic theorem holds fo r the above sums if and only 
-if the sequence (a„) is uniformly distributed in Z in the sense of Definition 1 below. 
Therefore, it becomes an interesting problem to exhibit classes of sequences (a„) 
that satisfy the required type of uniform distribution property. BLUM, EISENBERG, 
and HAHN have already made a contribution to this problem by providing a sufficient 
condition that can be checked fairly easily (see condition (i) in [1, p. 23] or condi-
tion (1) below). The authors state that they do not know of any sequence in Z that 
is uniformly distributed in Z but does not satisfy the condition (1). It is the main 
purpose of this note to show that the condition (1) of BLUM, EISENBERG, and HAHN 
is certainly not necessary fo r uniform distribution in Z, and that one may in fact 
construct sequences in Z that are uniformly distributed in Z but for which (1) fails 
drastically. At the same time, we exhibit large classes of sequences (a„) in Z that are 
uniformly distributed in Z and that can therefore be used to obtain generalized 
mean ergodic theorems. 
We recall some well-known notions of uniform distribution in topological groups. 
For a detailed discussion of this topic, see KUIPERS and NIEDERREITER [2, Ch. 4]. 
Since all the groups we shall consider in thé sequel will be abelian, we restrict our 
attention to this case. 
This research was carried out while the author was supported by NSF grant GP 36418X1. 
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D e f i n i t i o n 1. The sequence (xn), n = 1,2, ... , in the locally compact abelian 
group G is called Har tman-uniformly distributed in G if 
lim i l z W = 0 AT—= A* n = 1 
holds for all nontrivial characters % of G. 
D e f i n i t i o n 2. The.sequence (x„), n= 1, 2, ... , in the locally compact abelian 
group G is called uniformly distributed in G if fo r any subgroup H of G of compac t 
index (i.e., for any closed subgroup H of G for which GIH is compact), the sequence 
(.x„ + H), n = 1 ,2; ... , is Hartman-uniformly distributed in G/H. 
A Har tman-uni formly distributed sequence in G is also uniformly distr ibuted 
in G, but the converse is not true in general. Fo r compact groups the two kinds of 
uniform distribution are the same. Moreover, the sequence (x„) is Har tman-uni formly 
distributed in G if and only if (x„) is uniformly distributed in the Bohr compactifica-
tion G of G. For these results and for an exposition of the theory of un i fo rm dis-
tribution in locally compact groups, see KUIPERS and NIEDERREITER [2, Ch. 4, Sect. 5]. 
For the special cases G=Z and G = R , the additive group of real numbers in 
the usual topology, one arrives at the following equivalent characterizations by 
using the WEYL criterion for uniform distribution mod 1 (for details, see [2, Ch. 4, 
Sect. 5]). 
L e m m a 1. The sequence (xn), n= 1,2, .. . , in R is uniformly distributed in R 
if and only if the sequence (x„a), n= 1, 2, ... , is uniformly distributed m o d 1 for all 
nonzero real numbers a. 
L e m m a 2. The sequence (an), n= 1, 2, .. . , in Z is Hartman-uniformly distributed 
in Z if and only if (a „) is uniformly distributed in Z and (a„oi), « = 1 , 2 , . . . , is uniformly 
distributed mod 1 for all irrational numbers a. 
We remark that the notion of uniform distribution in Z according to Defini-
tion 2 is identical with the notion introduced by NIVEN [3]. 
In the language of the present paper, the basic result mentioned in [1] concerning 
the mean ergodic theorem reads as follows: The mean ergodic theorem holds for 
1 AT -
sums of the type — z , T"nfii and only if the sequence (a„), « = 1 , 2 , . . . , is H a r t m a n -
N n=i 
uniformly distributed in Z. The sufficient condition for Har tman-uni form distribu-
t ion in Z given by BLUM, EISENBERG, a n d HAHN is a s fo l lows . Le t (a„), n= 1,2, ... , 
be a sequence in Z , let EN be the set consisting of the first N terms of (a„), and let 
EN+k be the set EN shifted by the integer k. Then, if 
(1) lim c a r d ( E N f | ( E N +&)) = ! for all k£Z, 
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the sequence (a„) is Har tman-uniformly distributed in Z (see [1, Theorem 1]). Ob-
viously, it suffices to consider only positive integers k in (1). 
The following theorem provides many examples of Har tman-uniformly distri-
buted sequences in Z, most of which do not satisfy condition (1). 
T h e o r e m 1. If (x„), n = 1, 2, ... , is uniformly distributed in R, then the sequence 
([x„]), « = 1 , 2 , ... , of integral parts is Hartman-uniformly distributed in Z. 
P r o o f . We proceed by Lemma 2. In order to prove that ([x„]) is uniformly 
distributed in Z, we note that by Lemma 1 the sequence ( x j m ) , n = 1 , 2 , ... , is 
uniformly distributed mod 1 for any integer Therefore, ([x„]) is uniformly 
d i s t r i b u t e d i n Z b y a w e l l - k n o w n t h e o r e m (see NIVEN [4] a n d KUIPERS a n d NIEDER-
REITER [2, C h . 5, T h e o r e m 1.4]). 
Now let a be an irrational number. Fo r any (h 1 , 'h 2 )€Z 2 with (/^,/72)5^(0,0), 
the number h^ + h^ is nonzero; therefore, the sequence ((h1a + h2)xn), » = 1 , 2 , . . . , 
is uniformly distributed mod 1 by Lemma 1. Hence, by [2, Ch. 1, Theorem 6.3], 
the sequence ((x„a, x„)), n = 1, 2, ... , in R2 is uniformly distributed m o d 1 in R2. 
Now, for any 'sequence ((yn, z„)), « = 1, 2, ... , in R2 which is uniformly distributed 
mod 1 in R2 , we have 
(2) lim ~ 2 a{y,h = / f f ( y , z) dy dz 
" = 1 0 0 
for any complex-valued continuous function f on [0, l]2 (see [2, Ch. 1, Theorem 6.1]), 
where {?} denotes the fractional part of /£R. 
For typographic convenience, we write e x p ( i ) = e2*" for r^R. We choose a 
nonzero integer h. Then 
exp (/*[*„] a) = exp (hx„a — Ivy. {x„}) = exp (h {xna} — ha. {x„}) 
for all « S i . Hence, if we apply (2) to the sequence ((x„a, xn)) and to the funct ion 
f ( y , z) = exp(hy—hoiz), we obtain 
j N ] N 
J i m T7 2 " e x P (h[x„]a) = lim — 2 e x P (h{*»<*} ~l'<x{xn}) AT-»„ J\ n = 1 AT-«. J\ n _ 1 
1 1 
= f f exp (hy — haz) dy dz = 0. 
0 0 
This means that the sequence ([x„]a) ( « = 1 , 2 , ...) is uniformly distributed mod 1. 
Since a was an arbi trary irrational number, the proof of the theorem is complete by 
Lemma 2. 
Theorem 1 contains a variety of interesting special cases. We list a few of them. 
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C o r o l l a r y 1. Let P(x)=asxsH r<z„ be a polynomial over R of degree at 
least 2. If the system {as, as_1; ..., has rank at least 2 over the ratiorials, then 
the sequence ([P(«)]) (« = 1, 2, ...) is Hartman-uniformly distributed in Z. 
P r o o f . This follows f rom [2, Ch. 4, Example 5.4] and Theorem 1. 
We remark that VEECH [5] has even shown a somewhat stronger property of 
the sequence ([P(«)]). Obviously, the sequence (a„) = ([P(«)]) is eventually increasing 
or eventually decreasing with lim |a„+1—tf„| = <*=, and therefore 
n-~ OO 
Hm 1 card (£lV'n (EN+k)) = 0 for all 
so that (1) fails drastically. 
For positive integers r, we define the action of the difference operator Ar on 
sequences (x„) i n R recursively: we set A1x„=xn+1—x„ for and Ar xn=Ar~1(A1xn) 
for r s 2 and « s i . ( 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let (xn) be a sequence in R such that for some positive integer 
r the following properties are satisfied: Arxn tends monotonically to 0 as and 
lim n \Arxn\= oo. Then the sequence ([*„]) is Hartman-uniformly distributed in Z . 
N-*- CO 
P r o o f . We note that for any nonzero a £ R the sequence (xna) satisfies the 
same properties as (x„). Therefore, by [2, Ch . l , Theorem 3.4], the sequence (xna) 
is uniformly distributed mod 1. The desired result follows from Lemma 1 and Theo-
rem 1. 
The following condition is usually easier to check. 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Suppose the function f ( t ) is defined for 1 and r times dif-
ferentiable for sufficiently large t and for some positive integer r. Furthermore, assume 
that f(r)(t) tends monotonically to 0 as t — and that lim i j / ( r ) ( / ) | = « = . Then the 
i - » 
sequence ([/(«)]), « = 1,2, . . . , is Hartman-uniformly distributed in Z. 
P r o o f . One uses [2, C h . l , Theorem 3.5] and proceeds as in the proof of 
Corollary 2. 
If we choose c r> l , tr$Z, then the sequence (an) =• ([«"]),«= 1, 2, ... , is Har tman-
uniformly distributed in Z by Corollary 3. On the other hand, the sequence (an) 
is increasing with lim (an+1—a„) = so that we have again 
li — oo 
lim card (E n f ] (EN + k)) = 0 for all k S 1. 
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In the following theorem, we go beyond the examples constructed above and 
show that for a Har tman-uniformly distributed sequence in Z the limits in (1) may 
have any prescribed value. 
T h e o r e m 2. For a given positive integer k and a real number a with O ^ a ^ l , 
there exists a Hartman-uniformly distributed sequence in Z with 
(3) j i m ^ card (EN N (EN + k)) = a. 
P r o o f . We have already constructed examples for « = 0 . If a = l , we may 
take the sequence of positive integers as an example. N o w suppose 0 < a < l , and let 
m -
raS 1 be an integer with m i . By choosing a sequence (a„) = ([«"]) ( n = l , 2, .. .) 
m+ 1 
with a sufficiently large <r$Z, we get a Har tman-uniformly distributed sequence 
m 
in Z with an+1—an>~k(m +1) for all n ^ l . W e set /?= m, so that Fur ther-
a 
more, we put i ( . / ) = [/j/] for j = 0 , 1, ... . Consider the following sequence: 
ai, a2, ..., as(1), ai-\-k, a^^ + lk, ..., a1 + mk, as(1) +15 as(1) + 2, ..., 
as(2)! Qz + k, a2 + 2k, ..., a2 + mk, ..., as(j_1) + 1, as^_1-> + 2, ..., 
« as(J), aj + k, aj + 2k, ..., aj + mk, .... 
Let us denote this sequence by (b„). We show first that (b„) is Har tman-uniformly 
distributed in Z. Let % be a nontrivial character of Z. For ./V>.r(l) + nz, there exists 
a unique j ^ l such that s(j)+jm<N^s(j+ l) + ( y + \)m. Then 
so that 
2x(b„) 
n = l 
s(J) + jm 









+ s(J +1) — s ( j ) + m, 
s ( j + \ ) - s ( j ) + m + • 
s ( j ) +jm 
(4) 
F o r 7=s 1 we have 
lim . . . . 
j-°°s(j)+jm n = i 
sO) + jm 2 x(PJ = o. 
and therefore 
(5) 
s{j)+jm s{j) m j 
2 X{bn)= 2x(On)+ 2 2x(aq+pk), /1 = 1 n = l /7=1 q—1 
l s(j)+j>n 
s(j)+jm Ä *<*•> 
1 S(j) 
+ I 2x(aq) J 9=1 
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But since (an) is Har tman-uniformly distributed in Z , the right-hand side of (5) tends 
to 0 as j—and so (4) is established. 
It remains to prove that (b„) satisfies (3). Fo r 7 V > i ( l ) + w , there is a unique 
. / S i with sU)+jm<N^s(j+\) + (j+l)m. Then 
s ( j ) +J'm card (EsU)+jm Q № _ o ) + > +k)) ^ card (EN f l (E* + k)) ^ 
s ( j + l ) + (J+l)m s(j)+jm N 
.... card (EsU+i) + o'+i)m 0 (EsU + p + u + 1 ) m + k)) _ s(j+1) + (j+1)m 
nd since • 
hm . = 1, 
s(j)+jm 
it suffices to show tha t . 
(6) iim card (Es(j) +jm f l (Es(J)+Jm + k)) = ^ 
s(j)+jm 
Using an+1—a„>k(m + \) for all « S i , it follows easily that for every y ' s l we have 
j 
Es(j) + jmn{EsU) +Jm + k) = U {aq + k,aq + 2k, ...,aq + mk}. 
9 =i 
We conclude that ' ® 
= i i m = m — a 
s ( j ) +jm s(j)+jm P + m 
and so (6) is shown. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
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Dissipative /-self-adjoint operators and associated 
/-isometries 
By C. R. PUTNAM in West Lafayette (Indiana, USA) 
1. Introduction. Only bounded operators on a Hilbert space § will be considered 
in this paper. Let J be self-adjoint. If A is any operator satisfying 
(1.1) J A = A* J, 
then A will be called / -self-adjoint ; similarly, if F satisfies 
(1.2) V*JV=J, 
V will be called /- isometric or a / - isometry. This terminology corresponds to that 
in the literature dealing with geometry of spaces having indefinite metrics. Thus, 
if (x, y) is the usual inner product on 9) and if one introduces the modified inner 
product (x, y)j = (Jx, y) then A is /-self-adjoint if (Ax, y)j = (x, Ay)j fo r all x, y 
in This is the same as (JAx, y) = (Jx, Ay), that is, (1.1). Similarly, F i s /- isometric 
if (Fx, Vy)j = (x, y)j fo r all x, y in Jr>, which is equivalent to (1.2). See, in particular, 
the surveys by KREIN [5] a n d NAIMARK and ISMAGILOV [6] where , f o r the mos t pa r t , 
it is assumed that J2=I. Another kind of indefinite scalar product is considered by 
BEREZIN [1]. In the present paper, the aforementioned restriction J-=J will be con-
siderably relaxed (see (1.5) below) but additional conditions ((1.3), (1.4)) will be 
imposed on the operators A and F of (1.1) and (1.2). 
Throughout it will be supposed that if A satisfies (1.1) then Im (A) = (A— A*)/2i 
satisfies 
(1.3) either l m ( / l ) ^ 0 or Im (A) == 0. 
An operator A will be called dissipative if the first part of (1.3) holds; thus, condi-
tion (1.3) is that either A or — A be dissipative. (This definition coincides with that 
of SZ.-NAGY and FoiA§ [9], p. 167. It should be noted, however, that sometimes A 
This work was supported by a National Science Foundation research grant. 
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is said to be dissipative if Re see, e.g., KATO [4], p. 279). Further, it will b e 
supposed that if V satisfies (1.2) then 
(1.4) 1 0 P ( T ) and either VV* ^ I or VV* s I. 
The first inequality of (1.4) is of course equivalent to that is, that V is a 
contraction. Incidentally, if (1.2) holds then | | J | | s | | / | | | |F | |2 so that, unless / = 0 , 
necessarily || V\\ s i . 
It will be convenient to recall the notion of the absolutely continuous part of 
a self-adjoint operator J. If J has the spectral resolution J= J tdE„ then the set, 
9)a (J), of vectors x in § for which | |£,x| |2 is an absolutely continuous function of t 
is a subspace of § invariant under / . If §„( .7)^0, the restriction Ja = J\5)a(J) is called 
the absolutely continuous part of J; in particular, J is said to be absolutely con-
t i n u o u s i f J=Ja. (See , e .g . , HALMOS [3], p. 104, KATO [5], p . 5 1 6 . ) F o r l a t e r u s e , l e t 
P0U)={x: / x = 0 } ; clearly, Z>a(J) ±P0(J). 
Theorem 1. Let J be self-adjoint and suppose that J and A are bounded operators 
on a Hilbert space § satisfying (1.1), (1.3) and 
(1.5) J^Ja® 0, that is, (J)® P(i{J) is a proper subspace of 
Then there exists a subspace 301 satisfying 
(1.6) arc r» (§a(/)0Jp„(/))J- o, 
reducing both A and J and for which 
(1.7) A |93i is self-adjoint. 
It is understood that either term in the direct sum on the right side of the in-
equality (1.5) may be absent, that is, that either § „ ( / ) or P0(J) may be the 0 space. 
In particular, if J has no absolutely continuous part and if 0 is not in the point 
spectrum of J then 9Ji of (1.6) is § and so, by (1.7), A is self-adjoint. 
T h e o r e m . 2. Let J be self-adjoint and suppose that-J and V are bounded operators 
on a Hilbert space § satisfying (1.2), (1.4) and (1.5). Then there exists a subspace S0i 
satisfying (1.6), reducing both V and J and for which 
(1.8) F|0U is unitary. 
The proof of Theorem 1 will be given in section 2 and will depend on a general 
result on commutators in PUTNAM [7], p. 20. The proof of Theorem 2 will be derived 
in section 3 as a corollary of Theorem 1 via the Cayley transform. Some remarks 
on the Theorems as well as some applications will be given in section 4. 
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2. Proof of Theorem 1. In view of (1.1), 
(2.1) AJ-JA = (A-A*)J, 
therefore, 
(2.2) ( J A ) J - J ( J A ) = iC, where C = 2 / ( l m (A)) J. 
Let 91 denote the least subspace of i j reducing both self-adjoint operators J A and 
J and containing the range of the self-adjoint operator C. By (1.3), either C ê O 
or C=sO, and so, by the Theorem of [7], p. 20, 91 c ( J ) H ( J A ) ) < = S 3 , ( J ) , hence 
91-1 D ^ ^ . / ) ) - 1 . In addition, it is clear that 91^ reduces both J and J A (and C) and 
that C|9 ' l -L=0. Thus, if 0=(Cx, x) = 2(lm (A)Jx, Jx), hence, since Im (A) is 
semi-definite, 
(2.3) Im (A)Jx = 0 for x Ç i K 
Next, note that P 0 ( / ) c ( $ > a ( J j ) L c 9 I 1 and that 9 t x © P0(J) 3 ( § / / ) © P0{J))X ^ 0 , 
the last inequality by (1.5). Let 
(2.4) 9)1 = 9 l x © P 0 ( J ) ( ^ 0 ) . 
It is clear that 991 reduces J. Also, if and yÇ_P0(J) then (JAx, y) = (Ax, Jy) = 0, 
so that, since 91 reduces J A, so also does ®î. Thus, 
(2.5) 9JI reduces J and JA. 
Further, 
(2.6) J(W) is dense in SR. 
In fact, otherwise, there would exist a vector .yÇ9JÎ, y^O, such that 0 = ( /v , y) = 
= (x, Jy) for all xÇSM. Hence y£P0(J) and hence y£.Mf]Pa(J), so y = 0, a contra-
diction. 
It now follows from (2.1), (2.3) and (2.6) that 
(2.7) AJx = J Ax for 
In view of (2.5) and (2.6), this implies that 9Ji is invariant under A. Finally, relations 
(1.1), (2.5) and (2.6) imply that 9)1 is also invariant under A*. Thus, 9JÎ reduces A 
and relations (2.1), (2.6) and (2.7) imply (1.7). 
3. Proof of Theorem 2. Since l $ s p ( F ) , the operator A =/(/+ V)(I- F )~ ' is 
bounded. Further it is easily verified that — ¿(£sp (A) and that F i s the Cayley trans-
form of A, that is 
(3.1) V = (A — /7) (A + /7) and A = / ( / + F ) ( 7 - V)~\ 
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A straightforward calculation shows that A satisfies (1.1) if and only if V satisfies 
(1.2). Furthermore, (I— K)(Im (y4))(/— V*)=I— VV*, so that Í m ( / l ) s O or siO 
according as I— or ^ 0 ; in this connection, see [9], p. 357. 
In order to prove Theorem 2 one need only define A as in (3.1) and then apply 
Theorem 1 to A. Then the space 931 of Theorem 1 clearly reduces V while (1.7) 
implies (1.8) by the well-known properties of the Cayley transform. 
4. Remarks. It may be noted that the first part of (1.4), namely, that 1 not be 
in the spectrum of V, is essential in Theorem 2 for the validity of assertion (1.8). 
In fact, if J=I and if V denotes the unilateral shift, then, although l £ s p ( F ) (in 
fact, s p ( F ) is the unit disk {z: nevertheless, V is a contraction, V and / 
satisfy (1.2) and (1.5), and V is irreducible, so that, in particular, V has no unitary 
part ; cf. [3], p. 73. 
It is clear that if (1.1) holds and if J is non-singular, then A* is similar to A 
and hence A and A* have identical spectra. Further, condition (1.3) implies that 
the spectrum of A lies either in the upper half-plane or in the lower half-plane. Thus, 
if J is non-singular then (1.1) and (1.3) imply that the spectrum of A is real. Hence, 
for instance, if A is also normal it is necessarily self-adjoint. On the other hand, 
there exist non-singular self-adjoint operators J and dissipative operators A for 
which (1.1) holds and for which A is completely non-self-adjoint, that is, A has no 
reducing space on which it is self-adjoint. It follows from Theorem 1 that such an 
operator J is necessarily absolutely continuous. 
To obtain such a pair J and A, let A be the operator on § = L2(0, 1) defined by 
t 
(Ax)(t) = tx(t) + i f x(s)ds. 
o 
Then A is dissipative (see [9], p. 365). In addition, A is completely non-self-adjoint 
and is similar to the self-adjoint multiplication operator A0 = t on L2(0, 1). (This 
result is due to SAHNOVIC; see [9], pp. 368, 372.) Let T denote any non-singular 
operator T for which /l = 7 / l 0 r _ 1 . If T has the polar factorization T=PU where 
P is positive and U is unitary, then A = PUA0U*P-1 and A* = P~1UA0U*P= 
= P-2AP2, so that (1.1) holds with J=P~2. It follows f rom Theorem 1 that P 
hence also P, must be absolutely continuous. 
It is clear f rom the above argument that if T is non-singular with the polar 
factorization T=PU and if B is any self-adjoint operator then (1.1) holds with 
A = TBT~X and J=P~2. 
Concerning not necessarily bounded dissipative operators and, in particular, 
ones similar to self-adjoint operators, sée SZ.-NAGY and FOIA§ [9], Chapt. IX, §§ 4, 5, 
as well as their paper [8]. 
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An identity for Laguerre polynomials 
By L. B. RÉDEI in Umea (Sweden) 
Dedicated to my loved father, Professor László Rédei, 
on the occasion of his seventy-fifth birthday 
We shall prove the following representation for Laguerre polynomials: 
ex { dz d V 
(1) 
(We use the same convention for Ln{x) as in reference [1].) This representation 
for L„(x) is an analogue of the well known representation for Hermite polynomials: 
Hn(x) = ( - l)nex* 
id Y 
¿¿\e 
In spite of its simple and potentially useful form, we have not been able to find 
formula (1) in any of the s tandard texts. 
P r o o f . Using the standard representation 
1 J d )n 
(2) LÁx) = -e*\-Ux»e-*) 
we can put equation (1) into the equivalent fo rm 
(3) An(x) = ( - i r ^ \ x « e - x ) , 
An(x) being defined by 
d2 dY 
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We proceed by induction. Equat ion (3) is obviously true for n = 0 and f o r n=l. 
W e assume it to be true fo r n. I t then follows tha t 
e~*)\ = 
Vn + 2 
We use, for the first term in the right hand side of this equation, the identity 
valid for any smooth function f ( x ) , to obtain tha t 
An+iW = (-1)" 
Since 
it follows that 
dn+2 d"+1 1 
dxl 
-—(x"+1e-x) = (« + l)xnc-x-xn+1e-JC 
i/x 
Q . E . D . 
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Subnormal limits of nilpotent operators 
By NORBERTO SALINAS in Ann Arbor (Michigan, USA) 
1. Introduction. Let § be a fixed separable, infinite dimensional complex Hilbert 
space and let i f ( § ) denote the algebra of all (bounded, linear) operators on 
In [3, Problem 7] HALMOS has asked for a characterization of the set of all operators . 
in J£?(§) which are uniform limits of nilpotent operators. In what follows we shall 
denote by iV(§) the set of all nilpotent operators on In the recent paper [5] HERRERO 
made a remarkable contribution to Halmos ' problem by showing that a normal 
operator is in the uni form closure N(<§) of 7V(§) if and only if its spectrum is con-
nected and contains the origin [5, Theorem 7]. In his paper Herrero asked whether 
the direct sum of a unilateral shift in £?(§>) and a normal operator on § whose 
spectrum coincides with the closed unit disk is in N(5)(BSy). In the present note 
we answer this question in the affirmative. Actually, we prove a more general result 
making a fur ther progress in the solution of Halmos ' question. 
Our main theorem can be stated as follows: 
T h e o r e m 1 . 1 . If T is a subnormal operator on whose approximate point 
spectrum is simply connected and contains the origin, then T is the uniform limit of 
nilpotent operators. 
The proof of the above theorem requires some auxiliary results and will be 
given in Section 2. In the final section of this paper we introduce a subclass of N(§>) 
which we call the class of pseudonilpotent operators and we study some of its prop-
erties. The main characteristic of these operators is that its nilpotent approximants 
are easy to determine. F rom this point of view, pseudonilpotent operators are perhaps 
more tractable than an arbitrary operator in 7V(§). 
2. Proof of Theorem 1.1. Throughout , for a given operator T in St?(§) we 
shall denote by o(T) the spectrum of T and by ot(T) the left spectrum of T (or 
approximate point spectrum of T). Furthermore, we denote by E(T) the essential 
spectrum of T and by Et(T) the left essential spectrum of T. (We recall that E(T) 
and E,(T) are the spectrum and the left spectrum, respectively of the image of T 
in the Calkin algebra.) Also, in what follows D will denote the closed unit disk of 
the complex plane. 
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T h e o r e m 2 . 1 . Let T be a subnormal operator in J§?(§) such that <j(T)aD 
and let M be a normal operator in J£?(§) such that a(M)=D. Then T® M£N(&(B9)). 
P r o o f . If T is a normal operator, then T®M is a normal operator whose 
spectrum is connected and contains the origin and hence the theorem follows f rom 
[5, Theorem 7]. Therefore, we may assume that T is not normal. Let ft be a complex 
Hilbert space and let N be a normal operator in i ? ( f t ) such that TV is a minimal 
normal extension of the subnormal operator T, i.e. §> is an invariant subspace of N 
such that 7V|§ = T and the smaller reducing subspace of TV containing § coincides 
with ft [2]. Since T is not normal it is easy to see that ft©§ is infinite dimensional. 
Thus, after an identification via a suitable unitary transformation, we can assume 
that ft = § © £ ) and that N can be represented by the 2 x 2 operator matrix 
N 
where R and S are in J ? ( § ) and 0 S is the zero operator on It also follows that 
a(N)ao(T) and hence o(N)czo{M). Now we observe that for every « = 1 , 2 , ... 
D = a(M) -A j=i 
n-J f 
An easy exercise in spectral theory shows that for every e > 0 and every « = 1 , 2, ... 
4 3n + l 
there exists a unitary transformation Ue n: £>— 2! ®S> s u c h that 
UF.nMUf -H L/=i •(M®N) ®M\ E. 
Therefore, since M^N(9)) (cf. [5, Theorem 7]), it follows that in order to prove 
that T®M£N(§>®§>) it suffices to establish the following assertion: For every 
(3n + l \ 
« = 2, 3, ... there exists and operator in N \ 2 © S whose distance to the operator 
T© 2 
) = 1 
^ 1 
n - j 
n ( . M ® N ) 
is less that —. To prove this fact, for « = 2, 3, ... , let « 
B„ 
1 — 1 f n - l 
— T© I 2 i 
n b = l 
i 
^ (M®N) - - (0S © 0S © T) n n J J 
ffi 0§ © 0 S ffi 0 S . 
1 
ffiCL we deduce that \\AB — Bn\\ ^ —, « = 
n 
Since A„-B„ = 2 ®-(T®O.ffiO ) 
= 2, 3, ... . Now we show that the operator Bn is the uniform limit of nilpotent 
operators. In fact, the operator Bn can be represented as the direct sum of a lower 
triangular « X » matrix whosey'-th diagonal term is ( T ® M ® S ) and the operator 
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,0g. Thus, in order to complete the proof of theorem (cf. [5, Theorem 5]) it remains 
to show that T@M® S € # ( § © § © § ) • To see this let's observe first that 
'S osiris 0e 
R T „ 1 










is in A r ( § © § © § ) we conclude that S®T@M and hence T@M®S is in 
JV($ff iSff iS) , as desired. 
C o r o l l a r y 2 . 2 . Let U be a unilateral shift in H?(§) and let M be a normal 
operator in £(§) such that a(M)=D. Then 
The following lemma generalizes a result in [5]. 
L e m m a 2 .3 . Let T£N($)) and let S be an operator in the uniformly closed, 
inverse closed algebra generated by T. Then TSf_N($)). 
P r o o f . By hypothesis there exists a sequence {/„} of rational functions with 
poles off a(T) such that lim | |S— f„(T)\ \ = 0 . Also, there exists a sequence {Qk} in 
N(§>) such that lim \\T— 0 t | | = O . Now let kx be the first positive integer such that 
\\ fi(T) —fy(Qki)\\ 1; having defined k„, n^l let k„ + 1 be the first positive integer 
greater than k„ such that \\fn+1(T)-fn+1(Qk + 1 ) H — l — - . Letting Rn = Qk 
"+1 n+1 
( « = 1 , 2 , ...) it readily follows that lim | | T S - R n f „ ( R n ) | | = 0 . Since Rnfn(R„)£N(&) 
( « = 1, 2, ...) we conclude that TS£N(!o). 
P r o o f of t h e o r e m 1 .1 . Let T be a subnormal operator in 0£(§) such that 
<r,(T) is simply connected and contains the origin. It follows that cr(T) = al(T) — 
— E(T) = El(T). From [6] we deduce that, up to a small norm perturbation, T is 
unitarily equivalent to an operator of the form T © 7" where T' is any normal operator 
in J2?(§) such that a(T') = E{T') = a(T). Since, up to a small norm perturbation 
and a unitary equivalence, T' can be replaced in the above direct sum by a normal 
operator N in S£ (§) whose spectrum a(N) is "closed" to a(T) in the Hausdorff 
metric topology, and such that a (N) is simply connected, has smooth boundary 
and contains a(T) in it's interior, in order to complete the proof of the theorem it 
suffices to prove that T® § ) , for any normal operator N in § satisfying 
the properties described previously. Let q> be a homeomorphism f rom a(N) onto 
D such that <p(0) = 0, cp is analytic in the interior of o(N) and <p maps the boundary 
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of a(N) onto the boundary of D. (The existence of this function <p can be deduced 
f rom standard facts in the theory of conformal mappings.) Since u{N) is simply 
connected and q> is analytic on a(T) it follows that <p(T) is subnormal and o[q>(T)] = 
=q>[<j(T)} is contained in the interior of D. Employing the fact that <p(N) is normal 
and o[cp(N)]=D, f rom Theorem 2.1 we deduce that <p(T)®(p(N)£jV(§©§). Let 
\j/: D-*a(N) be the inverse function of <p. Since >)/(0)=0, there exists a continuous 
complex valued function rj on D which is analytic on the interior of D and satisfies 
^(X) = Xt](X), for every X^D. Observing that rj[<p(T)]©rj[(p(N)] is in the uniformly 
closed, inverse closed algebra generated by cp(T)®(p(N) and using L e m m a 2.3 we 
conclude that 
T®N(= H<p(T))®ittv(N)] = (p(T)r,[<p(T)]®(p(N)r,[(p(N)] = 
= [<p(T)®<p{N)]{ij[q,(T)]®tiMN)-ijl) 
is in N($) © §>), as asserted. 
R e m a r k 2 . 4 . Since the subset of elements with connected spectrum in any 
complex Banach algebras with identity is closed in the norm topology (cf. [8, Theo-
rem 3]) and the spectrum is an uppersemicontinuous function, it follows that every 
operator. T in N(§>) must satisfy 
(*) <y(T) and E(T) are connected and E(T) contains the origin. 
Let Q(T)={X£a(T): T—X is not a Fredholm operator of index zero}. From the 
continuity properties of the index function on the set of semi-Fredholm operators 
in JS?(§) we see that every operator T in N(§) must also satisfy 
(**) Q(T) = E,(T)nEr(T). 
(Recall that Er(T) is the conjugate set of E,(T*)). Conversely, we conjecture that 
if an operator Tin i f ( § ) satisfies conditions (*) and (**), then T£N(§>). The validity 
of this conjecture would imply of course that every quasinilpotent operator on § 
is in / / ( § ) , answering in the affirmative Problem 7 of [3]. 
Let QT(§>) be the set of all quasitriangular operators on i.e. T£QT(Sr>) if 
and only if there exists an increasing sequence {Pn} in i f (§) of finite rank projec-
tions tending strongly to the identity such that lim \\TPn-P„TP„\\ = 0 (cf. [3, Problem 
FI — OO 
4]). F rom the spectral characterization of quasitriangular operators given in [1] 
it readily follows that QT(§)flQT($)* = {r<Ei?(§): Q(T)----El(T)f)Er(T)}. Follow-
ing the same circle of ideas of the above comments, we conjecture that 
QT($))C\QT{$Z))* is the uniform closure of the set of all algebraic operators on 
(We recall that an operator T in i f (§) is called an algebraic operator if there exists 
a polynomial p such that p(T)=0.) The results of [4], [5] and those of the present 
paper give partial affirmative answers to the above conjectures. 
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It may also be worth noting that if the first conjecture were true, it would follow 
from the above mentioned theorem of [1] that every operator in which is not 
in N(9>) has a non-trivial invariant subspace, thereby reducing the invariant sub-
space problem to operators in N(io). 
3. Pseudonilpotent operators. In the rest of the paper it will be convenient 
to adopt the following terminology. Let , . . . , §„ be an orthogonal family of n 
n 
subspaces of § such that § = Then every T in J£?(§) can be represented, 
j=1 
n . . 







where Ttj is a bounded, linear transformation f rom into 1 s i , The 
operator in represented by the lower triangular matrix 
[ r n 0 ... 0 
r21 T22 0 ... 0 
will be called the lower triangular part of T with respect to the decomposition 
n 
§ = 2 © £>j • Similarly, the upper triangular part of T with respect to the decomposi-
y'=i 
n 
tion § = i s the operator in represented by the upper triangular matrix 
Tn T12. • Tln 
0 • T2„ 
. 0 0 . T ' •*• nit 
D e f i n i t i o n 3 . 1 . Let We say that J is a pseudonilpotent operator 
if for every e=-0. there exists a decomposition of § into the direct sum of a finite 
orthogonal family of subspaces , - . . , § „ such that the norm of the lower triangular 
n 
part of T with respect to the decomposition §>= 2 © ' s ' e s s than e. The set of all 
J=1 
pseudonilpotent operators in will be.denoted by J P ( § ) . 
R e m a r k 3 .2 . a) By interchanging the subspaces . . . , § „ in definition 3.1 
it is easy to see that an operator T is in P(§>) if and only if for every e=-0 there exists 
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a decomposition of § into the clircct sum of a finite orthogonal family of subspaces 
such that the norm of the upper triangular part of T with respect to this decomposi-
tion is less than e. 
b) F rom a) it readily follows that P(g>) = P(!$)*. 
c) From definition 3.1 and the fact that if TdN(§>), then there always exists a 
it 
decomposition § = 2 ® wit'1 respect to which the lower triangular part of T h a s 
norm zero, we see that the following inclusion formula holds: 
In the following two theorems we shall see that these inclusions are actually proper. 
T h e o r e m 3 .3 . Let A be a non-zero positive operator in if(£>) such that a (A) 
is connected. Then AÇN(&), but A ([ P($). 
P r o o f . From [5, Theorem 7] we deduce that A£N($>), thus it remains to show 
that A ( | P (§ ) . Let . . . , $„ be an orthogonal family of subspaces of § such that 
n 
§>= anc' let A be represented by 




A,.n ... A.. 
on the decomposition § - 2 © §./ • Let B and C be the operators in i f ($) defined by 
7=1 
B 
Au 0 0 
A21 A22 0 ... 0 
A„ ... A„ 
C = 
An 0 ... 0 
0 A22 0 . . . 0 
0 0 ... A„ 
It follows that A+C=B+B*. Since C is a positive operator we infer that 
Mil = sup (Ax, x) =S sup QA + C]x, x) = \\A + C\\ = 115+5*11 ^ 2| |5| | , 
11x11=1 11*11=1 
and hence ||5|| Observing that B is the lower triangular part of A with 
fi 
respect to the decomposition § = £ © §>j, and since the family , . . . , § „ is arbitrary 
7=1 
we conclude that A^P(9)). 
T h e o r e m 3 .4 . If K is a qmsinilpotent compact operator on 9), then KdP(§>). 
P r o o f . Let K be any quasinilpotent compact operator in i f ( § ) . Then there 
exists an increasing sequence {P„} in i f (§) of finite rank projections tending strongly 
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to the identity such that lira | |K—P„KP„ | |=0. From the upper semicontinuity of 
the spectrum, given s>-0 there exists a positive integer n0 such that if 
/7>/70, then o(P„KP„) is contained in the disk of center zero and radius e. Let 
so that \\K-PmK\\-<-E. Since P„§> is finite dimensional there exists a basis 
e,, ..., ek of P,„ on which the representing matrix of the operator PmK\Pm§ is 
in the upper triangular form. Observe that the diagonal elements of this matrix are 
in absolute value less than s. Letting S)j be the span of the vector eJt 1 -Mj^r-.k and 
defining §>k+i:=§>QP1„§>, we deduce that the lower triangular part of A" with respect 
k +1 
to the decomposition § )= Z ®$>i has norm less than 3e. Since c is arbitrary we 
i 
conclude that K£P(§). 
As a consequence of the next theorem we shall see that there are operators in 
P(§>) which are not quasinilpotent. 
In the remainder of the paper {e„ ( « = 1 , 2 , ...)} will be a fixed orthononnal 
basis of .f>. A weighted shift S with positive weights a„ (« = 1, 2, ...) on the basis 
{e„} is defined by Sen=a.„e„+1 (77 = 1,2, ...). 
T h e o r e m 3 .5 . Let S be a weighted shift on the basis {e„} with positive weights 
a„ ( 7 7 = 1 , 2 , . . . ) such that for every e>0 there exists a positive integer k satisfying 
a„ / t<£, for 7 i= l , 2, ... . Then S£P(§). 
P r o o f . Let £ > 0 and let k be a positive integer greater than 1 such that oc,A<e, 
for 77=1, 2, ... . Furthermore, let §>j be the span of the vectors ej+ik (7=0, 1, 2, ...). 
Then §>j is infinite dimensional, 1 ^ j s k , and the representing matrix of S 011 the 
k 
decomposition § = 2 © has the form 
J=1 
0 0 Sk 
Si 0 0 
s = 0 • V 0 
0 0 . • Sk^ 0 
where, for l ^ j ^ k — 1 , the bounded, linear transformation Sj : is unitarily 
equivalent to a diagonal operator in SC (§) whose diagonal terms are a J + i k 
( /=0, 1,2, ...) and Sk: x is a bounded linear transformation unitarily equiv-
alent tp a weighted shift with weights an k . Thus H S J c e and hence S£P($>). There-
fore S£P(§>) and our assertion is established. 
C o r o l l a r y 3 .6 . There exists an operator in P(§>) whose spectrum coincides 
with D and hence is not quasinilpotent. 
P r o o f . Let S be the Kakutani shift 011 the basis {e„}, i.e. S is the weighted 
shift whose sequence of weights is described as follows: every other weight is one; 
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every other weight of the remaining weights is 1/2; every other weight of these weights 
is 1/4; etc. Fo r the sake of clarity we list the first few terms of the sequence of weights: 
1 ,1 /2 ,1 , 1/4, 1,1/2,-1,.1/8, 1,1/2, 1 , 1 / 4 , . . . . 
F r o m Theorem 3.5 it follows that S£P(9)) . On the other hand, as is well known, 
KAKUTANI proved that a(S) = D [7, p. 282]. 
In view of the results of this section and the comment made at the end of 
Section 2 it is natural to pose the folloving two questions. 
P r o b l e m 1. Is every quasinilpotent operator on § in /*(§)? 
P r o b l e m 2. Does every operator in P(9)) have a non-trivial invariant sub-
space? 
Addendum: The results proved in the present note were obtained in the Spr ing 
of 1973 and were communicated to several mathematicians interested in the subject 
during the Wabash International Conference on Banach spaces held in June 1973. 
After this paper was written C. Apostol, C. Foia§ and D . Voiculescu announced 
that they established the validity of the conjectures stated at the end of section 2. 
This announcement was recently communicated to the au thor by C. Apostol via a 
personal letter. 
Added in proof (May 5,1975). The results referred to in A d d e n d u m appeared in 
C. APOSTOL, C. FOIA§ and D. VOICULESCU, On the n o r m closure of nilpotents. I I , 
Rev. Roum. Math. Pures et Appl, 19 (1974), 549—577, a n d D. VOICULESCU, N o r m -
limits of algebraic operators, Rev. Roum. Math. Pures et Appl, 19 (1974) 371—378. 
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Eine Kennzeichnung der endlichen einfachen Gruppe der 
Ordnung 604800 
Von VOLKER STINGL in Mainz (BRD) 
§ 1. Einleitung 
Im Jahre 1967 entdeckte Z. JANKO eine neue sporadische einfache Gruppe der 
Ordnung 604 800. Diese Gruppe , die wir mit J2 bezeichnen wollen, enthält genau 
zwei Konjugiertenklassen von Involutionen. Der Zentralisator einer Involution, die 
nicht im Zent rum einer Sylow-2-Untergruppe von J2 vorkommt, ist dabei isomorph 
zum direkten Produkt einer .Vierergruppe mit PSL (2, 5). 
Das Ziel der vorliegenden Arbeit ist es, die Gruppe J2 durch den Zentralisator 
einer nicht 2-zentralen Involution zu kennzeichnen. 
Fü r die Problemstellung und zahlreiche wertvolle Hinweise und Ratschläge 
möchte ich Her rn Prof. Dr . D . HELD hiermit noch einmal herzlichst danken. 
Wir beweisen nun das folgende Resultat : 
S a t z . Sei G eine endliche einfache Gruppe und t eine Involution in G, so daß 
CG (t)/0(CG(/)) isomorph ist zum direkten Produkt einer Vierergruppe mit PSL(2, q), 
die .Primzahlpotenz q sei kongruent drei oder fünf modulo acht. Dann ist G isomorph 
zuJ2. 
Mit J2 sei stets die in [6] beschriebene endliche einfache Gruppe der Ordnung 
604 800 gemeint. 
Im weiteren bezeichne G immer eine Gruppe , die die Voraussetzungen des 
Satzes erfüllt, und t sei eine festgewählte Involution in G, deren Zentralisator die 
oben angegebene Struktur besitzt. 
Die Bezeichnungsweise folgt im wesentlichen [1] und [5]. Ferner werden folgende 
Symbole benutzt : 
p r | a (bzw. \X\2,) 2-Anteil (bzw. 2'-Anteil) der Ordnung von X 
Dn Diedergruppe 
Q. verallg. Quaternionengruppe , ^ . 
%n . . . \ v „ 6 F F der Ordnung n 
Z„ zyklische Gruppe 
'En elementar abelsche Gruppe 
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SylpiX) Menge der Sylow-p-Untergruppen von X 
X (mod N)Y volles Urbild der Untergruppe X von Y/N in Y 
Es sei N(X)=NG(X) bzw. C{X) = CA(X) für Teilmengen X von G und C=C{t). 
Wir setzen C/0(C)=EXP mit E^E4 und P=zPSL(2,q), q sei kongruent drei 
oder fünf modulo acht. 
§ 2. Die Berechnung von• N(A)/C(A) 
L e m m a 2 . 1 . Es sei A eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von C. Es kann A geschrieben 
werden als direktes Produkt zweier Vierergruppen V und W mit K£Syl 2(£(mod 0 ( C ) ) c ) 
und W^Syl2(P(mod 0(C) ) c ) . Die Involution t liegt in V. Wir setzen V=(t,u) und 
W=(i, z). Es gilt: \N(A)/C(A)\=6n, l s i r t ^ ö . Es existiert ein Element o der Ordnung 
drei, unter dessen Operation die 15 Involutionen aus A in folgende Konjugiertenklassen 
zerfallen: 
{i,z, iz), {F}, {ti,tz,tiz}, {«}, {ui, uz, M/Z}, {ut}, {uti,utz,utiz}. 
Beweis . Aufgrund eines Ergebnisses von WALTER [9] kann A keine Sylow-2-
Untergruppe von G sein, und damit teilt zwei die Ordnung von N(A)/C(A). Aus 
der Voraussetzung des Satzes erhalten wir: |A r c / 0 ( c ; ) ( ^0 (C) /0 (C) ) | = 3. Mit Hilfe 
des Frattini-Argumentes folgt, daß auch drei ein Teiler der Ordnung von N(A)/C(A) 
ist. Außerdem kann in N(A)C\C/C(A) ein Element q?£ 1 gewählt werden mit te=t, 
ue = u, i"=z, ze = iz. 
Da A echt in einer Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G enthalten ist, muß Z ( T ) echt 
in A enthalten sein. Folglich sind nicht alle Involutionen aus A in G konjugiert. Die 
Anzahl der Konjugierten von t unter N(A) wird durch \N(A)/C(A): N(A)f]C/C(A)\ 
geliefert. Also ist die Ordnung von N(A)/C(A) kleiner als 45. Nach dem oben be-
wiesenen Teil erhalten wir insgesamt \N(Ä)IC(Ä)\ = 6n, wobei n zwischen eins und 
sieben liegt. Da die Gruppe GZ, (4, 2) keine Untergruppe der Ordnung 42 enthält, 
scheidet der Fall « = 7 aus. Das Lemma ist bewiesen. 
L e m m a 2 .2 . Für jede Involution a aus N(A)/C(A) gilt W. 
Beweis . Wir nehmen an, die Behauptung sei falsch. Es gibt also eine Involu-
tion a in N(A)/C(A), die / in W abbildet. Da t in W" liegt und die Elemente aus 
W" in G konjugiert sind, ist WC\W"=(1), folglich muß A direktes Produkt von 
W und W" sein. Es ist t im Durchschnitt von V und W" enthalten. Da die Involution 
a in A mindestens eine Vierergruppe zentralisiert, rechnet man leicht nach, daß sogar 
W'= V und V= W gilt. 
Unter der Operation von a und q zerfallt A in zwei Konjugiertenklassen von 
Involutionen mit den Vertretern t und ti, die Länge der Klassen beträgt 6 bzw. 9. 
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Das erzwingt \N(Ä)IC(A)\ —18. Eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A) hat die 
Ordnung 26, die Operation von a auf A bewirkt \Z(S)\ = A. Also ist A charakteristisch 
in S, dies bedeutet, daß S schon Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G ist. Mit Hilfe von 
[3, Lemma 2, Seite 389] sieht man, daß G nicht einfach ist Dies widerspricht der 
Voraussetzung des Satzes. Die Annahme zu Beginn des Lemmas ist falsch, die Be-
hauptung daher richtig. 
L e m m a 2 .3 . Wir unterscheiden zwei Möglichkeiten der Operation von Involu-
tionen aus N(A)/C(A) auf A, nämlich: 
(i) f liegt in V für jede Involution a. aus N(A)/C(A), 
(ii) es existiert eine Involution in N(A)/C(A), die t in y 4 \ ( F U W) abbildet. 
Im ersten Falle gilt \N(A)IC(Ä)\=6 oder 24, im zweiten Falle enthält N(A)/C(A) 
eine zu At isomorphe Untergruppe. 
Beweis . Liegt Fall (i) vor, so besitzt eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) 
genau eine Involution. Diese normalisiert V, ohne t zu zentralisieren. Mit Hilfe 
von Lemma 2.1 sehen wir, daß die Anzahl at der zu t unter N(A) konjugierten 
Involutionen zwischen 2 und 12 liegt. Außerdem ist at kongruent null modulo 
zwei und kongruent zwei modulo drei. Es folgt, daß t unter N(A) zwei oder acht 
Konjugierte besitzt. Die Behauptungen für den Fall (i) sind damit bewiesen. 
Sei M={{ti, tz, tiz), {ui, uz, uiz}, {uti, utz, utiz}} und M{ ein [Element aus M. 
Gibt es eine Involution « in N(A)/C(Ä) mit f£M1 und für ein von f ver-
schiedenes Element m aus Mx, so operiert die von a und q erzeugte Gruppe der 
Ordnung zwölf als Permutationsgruppe auf der Ziffernmenge {t} IJ Mx, und die 
Behauptung ist bewiesen. 
Wir können also annehmen: ta£Ms, m" ([ M1 für ein von f verschiedenes Ele-
ment m aus M1. Setze U={q, a) und at=Anzahl der Konjugierten von t unter U. 
Offensichtlich ist at größer als vier. Hat at den Wert sechs, so sind gerade die In-
volutionen aus V und Mt zu t konjugiert, insbesondere ist (V*)"=M1. Das liefert 
einen Widerspruch, da V Gruppe ist MlJ {1} jedoch nicht. 
Sei at=8, dies bedeutet, daß U die Ordnung 24 besitzt. Daraus ergibt sich 
o ( a - e ) = 4 und UsiSti oder o(a- q) = 6 und U^AiXZ2. 
Ist at = 10, so hat U die Ordnung 30 und besitzt eine normale Sylow-3-Unter-
gruppe. Dies widerspricht jedoch der Tatsache, daß U von einer Involution und 
einem Element der Ordnung drei erzeugt wird. 
Sei schließlich a t =12 . Bis auf i, z, iz sind nun alle Involutionen aus Amt kon-
jugiert. Für ein von t" verschiedenes Element m aus Mx gilt mnf ff {/, z, iz}, abei 
a,£C(mmx). Dies liefert einen Widerspruch. 
Wir haben gesehen, daß at nur den Wert acht annehmen kann, in diesem Falle 
ist aber die Behauptung des Lemmas richtig. 
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L e m m a 2 .4 . Liegt der Fall (i) aus Lemma 23 vor, so haben wir: 
(Oi N(A)/C(A)^Z0 oder (i)2 N(A)/C(A) - SL(2, 3). 
Im Falle (ii) aus Lemma 2.3 sei U eine zu A4 isomorphe Untergruppe und 
<SiGSyla(t7(mod C(A))N(A)). Dann gilt: 
(ii), Z(Si)=<«/>, N(A)/C(A)~A4, S4 oder A4XZ2, 
(ii), Z(S1)=W, N(A)/C(A)QA4, S4 oder A4XZ3, 
(ii)8 Z(S1)=(ut)X W, N(A)/C(A)^A4, S4 oder A4XZ2. 
Beweis . Es liege zunächst der Fall (i) vor mit ¡N(A)/C(A)\ = 6. Wir setzen 
N(ä)/C(A)=(q, a), wobei a eine Involution sei und q den Automorphismus der 
Ordnung drei aus Lemma 2.1 bezeichne. Wir können o. B. d. A. annehmen, daß 
ta=u gilt. Die Involution a zentralisiert in A mindestens eine Gruppe der Ordnung 
acht, da andernfalls wie in Lemma 2.2 ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G folgt. 
Ist Wa7iW, so gilt W£\{ti, tz, tiz), {ui,uz,uiz}, {uti, utz, utiz}}, was aber einen 
Widerspruch liefert, da W Gruppe ist. Es wird also W von a normalisiert, insbe-
sondere erhalten wir CA(a)=(ut)X W. Die Elemente a und Q sind auf den vier 
Erzeugenden t, u, i, z von A vertauschbar, die Behauptung (i)x ist richtig. 
Sei nun im Fall (i) von Lemma 2.3 die Ordnung von N(A)/C(A) gleich 24. 
Dann sind die Sylow-2-Untergruppen von N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu Qs. Eine Sylow-
3-Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) liegt nicht normal, da es in GL (4, 2) keine Elemente 
der Ordnung zwölf gibt. Man rechnet nun nach, daß die Sylow-2-Untergruppe 
von N(A)/C(A) normal liegt und daher die Behauptung N(A)/C(A) ^ SL(2, 3) folgt. 
In Lemma 2.3 haben wir bewiesen, daß es im Falle (ii) eine zu A4 isomorphe 
Untergruppe in N(A)/C(A) gibt. Es ist \N(A)IC{A)\ = \2, 24 oder 36. Gilt 
\N(A)IC{Ä)\=7A, so können die Sylow-2-Untergrappen von N(A)/C(A) nur iso-
morph zu D8 oder Ea sein. Im ersten Falle ergibt sich N(A)/C(A)^ S4, im zweiten 
Falle folgt N(A)/C(A)s±A4XZ2. Gilt \N(A)/C(A)\=36, so liegt die Vierergruppe 
aus der zu A4 isomorphen Untergruppe normal in N(A)/C(A), mithin folgern wir 
N(A)/C(A)^AiXZ3. 
Sei U die zu A4 isomorphe Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A), die den Automorphis-
mus Q von A aus Lemma 2.1 enthält. Wir wählen uns 1S,1€Syla(i7(mod C(A))N(A)). 
Das Zentrum von S t ist echt in A enthalten. Unter der Annahme Z(S j )9 iE s erhal-
ten wir Z(S1)i]V9i(l). Ohne Beschränkung der Allgemeinheit sei Z(S1)f)V=(ut). 
Mit Hilfe des Frattini-Argumentes sehen wir, daß Z(Si) das direkte Produkt von 
(iut) und W ist. Die Involution t kann in A maximal acht Konjugierte besitzen, es 
schneidet der Fall N(A)/C(A) ^ A4XZ3 aus. ' 
Ist Z(S1)'^E4, so schließt man leicht, daß Z(Sj) gleich W ist. Jede Involution 
aus U zentralisiert in A genau die Gruppe W. Unter U haben t, u und ut jeweils 
vier Konjugierte in A. Die Konjugiertenklassen sind: {/, ti, tz, dz), {u,ui,uz,uiz}, 
{uti, utz, utiz, ut}. Es gibt eine Involution oi in U mit t"=ti, tz"=tiz, u"=uz und 
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uia=uiz. Man rechnet nun leicht nach, daß es keine mit a vertauschbare Involution 
ß gibt, die t auf u abbildet und W zentralisiert. Eine solche Involution müßte aber 
im Falle N(Ä)/C(A) ^AaXZ2 existieren, also tritt dieser Fall nicht auf, wenn Z(S,) 
die Ordnung vier hat. 
Ist Z(S1) isomorph zu Z 2 , so liegt Z(S1) in V, Ohne Beschränkung der All-
gemeinheit sei (ut)=Z(S1). Es ist klar, daß eine Involution aus E/nur eine Vierer-
gruppe in A zentralisiert. Außerdem wird W von keiner Involution aus U normalisiert. 
Damit ergibt sich, daß eine Involution aus W unter U genau sechs Konjugierte 
hat und von einem 2-Element aus U zentralisiert wird. Also hat t in A nicht mehr 
als acht Konjugierte, der Fall N(A)jC(A)^AiXZi ist nicht möglich. 
§ 3. Der Fall (2)1 aus Lemma 2.4 
L e m m a 3 .1 . Sei S eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A) und N(A)/C(A) sei 
isomorph zu Z 0 . Dann ist S isomorph zum direkten Produkt einer Diedergruppe der 
Ordnung acht und einer Vierergruppe. 
Beweis . Wir wissen schon, daß S die Ordnung 25 hat und Z(S) in A ent-
halten ist, weiterhin ist Z(S) von der Ordnung acht. Gibt es in S\A keine Involu-
tionen, so liegt A charakteristisch in S und S ist schon Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. 
Es sei x ein Element aus S\A. Die Anwendung von [8, Lemma 5.38, Seite 411, 
Thompson Transfer Lemma] auf die maximale Untergruppe (x, Z(S)) von S und 
die Involution t liefert einen Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
Es gibt nun Involutionen in S\A, und die Behauptung des Lemmas folgt. 
L e m m a 3 .2 . Im Falle N(A)/C(A)siZe ist eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G 
isomorph zum direkten Produkt einer Diedergruppe und einer Vierergruppe. 
Beweis . Ist eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A)/C(A) schon Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von G, so folgt die Behauptung mit Hilfe von Lemma 3.1. 
Es sei nun T eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G, die S enthält, und Tn maximal 
in T bezüglich folgender Eigenschaften : 
(ii) T 0 = r 1 X T 2 mit und T ^ E ^ . 
Wir nehmen nun an, daß T0 echt in T enthalten sei. Es enthält T0 genau zwei 
Konjugiertenklassen von elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16. 
Wir finden ein Element x in Nt(T0)\T0, dessen Quadrat in T0 liegt. Sind in der 
Nebenklasse xT0 keine Involutionen vorhanden, so ergibt sich (x, T„)£Syl2(G). Es 
sei Tz die maximale zyklische Untergruppe von T,. Die Gruppe (x,TzXT2) 
ist maximal in (x, T0) und enthält t nicht. Mit Hilfe des Thompson Transfer 
Lemmas erhalten wir einen Widerspruch zur' Einfachheit von G. 
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Es gibt Involutionen in xT0) o. B. d. A. sei x2—l. Wir wählen in T0 zwei Involu-
tionen a und b, die in T0 nicht konjugiert sind und folgende Eigenschaften besitzen: 
ax=b, (a, b) SiD2m. Das Erzeugnis von x und a ist dann isomorph zu D2m-1-1. 
Man stellt fest, daß x zentralisierend auf Z(Tj)XT2 operiert. Die Gruppe (x, T0) 
ist demnach isomorph zum direkten Produkt einer Diedcrgruppe mit einer Vierer-
gruppe, was der maximalen Wahl von T0 widerspricht. Folglich gilt T0—T, die 
Behauptung ist bewiesen. 
L e m m a 3 . 3 . Der Fall N(A)/C(A)s¿Z0 tritt nicht auf. 
Beweis . Da nach Lemma 3.2 eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G isomorph 
zum direkten Produkt einer Diedergruppe mit einer Vicrergruppe ist und G min-
destens zwei Konjugierlenklassen von Involutionen besitzt, folgt mit I-Iilfe des 
Thompson Transfer Lemmas ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
§ 4. Der Fall (?)a aus Lemma 2.4 
L e m m a 4 . 1 . Es sei N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu SL(2, 3) und a die zentrale Involu-
tion in N(A)/C(A). Mit B bezeichnen wir das volle Urbild von (a) in N(A). Es sei St 
eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von B und S eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A), die St 
enthält. Dann gilt: N(A)/B = /í4, S/S^E^, S^DgXE^Z (Sj) = (ut)X W. Es operiert 
N(A)/B treu auf Z(St), aber trivial auf (ut). 
Beweis . Es ist SL(2,3)/Z(SL(2,3))=PSL(2,3^Ai und die beiden ersten 
Behauptungen folgen. Da A ein maximaler elementar abelscher Normalteiler von 
S ist, gibt es eine Gruppe A0 der Ordnung acht in A, die ebenfalls normal in S liegt. 
Die Involution a aus N(A)/C(A) operiert trivial auf A0. Wir wissen, daß t" in V 
ist, o. B. d. A. sei t°'=u. Unter N(A) hat t außer sich selbst und u noch genau sechs 
weitere Konjugierte. Es folgt A0=(ut,i, z). Gibt es in St\A keine Involutionen, 
so liegt A charakteristisch in S, es ist S eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Seien 
yx und y2 aus ^XiSj so gewählt, daß S von A, y1 und y2 erzeugt wird. Die maximale 
Untergruppe (y1,y2,A0) von S enthält t nicht ,wir erhalten einen Widerspruch 
zur Einfachheit von G. Ist nun x eine Involution in S¡\A, so ergibt sich: »S'x = 
= (x,t)XWsiDaXEi. 
Da der Automorphismus q aus N(A)/C(A) nichttrivial auf Z(St), aber trivial 
auf (ut) operiert, genügt es zu zeigen, daß ein Element ß der Ordnung vier aus 
N(A)/C(A) nichttrivial auf Z(S^), aber trivial auf (ut) wirkt, um die letzte Behaup-
tung von Lemma 4.1 zu beweisen. Dies ist aber richtig, da ttß in A0 liegt und von 
(ttß)ß verschieden ist. Außerdem liegt (ut) charakteristisch in St. Damit haben wir 
alle Behauptungen bewiesen. 
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L e m m a 4 . 2 . Es sei wieder N(Ä)IC(A) isomorph zu SL(2, 3). Mit T bezeichnen 
wir eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G, die yS'f S y l 2 e n t h ä l t . Die 'Untergruppe 
Sx von S sei wie in Lemma 4.1 definiert. Es gilt: CT(Z(SX)) ist isomorph zum direkten 
Prodiüct einer Diedergruppe mit einer Vierergruppe: 
Beweis . Wir wissen schon, daß C s (Z(S ] ) ) = St isomorph zu DñXEt ist. Im 
Falle Cr{Z{S,))=Cs{Z(Sx)) ist die Behauptung richtig. Sei nun S1^CT(Z(S1)), 
mit T0 sei eine Untergruppe maximaler Ordnung von CT(Z(SX)) bezeichnet, die 
,S'| enthält und isomorph zum direkten Produkt einer Diedergruppe mit einer Vierer-
gruppe ist. Wir nehmen an, daß T0 echt in CT(Z(SX)) ist. Es existiert ein Element 
x in CT(Z(SX))\T0 mit Tq=T0 und x 2£T 0 . Aufgrund der maximalen Wahl von 
T0 gibt es in xT0 keine Involutionen. Alle elementar abelschen Untergruppen der 
Ordnung 16 von (x, To) liegen daher schon in T0 und sind unter (x, T0) konjugiert. 
Es folgt (x, T0) = CT(Z(S1j). Wir wählen Elemente yx und y2 in so daß 
(y±, y2, SX) = S wird. Dann gilt (x, T0, yx, y2) = T£Syl2(G). Es sei D eine maximale 
Diedergruppe in T0 und Dz der zyklische Normalteiler vom Index zwei in D. Die 
Gruppe (DZX W, yx, y2, x) hat den Index zwei in T und enthält t nicht. In 
(DZXW, yx, y2, x) gibt es keine elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 
16, aber der Zentralisator einer jeden Involution in dieser Gruppe ist mindestens 
von der Ordnung 16. Dies zeigt, daß ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G folgt. 
Also gilt T0 — C1(Z(S1)), und die Behauptung ist bewiesen. 
L e m m a 4 . 3 . Wir übernehmen die Voraussetzungen und Bezeichnungen aus 
Lemma 4.2. Wir setzen T0 = CT(Z(S1)) und TX = (T0, yx, y2), wobei yx und y2 Ele-
mente aus S\SX sind mit (Sx> yx, y2) = S. Es gibt nun-eine echte Untergruppe T2 
von r^SylaC*?), die die folgenden Eigenschaften besitzt: (i) | T 2 ^ I | = 2, (ii) T0 ist 
normal in T2 und T2/T0 ist isomorph zu Dg, (iii) es gibt eine Involution x in T2\TX 
und eine Involution a in T0, so daß (x,a) isomorph zu einer Diedergruppe ist und 
T2 = (x,a, W,yx,y2) gilt, (iv) jede Vierergruppe aus (x, a) liegt in genau einer ele-
mentar abelschen Untergruppe der Ordnung 16 von T2. 
Beweis . Mit Hilfe der Techniken im Beweis von Lemma 4.2 berechnen wir, 
daß T, noch keine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G sein kann. Es sei x ein Element 
aus T\TX, das Tx normalisiert und dessen Quadrat in Tx liegt. Die beiden Konjugier-
tenklassen von elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 in T¡ werden 
durch x verbunden, also normalisiert x die Gruppe Z(SX), aber zentralisiert sie nicht. 
Es folgt, (x, T^) = NT(Z(SX)) und (x, T^/T^Ds. Wir setzen T2 = (x, Tx). 
Wir nehmen an, daß es in xTx keine Involutionen gibt. Es ergibt sich nun leicht: 
T,¿ = Tí$y\2(G). In T0 gibt es einen maximalen Normalleiler DZXW, der t nicht 
enthält. Die Involution t kann nicht in die maximale Untergruppe (DZX W, yt,y2, x ) 
von T2 konjugiert werden, was der Einfachheit von G widerspricht. 
9* 
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Es gibt Involutionen in xrl\, o. B. d. A. sei x2-— 1. Da x die beiden Konjugiertcn-
ldasscn von elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 von T0 miteinander 
verbinden muß, gibt es Involutionen a und b in T0, die unter T0 nicht konjugiert 
sind, die in 7'0 eine Diedergruppe maximaler Ordnung erzeugen und durch x auf-
einander abgebildet werden. Es wird dann (x, a) isomorph zu einer Diedergruppe, 
in der (a, b) vom Index zwei enthalten ist. Die Behauptung (iii) von Lemma 4.3 folgt. 
Wie oben sieht man, daß t nicht in die maximale Untergruppe (ax, W, y1, y2) 
von T2 konjugiert werden kann, also liegt 7'2 echt in T. Ein Element y aus Nr(T2)\T2 
mit y2£ T,¿ existiert und bewirkt, daß T2 mindestens doppelt so viele elementar abel-
sche Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 besitzt wie 7 \ . Das ist aber nur möglich, wenn 
jede Vicrergruppe aus (x, a) in mindestens einer elementar abelschen Gruppe der 
Ordnung 16 von Tv liegt. Da / zu jeder nichtzentralen Involution von (x,a) kon-
jugiert ist, folgt auch die Behauptung (iv) von Lemma 4.3. 
L e m m a 4 . 4 . Der Fall N(A)/C(A) s SL(2, 3) tritt nicht auf. 
Beweis . Wir übernehmen die Voraussetzungen und Bezeichnungen von Lemma 
4.3. Es s e i y ein Element von T\T2 mit Ty2 = T2 und y2dT2. Der Durchschnitt aller 
elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 von T 2 hat die Ordnung vier. 
Das Erzeignis TE aller elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 von T2 
hat in T2 den Index zwei. Die einzigen Involutionen, die ein Element aus yT2 in 
TE zentralisieren kann, liegen schon in Z(TE). Es folgt, daß die Gruppe (y, T2) genau 
so viele elementar abelsche Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 besitzt wie T2. Alle 
diese Gruppen sind aber in (y, T2) konjugiert. Wir schließen daher, daß T=(y, T2i) 
€Syl2(G) gilt. 
Um einen endgültigen Widerspruch zu erlangen, konstruiert man wie in den 
vorausgegangenen Lemmata eine maximale Untergruppe TM von T, in die die In-
volution t nicht durch Elemente aus G hineinkonjugiert werden kann. 
§ 5. Der Fall (ii)1 aus Lemma 2.4 
L e m m a 5 .1 . Eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(Ä) hat im Falle (ii)x von Lemma 
2.4 die Ordnung 27. 
Beweis . Wir nehmen an, die Behauptung sei falsch. Dann besitzt eine Sylow-
2-Untergruppe S von N(A) die Ordnung 2G, es gilt: N(A)/C(A)^.Ai. Das 
Zentrum von S liegt in A und hat die Ordnung zwei. Daraus folgert man, daß A 
die einzige elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 16 von S ist. Mithin gilt 
SeSyl2(G). 
Wir wählen Elemente y1 und y2 aus S\A, die mit A zusammen bereits ganz 
S erzeugen. Die drei Nebenklassen ytA, y2A und yty2A von A in S enthalten jeweils 
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maximal vier Involutionen, der Zentralisator einer Involution aus S\A hat in S' 
mindestens die Ordnung 16 und ist nicht elementar abelsch. Sei A0 ein in A ent-
haltener Normalteiler der Ordnung acht in S. Die Gruppe '(A0, yx, y2) enthält t 
nicht und ist maximal in S. Das Thompson Transfer Lemma liefert nun einen Wider-
spruch. 
L e m m a 5.2. Gilt N(A)/C(A) D-. S4, so enthält eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von 
N(A) genau zwei elementar abelsche Untergruppen der Ordnung 16. Ist T eine Sylow-
2-Untergruppe von G, die S enthält, so haben wir S^T. 
Beweis . Es sei U eine zu Ai isomorphe Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) und S\ 
eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe des vollen Urbildes von U in N(A). Ferner sei die Sylow-
2-Untergruppe S von N(A) so gewählt, daß in S enthalten ist. Wie in Lemma 5.1 
ist A die einzige elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 16 in ,S'X. Ist A auch 
in S charakteristisch, so folgt ähnlich wie im vorhergehenden Lemma ein Wider-
spruch. 
Es gibt nun außer A noch genau eine weitere elementar abelsche Untergruppe 
der Ordnung 16 in S. Mit. x bezeichnen wir ein Element aus dieser Gruppe, das nicht 
in S\ liegt. Die beiden Involutionen x und t erzeugen eine Diedergruppe der Ordnung 
acht, so daß S=(x,t, W,yx,y2) wird, wobei yt und y2 Elemente aus St\A sind, 
die zusammen mit Ä ganz S1 erzeugen. Da t in G nicht in die maximale Untergruppe 
(xt, W,ylty2) von S konjugiert werden kann, darf S noch keine Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von G sein. 
L e m m a 5.3. Es sei N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu AtXZ2 und a die zentrale Involu-
tion in N(A)/C(A). Mit B bezeichnen wir das volle Urbild von (a) in N(A). Es sei S2 
eine SyloW-2-Untergruppe von B und S eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A), die S2 
enthält. Wir erhalten: N(A)/B^Al} S/SA^EIT S2síD8XE1, Z(S2) = (ut)XW. Es 
operiert N(A)/B treu auf Z(S2) und trivial auf (ut). 
Beweis . Die beiden ersten Bahauptungen sind trivial. Da A ein maximaler 
elementar abelscher Normalteiler von S ist, gibt es einen in A enthaltenen Normal-
teiler A0 der Ordnung acht in S. Wie in Lemma 4.1 sieht man, daß A0 das Erzeugnis 
von ut, i und z sein muß. Es sei U die zu A,x isomorphe Untergruppe von A,lXZ2 
und eine Sylow-2-Untei'gruppe des vollen Urbildes von U in N(A). Da Z(S1) = 
= (ut) ist,'ergibt sich, daß U treu auf A0 wirkt. Die Automorphismengruppe von 
A0 ist isomorph zu GL(3, 2), also operiert a trivial auf A0. Es folgt Z(S2) = (ut) X W, 
außerdem sind die beiden letzten Behauptungen von Lemma 5.3 bewiesen. Die Be-
hauptung S ^ D g X E i folgt wie in Lemma 4.1. 
L e m m a 5.4. Der Fall (ii)x aus Lemma 2.4 tritt nicht auf. 
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Beweis . Mit Hilfe der Lemmata 5.1 bis 5.3 sehen wir, daß im Falle (ii)] von 
Lemma 2.4 die Faktorgruppe N(A)/C(Ä) isomorph zu St oder AiXZ2 ist. Nehmen 
wir an, daß N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu St ist, so besitzt eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe 
S von N{Ä) genau zwei elementar abelsche Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 und 
hat den Index zwei in einer Sylow-2-Untergruppc T von G. Wir ersetzen im Beweis 
von Lemma 4.4 die Symbole T2 bzw. a durch S bzw. t und erzielen wie in Lemma 4.4 
einen Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. Ist N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu A4XZ2, 
so haben wir in Lemma 5.3 die gleichen Behauptungen bewiesen wie in Lemma 4.1. 
Da die Lemmata 4.2 bis 4.4 nur auf Lemma 4.1 aufbauen, können die Beweise 
von dort wörtlich übernommen werden. Daraus folgt dann sofort die Behauptung 
des Lemmas. 
§ 6. Der Fall (ii)2 aus Lemma 2.4 
L e m m a 6 .1 . Eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A) hat im Falle (ii)2 von Lemma 
2.4 die Ordnung 2G. 
Beweis . Wir nehmen an, die Behauptung sei falsch. Eine Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe S von N(A) hat dann die Ordnung 27 und S/A ist isomorph zu Z>8. Mit U 
sei die zu A4 isomorphe Untergruppe von N(A)jC{A) bezeichnet und mit St eine 
Sylow-2-Untergruppe des vollen Urbildes von U in N(A), die in S enthalten ist. 
Das Zentrum von S1 ist W, ein Element aus -SX-SV operiert nicht trivial auf W. 
In S j \ A liegen höchstens zwölf Involutionen, in «SX^ höchstens acht. Der Zen-
tralisator einer jeden Involution aus S\A besitzt eine andere 2-Struktur als der 
Zentralisator von t. Wir können daher t nicht aus A in S\A herauskonjugieren, 
insbesondere ist S schon Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Es sei wieder A0 ein in A 
enthaltener Normalteiler der Ordnung acht von S. Die Elemente x und y aus S\A 
seien so bestimmt, daß S von A, x und y erzeugt wird. Es ist (A0, x, y) eine maximale 
Untergruppe von S, in die t nicht durch Elemente aus G hineinkonjugiert werden 
kann. Wir erhalten einen Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
L e m m a 6.2 . Die Faktorgruppe N(A)/C(Ä) ist im Falle (ii)2 von Lemma 2.4 
isomorph zu AiXZ3> die Gruppe G ist isomorph zu J2. 
Beweis . Eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A) hat die Ordnung 2G, das 
Zentrum von S ist elementar abelsch der Ordnung vier. Wir nehmen zunächst an, 
daß S schon eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G ist. Aus der Liste aller endlichen 
einfachen Gruppen in [4], deren Sylow-2-Untergruppen die Ordnung 2G haben, ent-
nimmt man, daß G isomorph zu U3(4) oder L3(4) sein muß. Da eine Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von U3(4) keinen elementar abelschen Normalteiler der Ordnung 16 besitzt 
und in einer zu L3(4) isomorphen Gruppe nur eine Konjugiertenklasse von Involu-
tionen existiert, folgt jedoch ein Widerspruch. 
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Es sei nun T eine S enthaltenden Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G und x ein Element 
aus NT(S)\S, dessen Quadrat in S liegt. Wir erhalten für S die folgende Struktur: 
S=(A,B) mit AséB=E1b, W=Af)B=Z(S) und AX=B, Die Gruppe (x, S) ist 
sicher eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G, da (x, S) genauso viele elementar abelsche 
Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 enthält wie S. Wir setzen T= (x, S), die Gruppe 
T hat die folgenden Eigenschaften: (i) |T| = 27, (2) T enthält keinen elementar abel-
schen Normalteiler der Ordnung acht, (3) T besitzt einen elementar abelschen 
Normalteiler der Ordnung vier, dessen drei Involutionen in G konjugiert sind, (4) T 
ist Sylow-2-Untergruppe einer endlichen einfachen Gruppe. Aus den Hauptsätzen 
in [7] ergibt sich, daß T isomorph zu einer Sylow-2-Untergruppe von J2 sein muß. 
Aufgrund einer Arbeit von GORENSTEIN und HARADA [2] und der Tatsache, daß G 
mindestens zwei Konjugiertenklassen von Involutionen besitzt, folgt G J 2 . Mit 
Hilfe von [6, Lemma 3.3 (2), Seite 35] erhalten wir schließlich N(A)/C(A)'^AiXZs. 
§ 7. Der Fall (ii)3 aus Lemma 2.4 
„ L e m m a 7 .1 . Es sei zunächst N(Ä)/C(A) isomorph zu A„. Dann besitzt eine 
Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A) eine zu Z„XZ„XZ2 isomorphe maximale Unter-
gruppe SM. In S\SM liegen nur Involutionen. Wir haben 3=\N(S)/SC(S)\2,. In 
N(S)/SC(S) existiert ein Element, das die drei von A verschiedenen elementar abel-
schen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 in S verbindet und treu auf W bzw. trivial auf 
{'ut) operiert. 
Beweis . Es kann angenommen werden, daß in S\A Involutionen existieren, 
da andernfalls A charakteristisch in S ist und dann ähnlich wie früher ein Wider-
spruch zur Einfachheit von G folgt. Mit Hilfe von [3, Lemma 2, Seite 389] sehen 
wir, daß es in S keine elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 26 gibt. 
Es seien x und y Involutionen in S\A mit S=(A, x,y), weiterhin gelte tx=ti 
und ty=tz. Man rechnet nach, daß tx und ty die Ordnung vier haben und miteinander 
vertauschbar sind. Wir setzen SM=(tx)x(ty)X(ut). Da S genau 39 Involutionen 
enthält, SM jedoch nur sieben Involutionen besitzt, können in S\SM nur Involu-
tionen liegen. 
Die Faktorgruppe N(A)/C(A) ist isomorph zu A4 und es existiert ein Element 
der Ordnung drei in N(A)/C(A), das treu auf W bzw. trivial auf {ut) operiert, daher 
folgen mit Hilfe des Frattini-Argumentes die restlichen Behauptungen von Leinma 7.1. 
L e m m a 7 .2 . Es sei T eine S enthaltende Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G und Tx 
Zentralisator von (ut)XW in T. Es hat Tx folgende Eigenschaften: (i) Tx besitzt eine 
maximale Untergruppe T2 mit r 2 = Z2nXZ2nXZ2 — 2^n, (ii) in T1\T2 liegen nur 
Involutionen, (iii) es gibt in Tx vier Konjugiertenklassen von elementar abelschen 
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Untergruppen der Ordnung 16. In NiT^/^C(Td existiert ein Element, das die drei 
A nicht enthaltenden Konjugiertenklassen von elementar abelschen Untergruppen der 
Ordnung 16 in 71, verbindet und treu auf W bzw. trivial auf (ut) operiert. Schließlich 
ist 3 = \N(Ti)/TlC(T1)\2,. 
Beweis . Es sei Tn eine S enthaltende Untergruppe von 7\ mit maximaler 
Ordnung, so daß Tn alle in der Behauptung des Lemmas für l\ geforderten Eigen-
schaften habe. Es liege T12 vom Index zwei in Tu mit T12—Z2mXZ2mXZ2. Wir 
nehmen an, die Gruppe Tn sei echt in 7\ enthalten. Wir wählen nun ein Element y,, 
das in NT (TU)\TU liegt und dessen Quadrat in Tu enthalten ist. Dieses Element 
bewirkt auf den vier Konjugiertenklassen von elementar abelschen Untergruppen 
der Ordnung 16 in Tu eine Permutation der Ordnung zwei. Es sei r ein Element 
aus 7V(TU) mit <rTnC(r1L)> = Z 3 , dann ist ( y ^ C i T ^ , /•r11C(7'11)> isomorph zu 
A4. Eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe T0 des vollen Urbildes dieser zu A4 isomorphen 
Gi-uppe in N(Tn) liegt in Tx und enthält Tn mit dem Index vier. Wir wählen zu 
y1 noch ein Element y2 in T^XTn, so daß T0 von Tn, y1 und y2 erzeugt wird. 
Sind in T0\Tn keine Involutionen vorhanden, so ist T0 schon Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von G und wir erhalten leicht einen Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
Sei x eine Involution in Ta\Tu. Gibt es in xTu weniger als |T n | /2 Involutionen, so 
liegt jede Involution aus T0\TU in einer elementar abelschen Untergruppe der 
Ordnung 16 von T0, deren Nonnalisator in T0 mindestens die Ordnung 27 besitzt 
und wie oben folgt ein Widerspruch. 
In xTu existieren genau |Tii|/2 Involutionen. Da x zwei Konjugiertenklassen 
von elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 aus Tn konjugiert, gibt 
es zwei Involutionen a und b in Tu, die unter Tn nicht konjugiert sind, deren Produkt 
ein Element maximaler Ordnung in T12 ist und die durch x verbunden werden. Die 
Gruppe (T12, xa) enthält T12 mit dem Index zwei und ist maximal in (x, Tn). Man 
rechnet nach, daß in (x, Tn)\(T12, xa) nur Involutionen liegen und (T12,xa) 
isomorph ist zu Z2m-\-1 XZ2mXZ2. 
Sei y eine Involution aus T0\(x, Tu), dann gilt T0~(x,y, r u ) . Da T0 keine 
elementar abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 32 enthält sind x und y nicht 
miteinander vertauschbar. Das Element ya besitzt die Ordnung 2"'+1, die Gruppe 
(T12, xa, ya) enthält (T12, xa) mit dem Index zwei und ist maximal in T0. Wiederum 
stellt man durch Abzählen fest, daß es in T0\(T12, xa, ya) nur Involutionen gibt. 
Dann folgt sofort: (T12, xa, ya) = (xa)X(yd)X(ut)^Z2m + lXZ2m + lXZ2. 
Die Gruppe T0 hat alle für Tu geforderten Eigenschaften und enthält Tn echt. 
Die Annahme Tu g Tt ist falsch, die Behauptung des Lemmas richtig. 
L e m m a 7 .3 . Die Gruppe WX(ut) ist in einer Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G, 
die SfMy\2{N{A)) enthält, normal. Außerdem gilt T\TX s'-Ei, wobei Tx der Zentralisator 
von WX(ut) in T sein soll. 
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B e w e i s . Aus der Struktur von T\ ergibt sich, daß Tx noch nicht Sylow-2-
Untergruppe von G ist. Es sei x ein Element aus NT(T1)\T1, dessen Quadrat in 
Tj liegt, und r sei ein Element aus NiTj), so daß (r^CiTJ, xTyC^T^) isomorph 
zu AN ist. Es enthält T damit eine Untergruppe TT) mit T0JTY = EI. Alle elementar 
abelschen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 von TX sind unter T0 konjugiert. Falls es 
in T 0 \ T i Involutionen gibt, hat der Zentralisator einer Involution aus T^XT^ min-
destens die Ordnung 16. Für eine beliebige Involution c in der Menge T0\TY ist 
jedoch c9T¿t fü r alle gdG. Daraus schließen wir, daß T0 gleich T ist, und sämtliche 
Behauptungen des Lemmas sind bewiesen. 
L e m m a 7 . 4 . Der Fall N(A)/C(A)=A4 aus (ii)3 von Lemma 2A ist nicht 
möglich. 
B e w e i s . Es sei T eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G, die A enthält, und 7\ = 
= CT((ut)XW). Wir wählen zwei Elemente x und y in r \ 7 \ , so daß T={x,y, Ti> 
ist. Es sei T2 die abelsche Untergruppe vom Index zwei in 7 i . Eine Anwendung des. 
Thompson Transfer Lemmas auf die Involution t und die maximale Untergruppe 
(:T2,x,y) von T liefert den gesuchten Widerspruch. 
L e m m a 7 . 5 . Es sei N(A)¡C(A) isomorph zu S 4 . Mit U bezeichnen wir die 
zu Ay isomorphe Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) und mit Sl eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe 
des vollen Urbildes von U in N(A). Die Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A) enthalte 
Dann gilt: besitzt eine zu E32 isomorphe Untergruppe, in S liegt außerhalb 
von noch genau eine weitere elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 16. 
B e w e i s . Gibt es .in SX\A keine Involutionen, so ist A offensichtlich charak-
teristisch in S1. Da N(A)/C(A) isomorph zu ist, folgt sogar A char S, und die 
Gruppe S ist schon Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Die Involution T kann nicht aus A 
in S \ / 4 konjugiert werden. Man erhält einen Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
Es existieren also in SJ\A Involutionen. 
Wir nehmen an, daß S, keine elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung: 
25 besitzt. Dann folgt wie in Lemma 7.1 die Existenz einer zu Z 4 X Z 4 X Z 2 isomorphen 
Untergruppe von Sx. Es kann t wiederum nicht aus S, in S X S , herauskonjugiert: 
werden. Es sei x ein Element in SX-Si- Unter Zuhilfenahme der Beweise von Lemma 
7.2 und 7.3 folgt, daß eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G eine Untergruppe TR 
vom Index zwei besitzt, die die gleiche Struktur wie die in Lemma 7.3 mit T bezeich-
nete Gruppe aufweist und fü r die gilt: (x, TT) — T. Es enthält TT eine maximale 
Untergruppe TM, in die t nicht durch Elemente aus G konjugiert werden kann. 
Dann läßt sich t aber auch nicht in die maximale Untergruppe (x, TM) von T kon-
jugieren. 
Die Gruppe S^ besitzt also einen elementar abelschen Normalteiler SE der 
Ordnung 2 \ Da G nach Voraussetzung einfach sein soll, erzwingt das Thompson 
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Transfer Lemma die Existenz von Involutionen in S X ^ . Außerdem finden wir 
in S noch genau eine zu Els isomorphe Untergruppe, die mit den Schnitt acht hat. 
L e m m a 7 .6 . Wir verwenden die Bezeichnungen von Lemma 1.5. Es sei T eine 
S enthaltende Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Dann ist der elementar aheische Normal-
teiler SE der Ordnung 25 von Sx auch normal in T und es gilt: T/SF = D2r mit 2 s r . 
B e w e i s . Mit Hilfe von Lemma 7.5 ergibt sich, daß SE normal in S liegt und die 
Faktorgruppe S/SE isomorph zu Z>4 ist. 
Wir nehmen an, die Behauptung in Lemma 7.6 sei falsch und wählen eine 
Untergruppe 7\ von T, die maximal in T ist bezüglich folgender Eigenschaften: 
(i) SQ 7 \ , (ii) SE liegt normal in 7 \ , (iii) TJSE ist isomorph zu einer Diedergruppe. 
Es sei Tz das volle Urbild von Z(TJSE) in 7 \ . Dann gilt Tz = (SE,xt), wobei JC 
eine Involution aus S X S j ist. Ist v ein Element aus A r r ( 7 \ ) \ s r i , dessen Quadra t 
in 7\ liegt, so sind alle Involutionen aus T1\TZ unter (v, 7 \ ) konjugiert. Wir sehen 
nun, daß die Gruppe SE normal in (v, T,) liegt. Wie früher folgt die Existenz von 
Involutionen in vTlt o. B. d. A. sei v selbst eine Involution. N u n gilt (vSE, tSE) = 
= (v, Tj)/SE, und diese Gruppe ist isomorph zu einer Diedergruppe. D a 7\ echt in 
(•v, Ty) liegt, ergibt sich ein Widersoruch zur maximalen Wahl von Ti. Die Behauptung 
in Lemma 7.6 ist richtig. 
L e m m a 7 . 7 . Der Fall N(A)/C(A)sz S4 unter Punkt (ii)3 von Lemma lA ist 
nicht möglich. 
B e w e i s . Die Behauptung folgt unter Verwendung der Aussage von Lemma 7.6 
unmittelbar aus der Struktur einer Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G und der Voraus-
setzung, daß G einfach sein soll. 
L e m m a 7 . 8 . Es sei N(A)¡C(A) isomorph zu AiXZ2. Mit U bezeichnen wir 
die zu Ai isomorphe Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) und mit S1 eine Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von i / (mod C(A))N(Aj. Schließlich sei S eine St enthaltende Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von N(A). Dann haben die maximalen elementar abelschen Untergruppen von 
S alle die Ordnung 16. 
B e w e i s . Wir haben Z{S1)=Z(S)=(ut)X W. Der Zentralisator einer jeden 
Involution enthält daher eine elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 16. 
Es genügt also zu zeigen, daß S keine zu ES2 oder Em isomorphe Untergruppen be-
sitzt. Gibt es in S eine elementar abelsche Gruppe SES der Ordnung 26, so liefert 
[3, Lemma 2, S. 389] einen Widerspruch. 
Es sei nun SE5 eine elementar abelsche Untergruppe der Ordnung 25 in S. 
Falls SE 5 nicht in S± enthalten ist, hat der Zentralisator einer jeden Involution 
aus S\A in G eine Untergruppe der Ordnung 25. Es ist S dann schon Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe von G. Man ermittelt wieder eine maximale Untergruppe in S, in die die 
Involution t nicht durch Elemente aus G konjugiert werden kann. 
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Wir haben bewiesen, daß SES schon in gelegen ist. Offensichtlich wird SES 
von ganz S normalisiert, es folgt S/SEI ^ET. Unter Verwendung der Beweise von 
Lemma 7.6 und 7.7 folgt erneut ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. Insgesamt 
• ist die Behauptung in Lemma 7.8 richtig. 
L e m m a 7 .9 . Wir verwenden die Voraussetzungen und Bezeichnungen des letzten 
Lemmas. Die Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von /V (A) besitzt eine zu Z4XZ4XZ4 isomorphe 
Untergruppe Sz, so daß in S\S2 nur Involutionen liegen. 
Bewei s . Es seien a, b und c Elemente in S\A, die zusammen mit A ganz 
S erzeugen. Die Gruppe (Z(S), a, b, c) enthält t nicht und ist maximal in S. Da 
G nach Voraussetzung einfach ist, kann S noch keine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von 
G sein. 
In jeder nichttrivialen Nebenklasse von A in S liegen höchstens acht Involu-
tionen, daher gibt es in S höchstens acht elementar abelsche Untergruppen der 
Ordnung 16. Wir erhalten: 2ts\N(S)ISC(S)\2^23. Liegen in S genau acht elementar 
abelsche Untergruppen der Ordnung 16, dann zeigt eine ähnlich wie in Lemma 7.1 
verlaufende Rechnung sofort, daß S die in der Aussage von Lemma 7.9 angegebene 
Struktur besitzt. 
Wir nehmen nun an, S habe weniger als acht zu £"16 isomorphe Untergruppen. 
Dann gilt \N(S)/SC(S)\2^4. E S sei zunächst | I V ( 5 ) / 5 ' C ( 5 ) | 2 = 4 . Mit bezeichnen 
wir wieder eine in S enthaltene Sylow-2-Untergruppe des vollen Urbildes der zu 
A4 isomorphen Untergruppe von N(A)/C(A) in N(A). Es gibt eine Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe Tx von N(S), die die maximale Untergruppe S^ von S normalisiert. Damit 
erhalten wir: Es gibt in St eine zu Z 4 X Z 4 X Z 2 isomorphe Untergruppe, außerhalb 
dieser Untergruppe liegen in nur Involutionen. Von den vier elementar abelschen 
Ulntergruppen der Ordnung 16 in Sx sind die drei von A verschiedenen durch ein 
Eement der Ordnung drei aus N(S)/SC(S) konjugiert. Ein Element der Ordnung 
zwei von N(S)/SC(S) operiert ebenfalls nichttrivial auf den vier elementar abel-
schen Untergruppen der Ordnung 16 in S^. Daher wird N(S)/SC(S) isomorph 
zu A4. Die Anzahl der nicht in liegenden elementar abelschen Untergruppen 
der Ordnung 16 von S ist eins oder drei. Im letzteren Falle sind die drei Gruppen 
durch ein Element aus G konjugiert.. Es folgt, daß die Ordnung des Normalisators 
einer zu Eie isomorphen Untergruppe von S, die nicht in liegt, mindestens von 
16 geteilt wird. Die Involution t kann also nicht aus in S X S j herauskonjugiert 
werden. Wie im zweiten Absatz des Beweises von Lemma 7.5 ergibt sich dann, 
daß eine.Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G eine maximale Untergruppe besitzt, in die 
man die Involution t aus T nicht durch Elemente von G hineinkonjugieren kann. 
Dies widerspricht der Einfachheit der Gruppe G. 
Es sei nun | N ( S ) / S C ( S ) \ Z = 2 . In diesem Falle ist in einer Sylow-2-Unter-
gruppe 7\ von N(S) nicht normal. Für ein Element y aus 7 \ \ S wird (5X , SJ) = 5. 
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Ist B=Aso wird ( A , B ) = D isomorph zu D3XE4. Wir wählen zwei Elemente a 
und b in St\A, die zusammen mit A bereits erzeugen. Dann wird S von D, a 
und b erzeugt. Außerhalb von D liegen in S drei elementar abelsche Untergruppen 
der Ordnung 16, die alle in G konjugiert sind, oder aber es gibt keine zu £ 1 6 iso-
morphen Untergruppen außerhalb von D in S. Wiederum erhalten wir, daß die 
Ordnung des Normalisators einer zu E16 isomorphen Untergruppe von S, die nicht 
in D liegt, mindestens von 16 geteilt wird. Die Involution t kann in G nicht aus D 
in S \Z> herauskonjugiert werden. Von der Gruppe D ausgehend kann man unter 
Zuhilfenahme der Beweisverfahren von Paragraph drei wieder mittels Induktion nach-
weisen, daß eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe T von G eine maximale Untergruppe ent-
hält, in die sich die Involution t nicht durch Elemente aus G konjugieren läßt. Mit 
Hilfe des Thompson Transfer Lemmas ergibt sich ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit 
von G. 
Die Annahme, S habe weniger als acht elementar abelsche Untergruppen der 
Ordnung 16, hat sich als falsch erwiesen. Mit den Ergebnissen zu Beginn des Beweises 
folgt die Behauptung des Lemmas. 
L e m m a 7 .10 . Es sei T eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Es liege außerdem 
wieder der Fall N(A)/C(A)siAlXZ2 vor. Dann hat Tfolgende Struktur: (i) T besitzt-
eine maximale Untergruppe, die isomorph zum direkten Produkt dreier zyklischer 
Gruppen ist, (ii) außerhalb dieser maximalen Untergruppe liegen in T nur Involu-
tionen. 
Beweis . Es sei T so gewählt, daß die Sylow-2-Untergruppe S von N(A)/C(A) 
in T liegt. Mit T0 bezeichnen wir eine S enthaltende Untergruppe maximaler Ordnung 
von T, so daß T0 eine zum direkten Produkt dreier zyklischer Gruppen isomorphe 
Untergruppe Toz vom Index zwei hat und in T0\T0Z nur Involutionen liegen. Die 
Gruppe T0 besitzt genau acht Konjugiertenklassen von elementar abelschen Unter -
gruppen der Ordnung 16, daher gilt |iVr(T"0): T0| 
Wir nehmen nun an, T0 liege echt in T. Da T0 maximal in T gewählt wurde, 
gibt es in NT(T0) außer T0 selbst keine weitere zu T0 isomorphe Untergruppe. E s 
liegt somit T0 normal mit dem Index zwei, vier oder acht in T. 
Es sei zuerst IT1: T0¡=2. Gibt es in T\T0 keine Involution, so wählen wir uns 
ein Element x aus 7^\T0 und sehen, daß t nicht in die maximale Untergruppe ( T o z , x) 
von T konjugiert werden kann. Existiert in T\T0 eine Involution y, dann kann t 
nicht in die maximale Untergruppe ( T o z , y t ) von T konjugiert werden. In beiden 
Fällen folgt mit Hilfe des Thompson Transfer Lemmas ein Widerspruch zur Ein-
fachheit von G. 
Es sei nun | T: T 0 | = 4 . Ist TjT0 isomorph zu Z 4 , dann wählen wir uns ein Ele-
ment a, das in T modulo T0 die Ordnung vier hat. Es kann / wiederum nicht in die 
maximale Untergruppe ( T o z , a) von T konjugiert werden. Im Falle T/T0 ss £ 4 können 
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wir nach dem bisher bewiesenen annehmen, daß es Involutionen x und y in 7X7"0 
gibt, so daß T von T0, x und y erzeugt wird. Es kann t nicht durch Elemente aus G 
in die maximale Unte rgruppe (Toz, xt, yt) von T konjugiert werden, wieder ergibt 
sich ein Widerspruch zur Einfachheit von G. 
Schließlich gelte | T : 7'0j = 8. Ist T/T0 i somorph zu Z 8 , Qs, Z>8 oder Z 4 X Z 2 , 
so folgt aufgrund der bisherigen Ergebnisse dieses Lemmas erneut die Existenz 
einer maximalen Unte rg ruppe von T, in die die Involution t nicht durch Elemente 
aus G hineinkonjugiert werden kann. Im Falle T/Tn~Es können wir annehmen, daß 
Involutionen x, y und w in T\T0 existieren, die zusammen mit T0 ganz T erzeugen. 
Auch in diesem Falle ist t nicht in die maximale Untergruppe (Toz, xt,yt, wt) von 
T konjugierbar . 
Die Annahme, d a ß T0 echt in Tliegt, ha t sich als falsch erwiesen, die Behauptung 
des Lemmas ist richtig. 
L e m m a 7 . 1 1 . Der Fall N(A)/C(A)^AlxZ2 tritt nicht auf. 
B e w e i s . Es sei S eine Sylow-2-Untergruppe von N(A) und T eine S enthaltende 
Sylow-2-Untergruppe von G. Mit Hilfe von Lemma 7.10 sehen wir, daß T eine 
maximale Untergruppe enthält, in die t nicht durch Elemente aus G hineinkonju-
giert werden kann. Wir erhalten einen endgültigen Widerspruch zur Einfachheil 
von G. 
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Characterization of some related semigroups 
of universal algebras 
By L. SZABÓ in Szeged 
§ 1. Introduction 
In [3], B. JÓNSSON gave a necessary and sufficient condition for a group of 
permutat ions of a set A to be the automorphism group of an (universal) algebra 
whose base set is A. In [2], G. GKÁTZER characterized those abstract semigroups 
that are isomorphic to the endomorphism semigroup of some simple algebra. These 
results are often referred to as the solution of the concrete characterization problem 
of automorphism groups of algebras and that of the abstract characterization problem 
of endomorphism semigroups of simple algebras. 
In this note we are going to solve the concrete characterization problems of 
a) inverse semigroups of partial automorphisms of algebras (Theorem 1), and 
b) semigroups of endomorphisms of simple algebras (Theorem 2) 
in the above sense*). 
Let us consider a set A(\A\^2), which will be fixed in the sequel. By a 1—1 
partial t ransformation of A we mean a 1—1 mapping f rom a subset of A in to A. The 
semigroup of all 1—1 partial t ransformations of A, called in [1] the symmetric 
inverse semigroup of A, will be denoted by IA. For any <p (-JA let D(<p) be the domain 
of (p, and (p | B the restriction of cp to B, where BQA. 
By the equalizer of any cp, >l/CjA we mean the set E(cp, i j / ) defined by 
E((p, \jt) = (a\aeD((p)f)D(il/) and acp = ail/). 
For any MQIA and BQA, put 
rM(B) = f i <E(<p, ij,) | cp, i^M and BQE(cp, </0>. 
*) (Added May 23, 1974) The originally submitted version of the article contained also a 
solution for the concrete characterization problem of semigroups of 1—1 endomorphisms of al-
gebras. It was omitted as in the meantime the solution of this problem was published by J . JEZEK 
ill Coll. Math., 29 (1974), 61—69 (Theorem 2). 
B . M. SCHEIN kindly informed us that our Theorem t was obtained independently also by 
D . A . BREDIIIIN in Saratov. 
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Then rM is a closure operator and we may speak of a rM-closed subset of A. Note 
that D(q>) is a r M -c losed set for any <p£M, (indeed, E{(p,(p)=D{cp)), and thus 
BQD((p) implies rM(B)QD((p). Furthermore, if the identity transformation of A 
belongs to M then a£TM(0) if and only if a£D((p) and a=a<p for all q>£M. 
By a partial automorphism of an algebra (A, F) we mean an isomorphism of 
a subalgebra of (A, F) into (A, F). The empty transformation 0: 0—0 is considered 
to be partial automorphism if and only if (A, F) has no nullary operation. A u t p ( ^ , F) 
denotes the set of all partial automorphisms of (A,F). 
We shall often write x instead of (x1; ..., xn) and, similarly, xq> instead of 
(x, </>, .... xn <p) for any mapping (p. Then, x1 stands for the set of all components 
of any x£A". Finally, v ( / ) denotes the arity of the operation / (i.e., / maps Av(/) 
into A). 
§ 2. Results 
We start with two simple lemmas. 
Lemma 1. For any algebra (A, F), the semigroup A.\xtp{A, F) is an inverse sub-
semigroup of IA. Furthermore, (B, F) (BQA) is a subalgebra of (A, F) if and only if 
closed set. 
P r o o f . The first statement is trivial. Suppose that (B, F) is a subalgebra of 
(A, F). If i M 0 then let e be the identity automorphism of (B, F). Clearly, 
s<iAutp(A,F) and E(e,e)=B. Thus r Aat^A<F){B) = B. If 5 = 0 then (A, F) has no 
nullary operation, and thus the empty transformation 0 belongs to Aut p( / ( , F). 
Then E(0, O) = 0, which implies rAm (Ai F)(0) = 0. The converse follows f rom the 
fact that (E(<p, if/), F) is a subalgebra of (A, F) for any cp, i]/£Autp(A, F). 
L e m m a 2. Let M be an inverse subsemigroup of IA; <p£M and BQD(cp). Then 
rM(Bcp) = rM(B)cp. 
P r o o f . From the definition of TM it follows that u£TM(B) (BQA) if and 
o n l y if f o r a n y A, T£M, BQD(P)C]D(X) a n d G\B=T\B impl ies U£D{G)OD(T) a n d 
uc ~ ux. 
If <j\B(p = x\B<p (a, TfM; B<p^D(<r)DD(r)) then q>o\B=(px\B, and thus 
<p<? | FM (B) = <pt | r M (5), whence a | TM (B) <p = x \ TM(B)(p. Hence, FM (B)<Pg 1 M 
Write B(p and <p~x instead of B and cp, respectively. Then we get rM(B(p)q>~1(^ 
i r M ( ( % ) < ? - 1 ) = r M ( B ) , which implies rM(B<p)^rM(B)(p, Q.E.D. 
For any MQIA, we say that cp(€IA) belongs to M locally if for any finite set 
BQD(<p) there is a ^ e M s u c h that cp\B=ij/\B. 
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T h e o r e m 1. Let M be an inverse subsemigroup of IA, which contains the identity 
transformation of A. The following two statements are equivalent: 
I. There is an algebra (A, F) such that M=A\itp(A, F). 
II. (a) rM is an algebraic closure operation, 
(/?) if for <p£lA, D(q>) is a rM-closed set and cp belongs to M locally, then (p£M, 
(y) all 1—1 partial transformations <p: {a} — {b}, for which {<z} and {¿} are l in-
closed sets, belong to M. 
P r o o f . I=»II. According to Lemma 1 we get (a) and (y) immediately. Suppose 
that (p£lA satisfies the condition of (ji). Since D(<p) is a T A u t -closed set, by 
Lemma 1, we have that (D{q>), F) is a subalgebra of (A, F). If D(<p)^0 (i.e., (p^O), 
then let / € F and x^AHn(x^ QD((p)). Then there exists a ij/€Autp(A, F) which 
agrees with <p on j i f U {/(*)}. Thus f(x<p)=f(xip) =f(x) tp=f(x)cp, whence 
cp£Autp(A, F). If DUp) = 0 (i.e., cp = 0), then by Lemma 1 (0, F) is a subalgebra of 
(A, F). Therefore, (A, F) has no nullary operation, and thus 06 Aut p (^ , F). 
II=>I. We shall construct the desired algebra (A, F). For any x = ( x 1 , . . . , x„)£A" 
(n = l, 2, ...) and « ( ^ ( x 1 ) , l e t / x „: A"-~A be defined by 
fx,u(x<P) = U(P> f ° r all <p(LM, 
From t / £ r M ( x n ) it follows that the definition of fxu is correct. Put F= {/*,„ | x£ / i n ; 
n = 1, 2, ... and u^r^jix1)} U TM(0). (The elements of TM(0) are exactly the nullary 
operations of (A, F).) We prove that M=Autp(A, F). 
Let (p£M, tp^O. First we show that (D(cp), F) is subalgebra of (A, F). It is 
clear that rM(0)QD(<p). Let fx u£F and y£Av(/*-u\ y^QD((p). If y=x\p for some 
\j/£M, t h e n f x „ ( y ) = f x , u = B y Lemma 2, u^TM(x1) implies «i/f6FM(xni/f) = 
=TM(y^). But y1QD(cp), and thus u^^T M(y^)Qr M (D(<p)) = D((p). If 
y^Av(fx-")\xM, then fx,„{y)=y1£D(cp). Hence, D(cp) is closed under fx u. To 
prove that <p is an isomorphism let fXrU£F and y£Av(f*,»\ y1 Q D(<p). If y can be 
written in the form x<p (ip^M), then „ (yep) = / x „ ((xi/0 (p) =fx> „ (x (ipy)) = u (ipep) = 
= (uij/)(p=fxJx4/)<p=fXt„(y)<p. If y£AHf*-»>\xM, then j i p ^ ' ^ - ' V M , and 
thus fx,u(y(P)=yi9=fx,u(y)(P- ^ is evident that all elements of TM(0) remain fixed 
under (p. If the empty transformation belongs to M, then T M ( 0 ) = 0 , i.e., (A, F) 
has no nullary operation. Thus 0€Autp(y4, F). 
Suppose that <p£lA, <p^0, but <p$M. If D(<p) is not a rM -closed set, then 
(D(<p), F) is not a subalgebra of (A, F). To show this statement let u£TM(D(<p)) 
and u<\D((p). Since T M is an algebraic closure operator thus there is a finite set 
BQD(cp) such that u£rM(B). Arrange the elements of B into a one-to-one sequence 
x. Then fx „ (x )=u showing that D(<p) is not closed under f x u . 
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If D((p) is a iM-closed set then, by (/?), there exists a finite set BQD(<p) such 
that no element of M agrees with (p on B. If \D(q>)\s2, then we can assume that 
|i?|s2-. Arrange the elements of B into a one-to-one sequence x. Then fx,xz(x<p) = 
=x1q>9 iX2(p=fXtXi(x)(p. If |D(ç>)| = l , i.e., </>: {a} —{6} for some a,b£A, then by 
(7), {6} is not a r M -c losed set. Thus there is a utrM({b}) such that u^b. Further-
more, a cannot be written in the form a=b\j/ (ij/tM) as, by Lemma 2, f r o m a=b\jj 
we get rM({6})=rii({a}^-1)=rM({a})^-1 = { a } ^ - 1 = { 6 } , which is a contradic-
tion. Thus fb,u{a(p)=fitUQj) = u^b=aq>==fbtU(q)(p. 
If 0 i M then, by 03), r M ( 0 ) ? i 0 , i.e., (A, F) has miliary operation. Thus 
O^AutpC-i, F). Q.E.D. 
For any MQIa, the inverse subsemigroup of IA generated by M is denoted 
by M. Further, for any transformation semigroup S of A, the images of the 
constant transformations of S will be referred to as the constants of S. 
T h e o r e m 2. For any transformation monoid S of A, the following two state-
ments are equivalent: 
I. There exists a simple algebra (A, F) such that S = E n d (A, F). 
II. (a) S=MUC, where M contains only 1—1 and C contains only constant trans-
formations, 
(/?) if a 1—1 transformation <p of A belongs to AÎ locally, then cp Ç M, 
(y) the set of all constants of S is closed under any (p£M, 
(<5) all a^A such that {a} is a rM-closed set are constants of S. 
P r o o f . I=*II. (a) is trivial, (j?) follows f rom Theorem 1, (y) is valid because 
the product of homomorphisms is also a homomorphism, and (8) follows f rom 
the fact that ({a}, F) is a subalgebra of (A, F) whenever {a} is a r^-closed sub-
set in A. 
II =>l. We construct the desired algebra (A, F). Fo r any . . . , x„)£A" 
(n=2,3, ...) let fx \ A"-»A be defined by 
fx[xq>) = x2cp, for all (ptM, 
fx(y) = yi, if y = {yi,...,yn)tAn\xM. 
Furthermore, for any at A such that a is not a constant of S and uÇ.r^({a}), let 
h t t ,u ' -A^A be defined by 
V u (a(P) = U(P> for all (ptM 
ha,u(x) = x, if xtA\aM. 
Let F be the set of all operations of form fx as well as ha u. We shall prove that 
<S=End (A, F) and (A, F) is a simple algebra. 
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Let (p£S. If cp£M, then to prove that q> commutes with all operat ions of F 
we may proceed similarly as we put it in the proof of Theorem 1. If <p£C, i.e., 
(p :A — {d} (d£A), then <p commutes with any fx 6 F because fx is an idempotent 
operation. Let ha ^F and x^A. Then d£A\aM because f r o m a\j/ = d ( \ p w e 
get a=dijj~1 and, by (y), this implies that a is a constant of S, which is a contradict ion. 
Thus ha<u(xcp) = hau(d) = d=hau(x)<p. 
Let (p be a t ransformation of A and <p (£ S. If cp is one-to-one then, by ( f t ) , fo r 
some « ( = 2 ) there exists an x£A" such that x<p£An\xM. Thus fx(x(p) = x1q)7i 
^x2(p=fx(x)<p. If (p is a constant t ransformat ion, i.e., <p: A^{d) (d€A), then d 
is not a constant of S, and thus, by (<5), we have i^({d})^ {d). Therefore, fo r a 
suitable u^r¡¿({d}) we get u^d. Then hd u(dtp)=hli u(d) = u^d=hd „(d)(p. If <p is 
neither 1—1 nor a constant t ransformat ion, then there arc Xj 9 5 and x 4 in A 
with x3pix4 such that x1(p?±x2(p and xs(p = xicp. Put x=(xt, x2, x3, x4). It is clear 
that x(p£A4\xM, and thus fx{x(p) = x1(p^x2(p=fx(x)(p. 
N o w we have to prove only that (A, F) is simple algebra. Let 0 be a congruence 
relation of (A, F), and suppose tha t a=b(0) for some a, b£A, a?±b. We claim 
that c = rf(@) for all c,d£A. Put x=(c, d, a, a) and y={c, d, a, b). Since a and b 
are distinct thus, j p 6 / i 4 \ x M , whence d=fx(x)=fx(y) = c(0) follows. Q.E.D. 
R e m a r k . It can be shown without any difficulty that none of the condit ions 
(a), (P) and (y) in Theorem 1 is implied by the two others; a similar statement is 
valid fo r the conditions (/>), (y) and (<5) in Theorem 3. 
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Derivations of lattices 
By G. SZÁSZ in Budapest 
1. Introduction. A mapping of a ring R in to itself is called a derivation 
of R if the equat ions 
{a + b)' = a +b', (ah)' = a'b + ab' 
hold for any pair a, b of R. As a generalization of this definition it offers itself the 
following one: A 'mapp ing a—a' of an algebra A with two (arbitrary) binary opera-
tions + , • in to itself is called a derivation of A if (1) and (2) are true fo r any ele-
ments a, b of A. 
In this note we investigate the derivations of lattices with the aid of our earlier 
results in [2] concerning translations of lattices. For the concepts not defined here 
see [1] or [3]. 
2. Preliminaries. According to what have been said in the introduction we 
introduce the following 
D e f i n i t i o n 1. A single-valued mapping <p of a lattice L into itself is called 
a derivation of L if 
(1) (p(x^y) = <p{x)^(p(y) and <p(x^y) = ((p(x)^y)^(x^q>(y)) 
for every pair of elements x, y of L. 
Examples: 
1. In every lattice L, the identity mapping i defined by t(x) = x for each x£L 
is a derivation of L. 
2. Let L be a lattice with least element o. Then the mapping a> defined by co(x) = o 
for each x£L is a derivation of L. 
3. T o every neutral element n of a lattice L there corresponds a derivation gen-
erated by n, namely the mapping (pn defined by q)„(x) = n^x for each x£L. 
In [2] we defined the translations of a lattice and established their basic prop-
erties. In studying the derivations we shall need the dual concept. Therefore we 
distinguish now join-translations and meet-translations as follows: 
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D e f i n i t i o n 2. A single-valued mapping X of a lattice L into itself is called a 
join-translation if 
• for each pair of elements x, y of L. 
It was shown in [2] that the only mapping of L into itself which is a join-transla-
tion as well as a meet-translation is the identity mapping of L. 
For sake of completeness of this note we formulate all those results of [2] that 
will be applied here. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 1. Every meet-translation of a lattice L is an idempotent meet-
endomorphism (that is, a meet-endomorphism X for which A(A(*)) = A(;c) identically). 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2. The fixed elements of a meet-translation X of a lattice L 
form an ideal Ix of L and, for any two meet-translations Xx, A, of L, X1riX2 implies 
P r o p o s i t i o n 3. Any two meet-translations of a lattice are permutable. 
P r o p o s i t i o n 4. A lattice L is distributive if and only if every meet-translation 
of L is (not only a meet-endomorphism, but) an endomorphism of L. 
3. Relations between the class of derivations and other classes of lattice mappings. 
Every derivation of a lattice L is a join-endomorphism of L, by definition; we show 
that it is a meet-endomorphism, too, by proving the 
T h e o r e m 1. Every derivation of a lattice L is a meet-translation of L. 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Every derivation of a lattice L is an idempotent endomorphism 
C o r o l l a r y 2. The fixed elements of a derivation of a lattice L form an ideal 
of L and the ideal of fixed elements determines uniquely the derivation in question. 
We reach to Theorem 1 by proving the following lemmas concerning any deriva-
tion <p of a lattice L : 
L e m m a 1. <p(x)^x for any element x of L. 
L e m m a 2. xSy implies (p(x)^cp(y) (x,y£L). 
L e m m a 3. x^y implies (p(x)=x^<p(y) (x,y£L). 
X(x^y) = X(x)^y 
(3) X(x^y) = X(x)^y 
of L. 
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P r o o f . We have by (1) 
<p{x) = (p(x^x) = ((p (x)s~,x)^(xs-,(p(x)), 
i.e. (p(x) = (p(x)^x for any element x of L which is equivalent to the assertion of 
Lemma 1. 
If x ^ y , then (1) implies 
<P(y) = <P(x^y) = <p(x)^(p(y), 
i.e. (p(x)^<p(y), as asserted in Lemma2. 
Let x ^ y again. Then ( p ( x ) ^ x ^ y by Lemma 1. Consequently 
<p(x) = <p{x^y) = (<p (x)^y)^(x^,q>(yj) = (p(x)^(x^(p(y)), 
i.e. x^(p{y)^<p(x) . On the other hand, <p(x)Sx by Lemma 1 and (p(x)^(p(y) by 
Lemma 2. Therefore 
X^(p(y) ^ (p(X), 
too, completing the proof of Lemma 3. 
Applying Lemma 3 to the case x=u^v, y=u we get 
( p ( u ^ v ) = u^v^(p{u) = (p(u)^v 
for any elements u, v of L (since u^(p(u) = cp(u) by Lemma 1). Thus every deriva-
tion of L identically satisfies (3) and therefore it is a meet-translation of L, indeed. 
Corollary 1 follows from. Definition 1 and Proposition 1. Corollary 2 follows 
f rom Proposition 2. Thus Theorem 1 and the corollaries following it have been 
proved. 
As a simple consequence of Lemma 3 we have also the 
C o r o l l a r y 3. Every derivation <p of a lattice L is of the form 
(4) <p(x) = c^x 
with a suitably chosen c£L if and only if L has a greatest element. 
P r o o f . If i is the greatest element of L, then cp(x) = x^xp(i) for each xdL, 
by Lemma 3. If, however, L has no greatest element, then the. identity mapping of 
L cannot be represented in the form (4), because c^x^x for x > c . 
It is easy to see that the class of all derivations of a lattice L at least of two ele-
ments is a proper subclass of all endomorphisms of L. In fact, given an element c 
different f rom the least element (eventually existing) o f L, the mapping y (x) de-
fine by 
y(x) = c for each x£L 
is an endomorphism of L which is no derivation because there exists at least one 
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element d in L such that od and thus y(d)>d. Hence Lemma 1 does not hold for 
this mapping y. ' 
Now we are going to give a fuller characterization of the derivations among 
the meet-translations and the endomorphisms. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let D, T, J, E denote the set of all derivations, meet-translations, 
join-endomorphisms and endomorphisms, respectively, of a lattice L. Then 
D = TC\J = Tt\E. 
In other words, a meet-translation of a lattice is a derivation if and only if it is a join-
endomorphism (or equivalently, an endomorphism) of that lattice. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Let I be an ideal of the lattice L and <p an. endomorphism of L 
onto I such that (p (x) = x for each x£l. Then q> is a derivation of L. 
C o r o l l a r y 5. A lattice is distributive if and only if D — T. 
P r o o f . DQT by t h e o r e m 1 and DQJ by Definition 1. Therefore D^TPiJ. 
On the other hand, the second equation (1) is identically satisfied by any meet-
translation of a lattice. For, if <p is a meet-translation of the lattice L, then 
(p{x^y) — q>(x)^y and <p(x^-,y) = (p(y^x) = <p(y)^x = x^.(p(y) 
for any elements x, y of L whence the second equation (1) trivially follows. This 
means that any mapping tpGTDJ satisfies (1). Consequently, T O J ^ D . Thus the 
equation D=T(~)J has been verified. 
Let M denote the set of all meet-endomorphisms of L. Then, by Proposition 1, 
T=T(~)M. Hence Tf]J=Tr\Mf]E=TC]E, completing the proof of Theorem 2. 
Now, let (p be an endomorphism of L that satisfies the conditions in Corollary 4. 
Since I is, a fortiori, an ideal of the meet-semilattice L " of L, the mapping cp is a 
translation of L" by Theorem 2 of [3]. Hence, cp is (not only an endomorphism but) 
a meet-translation of L. 
Corollary 5 is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2 and Proposition 4. 
R e m a r k . One,can derive also immediately f rom Lemma 3 that every deriva-
tion is idempotent (by taking x=(p(t) and y=t) and that the fixed elements f o r m 
an ideal (by taking x^y = cp(y)). 
4. Basic properties of the multiplication of derivations. By the product ga 
of two mappings Q and a of a set S into itself we mean, as usual, the mapping n 
defined by n(x)=e ( f f (*)) (x € S). ' 
T h e o r e m 3. The set of all derivations of a given lattice forms a commutative 
sermigoup with respect to the multiplication of mappings. 
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P r o o f . I t is well-known that the multiplication of mappings is associative. 
Furthermore, any two derivations of a lattice are permutable by Theorem 1 and 
Proposition 3. Thus we have only to show that the product of any two derivations 
of a lattice is again a derivation of that lattice. 
Let tp and i// be arbitrary derivations, x and y arbitrary elements of a lattice L. 
Then, by the first equation (1) we have 
(p\p (X w = <?O(x)wiK>0) = <pit/(x)^(pil/(y), 
that is, (pip is a join-endomorphism of L. Moreover, by both equations (1) we get 
whence,-by the second equation (1), 
(5) (P4>(X^Y) = { ( P I J ' ( X ) ^ Y ) ^ ( I J ( X ) ^ ( P ( Y ) ) ^ ( ( P ( X ) ^ ( Y J ) ^ ( X ^ , ( P I L / ( Y ) ) . 
In order to prove the theorem we have to show that the right-hand side of (5) re-
duces to 
We shall achieve this purpose by verifying the inequalities 
(6) \p(x)^<p(y) S x^(p\//(y), 
(7) (p(x)^\p(y) S (p\p{x)^y. 
By Corollary 1, q> and ty are endomorphisms of L. Therefore 
(p\jj{x^y) = q>\p(x)^(p\ji(y). 
Combining this equation with (5) we see that 
(8) 4>(x)^(p(y) 35 (p\j/(x)^(p\j/(y). 
Since (pip(x)^ip (X) = b y Lemma 1, (8) implies (6). Inequality (7) can be derived 
similarly. 
5. On the fixed ideal and the kernel of a derivation. By Theorem 1 and Proposi-
tion 2, the fixed elements of a derivation q> (that is, the elements x such that <p (x) = x) 
of a lattice L form an ideal of L. This ideal will be called the fixed ideal of (p and 
denoted by Fix (p. 
Let L be a lattice with least element o. Then, by the kernel of cp we mean the 
set of all elements x of L such that (p(x)=o. The kernel of cp will be denoted by 
Ker<p. 
We make some comments on the relations between the fixed ideal and the kernel 
of a derivation cp of a lattice L with least element o. 
R e m a r k 1. Fix <p f lKer <p = {o}. 
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R e m a r k 2. Fix<p={o} implies Ker<p=L. 
R e m a r k 3. If L has at least two elements, then Ker cp~{o) implies Fix cp z> {o}. 
R e m a r k 4. There exist lattices L with least element o such that Ke r cp 3 {o} 
and Fix (p D {o}. 
P r o o f . 
1. If x € F i x ( p f l K e r (p, then x=<p(x)=o. 
2. By Corollary 1, cp (x)£Fix cp f o r each x£L. Thus, Fix cp = {<?} implies tha t 
<p(x)~o fo r each x £ L . 
3. If L has at least two elements, then there exists an element c£L such tha t 
ct^o. Suppose Ker q> = {o}. Then <p(c)^o and cp(c)PFix (p, by Corollary 1. 
4. Consider the lattice of the diagram below where the a r row directed upward 
denotes an arbi trary chain (with or without a greatest element). Then the mapp ing 
defined by (p(x)—a^x is a derivation of the lattice for which Fix cp ~ (a] and 
Ker r/>=(6]. 
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An application of dilation theory to hyponormal operators 
By BELA SZ.-NAGY in Szeged and CIPRIAN FOIA§ in Bucharest 
Dedicated to our friend Professor K. Tandori on his 50th anniversary 
Among the classes of operators extending the class of normal operators one 
of the most interesting is the class of hyponormal operators, i.e. operators i f such that 
(1) H*H S HH* 
(see [1], § 160). The aim of this No te is to exhibit a connection between these two 
classes, by applying the theory of isometric dilations of contractions (see [2], Chap-
ter II). We shall prove namely the following 
T h e o r e m . For every hyponormal operator H on a Hilbert space § there exist 
a normal operator N and a unitary operator U on some Hilbert space ©, and a contrac-
tion X of § into ©, such that 
(a) H=X* NX, 
(b) [|jV|| = | | t f | | , 
(c) NU=UN=N*, 
(d) \\X*Ug\\mX*g\\for all ge<5, 
(e) the manifolds Q„=U"X$> (n — 0 , 1 , . . . ) form a non-decreasing sequence and span ©, 
( f ) for any complex scalars a, /5, 
a (v.N+fSN*) a <j, (txH+/?//*) (a,: " lef t spectrum"). 
R e m a r k . This theorem has a rather trivial converse. Indeed, suppose H is 
any operator on § which derives f r o m operators N, U on a space © and f r o m a 
contraction X: © in such a way that conditions (a), (c) and (d) hold. Then H is 
hyponormal . Indeed, we have for 
\\H*h\\ = ||X*JV*A7!|| = \\X*UNXh\\ k \\X*NXh\\ = \\Hh\\, 
and the inequality \\H*h\\^\\Hh\\ fo r all is equivalent to (1). 
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1. From the assumption that H is a hyponormal operator on § it immediately 
follows that there exists a contraction Г on § such that 
(2) H* = TH\ 
T is uniquely determined by H if we require that it be 0 on the orthogonal comple-
ment of the range of H. 
From (2) we deduce H=(TH)*=H*T* = THT*, and hence, 
(3) H = T"HT*n (n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) -
Let К be the minimal isometric dilation of the contraction T, acting on a Hilbert 
space ft(D§). Then we have 
(4) T"Pb = PbV" (n = 0 , 1 , . . . ) , 
where P& denotes orthogonal projection from £ onto The minimality property 
means that 
(5) Я = V V*b. 
nSO 
It is well-known that the subspace 
(6) ® - П 
ПВО 
reduces V to its unitary part 
(7) U = F |®. 
Denote by РШ the orthogonal projection Я—©. Since commutes with V 
we infer from (5) and (7) that 
(8) © = PmR = V РтУ'Ь = V U'Xb, 
ПВО ПВО 
where we set 
(9) Х = Р<Ъ\Ъ. 
Now the following representation is valid for X (see [2] Chapter H): 
(10) X = YimVT*", 
whence 
(11) VmXT*m = X (m = 0, 1, ...). 
This implies that the linear manifolds 
(12) Zn = V»Xb = U"Xb (n — 0, 1, ...) 
fo rm a non-decreasing sequence; their union 
fi = U 
лВО 
is, on account of (8), dense in © . 
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2. Next we prove that the (strong) limit 
(13) XH = lim V"HT*n /1 — OO 
also exists. Indeed, f rom (3) and (4) we deduce, for wfewifeO and h£9j : 
(V"HT*"h, VmHT*mh) = (V"~mHT*"h, HT*mh) = (T"~mHT*nh, HT*mhj = 
= (T"-mHT*n-mT*mh, HT*mh) = (HT*mh, HT*mli), 
and hence, 
\\V"HT*"h-VmHT*mhf = \\HT*"hf-\\HT*mh\\2; 
the assertion follows if we observe that the sequence \\HT*"h\\ ( « = 0 , 1 , ...) is con-
vergent. This sequence is namely bounded by ||.ff|| • \\h\\, and non-decreasing by the 
above relation. 
In analogy to (11) we obtain f rom (13) 
(14) VmXHT*m = XH (m = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
Note that (14) implies, in particular, 
X H % c i V m X u § c V R (m = 0 , 1 , . . . ) 
and therefore, 
(15) • J f H $ c < 5 . 
3. Now we are ready to define the operator N. Let U"'Xhi ( /=1 , ...,s) be ele-
ments of the linear manifold £ and form the sums 
<p=.2U"'Xh, and (p„=2U">XHhi ( 6 © , by (15)). i I 
Use (10) and (14) to obtain 
<p = lim 2 V"<V-">T*r~"<hi = lim V 2 T*""''^ 
I—~ i r-oo i 
and 
<p„ = lim 2 V^V-^HT^—ihi = lim VrH2 T*'-"./?,--
• r— oo j 
Hence we infer . 7 
II<PH\\ S II^II • Ml.' ! 
Because £ is dense in © we conclude tha t there is an operator N on ©, uniquely 
determined by the conditions 
(16) N: UnXh - U"XHh . (he$>; n = 0,-1, ...), 
and we have 
(17) ||AT|| : ' | |// | |. 
As NU• U"Xh = NUn+1Xh = Un+1X„h = U-NV'Xh, we have 
(18) ' . NU = UN. 
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Moreover, using (3) we obtain for A , s = 0 , 1, ... , and n=0, 1, ...: 
(Hh, T*sh') = (TnHT*"h, T*sh') = (HT*"h, T*s+nh') = 
= (VsVnHT*nh, v*+nT*s+nhy, 
letting n — this implies 
(19) (TsHh,h') = (UsXHh, Xh') (h,h'£§>;s = 0 , 1 , . . . ) . 
Consider any two elements of fi; we may assume that bo th are in the s a m e 
manifold 2n, thus can be written as 
g = U"Xh, g' = WXh'. 
Using (2), (16) and (19) (for 5 = 1, i = 0 ) we get 
(NUg, g') = (NU" + 1Xh, UnXh') = (U"+1Xuh, UnXh') = (UXHh, Xh') = (THh, h') = 
= (.H*h, h') = (h, Hh') = (Xh, XHh') = (U"Xh, U"X„h') = (g, Ng'). 
This proves t h a t 
(20) N* = NU\ 
Relations (18) and (20) imply in particular tha t N is normal. 
Again f rom (16), (19) (.y=0) we deduce 
(Hh, h') = (X„h, Xh') = (NXh, Xh') = (X* NXh, h'); 
whence, 
(21) H = X*NX. 
F r o m the definition (9) of X we readily obtain that 
(22) = |®. 
As bo th X and X* are contractions, a comparison of (17) with (21) yields: 
(23) || AT|[ = ||H||. 
Next observe that (4) implies | | i> gFg| | = | | 7 7 > s g | | s | | i ' s g | | fo r all g e f t , and in . 
particular for ^6 (5 , so we have by (22) 
(24) \\X*Ug\\ S IIZVII for i r e (5 . 
4. On account of the definitions (16) and (13) we have 
NXh = lim VHT*"h (/*€§). 
Hence, using (18), (20), and (2), we deduce 
N*Xh = UNXh = lim Vn+1HT*nh = lim V"+1 (H*T*)T*"h = rt~+oo It-*00 
= lim V+1H* T*n+1h. 
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If we also recall (10) we conclude tha t fo r any complex scalars a, p, X: 
(25) (aN+PN*-XI)Xh = lim V"(<xH+0H*-XI)T*"h. 
Hence, setting N(xfi=a.N+pN* and Hx^=a.H+fiH*, we have 
(26) \\(NlP-XI)Xh\\ = lim \\(H^-XI)T*"h\\. n— OO 
Suppose A is a point of "regular type" fo r H a f f , i.e. that the inequality 
(27) ' p r , , - A / ) A | | S 8 | | A | | • 
holds for some e > 0 and for all h£$j. Then by (26) and (10) we have 
\\(N^-XI)Xh\\ S 6 • lim. \\T*nh\\ = e- \\Xh\\, 
n~*~00 
and as U commutes with N and N* we have 
\\{N^-XI)UnXh\\ == £\\U»Xh\\ n = 0, 1, . . . ) 
as well. As the manifolds £„ are nested and span © we conclude that 
(28) S e||*|| for all 
This implies that X is in the resolvent set of the (normal) operator . 
Passing to the complement of the set of the above points X we conclude that 
The proof of the Theorem is complete. 
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A generalization of Gaschiitz's theorem of sylowizers 
By G. ZAPPA in Florence and J. SZÉP in Budapest 
Let G be a finite g roup and R a /»-subgroup of G. The subgroup S of G is a 
sylowizer of R if R is a Sylow /»-group in S and S is maximal with this proper ty 
(in G) [1]. GASCHUTZ has given two sufficient conditions such that all sylowizers 
of R in G are conjugate. ISAACS has given an example where the sylowizers of a 
/»-group R in a finite group G are no t conjugate, that is, the conjugacy of the sylowizers 
of R is not true in general. In the first result GASCHUTZ proves that if G is a solvable 
(finite) group, P is a Sylow /»-group of G and R<iP, then all sylowizers of R in G 
are conjugate. As it is well known if G is a finite solvable group then the sylowizer 
of R has the factorization RC where (|J?|, |C|) = 1, that is, C is a complement of R 
in the sylowizer. In this note we give a generalization of the theory of GASCHUTZ. 
1. Let G be a finite group. II the set of all prime divisors of |G|, nczll, %'=Tl\n. 
We say that G satisfies the condition DK, of HALL if G has a Hall rc'-subgroup H 
and every Tt'-subgroup of G is contained in a conjugate of H. 
A relation Q defined on the set of the subgroups of G is said to be a T-relation 
if 1) RQC implies that R is a 7r-subgroup and C is a 7i'-subgroup; 2) RO {1} f o r every 
7r-subgroup R; 3) if (Clt C2) is a 7c'-subgroup then RgG, RgC2 imply Rg{Cx, C 2 ) ; 
4) RgC and a£G imply (a~1Ra)g(a'1 Ca). 
Fur thermore , let g be a T-relation defined in G, and R a 7i-subgroup in G. 
A s u b g r o u p C o f (J is an absolute g-complement of R if: 1) RQC holds; 2) C i s maximal 
with respect to 1), that is, there does no t exist a 7t'-subgroup such that C c Z ) and 
RGD. 
Let H be a Hall ^ ' -subgroup of G. The subgroup C of G is a relative g-comple-
ment of R in Hif: 1) CQH; 2) RgC holds; 3) C i s maximal with respect to 1) and 2). 
R e m a r k 1. If R is a ^ -subgroup of G, C is an absolute g-complement of R, 
H is a Hall 7t'-subgroup of G and CQH, then C is a t the same time a relative g-com-
plement of R. 
R e m a r k 2. If R is a 7t-subgroup and H is a Hall 7i '-subgroup of G then there 
exists exactly one relative g-complement of R in H. 
11 A 
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To show this, consider the set I of subgroups X of H for which RgX. Then 
for Xy, X ^ I we have (by the definition of the ^-relations) (Xlt X2)£l and so there 
exists only one relative ^-complement of R in H. 
Examples for T-relations: 
RQ1 C if C is permutable with R, 
Rg2 C if C is permutable with all elements of R, 
Rg3 C if all elements of C are permutable with R, 
Rqí C if all elements of C are permutable with all elements of R. 
T h e o r e m 3. Let G be a finite group with property DK-, P a Hall n-subgroup 
of G and R a subgroup of P. Let Q be a T-relation between the n-subgroups and rí-sub-
groups of G and C an absolute Q-complement of R of maximal order. The relative 
Q-complements of R (in various Hall %'-subgroups of G) are all conjugates of C with 
respect to P and so are all absolute Q-complements of C if and only if a-1 RagC for 
every a£P. 
P r o o f . It is easy to see that the condition is necessary. Indeed, consider an 
element a f P . By hypothesis it is true that RgaCa"1 whence a~1RagC. 
The condition is sufficient. By hypothesis a~xRagC for every a£P. First of 
all we prove that aCais a relative g-complement for every adP (in a convenient 
Hall rc'-subgroup of G). Because a"1 RagC and g is a T-relation, RgaCaholds. 
Since Dn- is true, there exists a Hall rc'-subgroup H in G which contains the subgroup 
C, that is, a C a ^ Q a H a - 1 where a H a ^ 1 is a Hall rc'-subgroup of G. By Remark 2 
there is only one relative g-complement C of R in aHa~y. The subgroup C is con-
tained in an absolute g-complement C of R. Thus we get a C a _ 1 í C Q C and 
C^a~xCa^a~xCa. But C is an absolute ^-complement of R f rom which C=a~1Ca 
follows. So we have aCa~x—C. The subgroup aCa~x is a conjugate of C with respect 
to P and so every conjugate of C with respect to P is an absolute ¿»-complement of 
R. Finally (by Remark 1) aCa~x is a relative g-complement in every Hall 7t '-subgroup 
of G which contains it. 
It remains to prove that, conversely, if C is a relative ^ -complement of R con-
tained in a Hall 7r'-subgroup H of G then C is a conjugate of C with respect to P. 
Dn, holds in G, so we have CQd^Hd (d£G), The subgroup H=d~1Hd is a Hall 
Tt'-subgroup of G and we have the factorisation G=PH (Pf]H— 1). Hence d=ab 
(a£P, b£H) f rom which H=dHd-1 = abHb-1a-1 = aHa~1, that is, H=a~xHa (a^P). 
Since CQH=a~xHa one gets aCa~x^=H. Because a£P and by hypothesis a~xRagC 
therefore (g being a T-relation) RgaCa"1. Because aCa~1!^H and since C is the 
only relative ^-complement of R in H (by Remark 2) we get aCa'1 g C. The subgroup 
C is contained in an absolute g-complement C of R and therefore CQa~x CaQa~x Ca. 
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But then C—a~^Ca because C is supposed to be an absolute ^-complement of R. 
So we get aCa~1=C=C, and Theorem 3 is proved. 
C o r o l l a r y 4. Let G be a finite group with property Dn,, P a Hall n-subgroup 
of G and R a normal subgroup of P. Let q be a T-relation between re- and re'-subgroups. 
Then the relative g-complements of R (in the various Hall n'-subgroups of G) are 
conjugate with respect to P (and so are absolute Q-complements, too). 
P r o o f . Let C be an absolute ^-complement of R. Then RQC and a~1RagC 
for every a£P (a~1Ra = R). By Theorem 3 all relative ^-complements of R (in the 
various Hall re'-subgroups of G) are conjugates of C with respect to P and thus 
they are absolute ^-complements of R, too. 
2. Consider now the J'-relation g j . Let G be a finite group and R a re-subgroup 
of G. We say that the subgroup S of G is a n-sylowizer of R if 1) R is a Hall re-sub-
group of S, 2) S is maximal with respect to 1). If re contains only one prime num-
ber p then the re-sylowizer coincides with the sylowizer concept of GASCHUTZ [1]. 
T h e o r e m 5. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn.. Let R be a n-subgroup of G. Then S is a n-sylowizer of R if and only if 
S=RC where C is an absolute ox-complement of R. 
P r o o f . Let C be an absolute ^ -complement of R, that is, C and R are permut-
able and RC is a subgroup of G. R is a re-subgroup, C is a re'-subgroup which means 
that R is a Hall re-subgroup in RC. We prove now that RC is a sylowizer of R. Other-
wise there would be a subgroup £ of G such that RCC: S and R is a Hall re-subgroup 
of S. But by hypothesis S satisfies DN-, that is, C is contained in a Hall re'-subgroup 
C in S with S=RC. Hence RQ1 C, and because of CC we have a contradiction since 
C is an absolute -complement of R. 
Conversely, suppose that S is a re-sylowizer of R. Since every subgroup has 
property DK,, so does a Hall re'-subgroup C. By hypothesis R is a Hall re-subgroup 
of S f rom which we have S=RC, that is, Rqj^C. We prove that C is an absolute 
Qi-complement of R. Otherwise C would be contained in an absolute -complement 
C of R. Because of Ro1 C the subgroup C is permutable with R and in the same time 
S=RCcz RC where R is a Hall re-subgroup of RC. This is a contradiction because 
by hypothesis S is a sylowizer of R. It follows that C is an absolute ^ - comple -
ment of R. 
T h e o r e m 6. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn,. Let P be a Hall n-subgroup of P. Then the n-sylowizers of R are con-
jugate with respect to P. 
P r o o f . Let St and S2 be two re-sylowizers of R. By Theorem 5 we have S1 — 
=RC1, Sz=RC2 where Cj and C2 are absolute ^ -complemen t s of R. By Corollary 4 
it» 
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there exists an element a£P such that a~1C1a=C2• I t follows a'1 Sla=a~1RC1a= 
=(a~1Ra)(a~1C1a)—RC2=S2, that is, S± and S2 are conjugate with respect to P. 
In particular, the conditions of Theorem 6 are satisfied fo r solvable groups . 
If TI contains only one pr ime number then we get Theorem 1 of GASCHÜTZ [1]. 
T h e o r e m 7. Let G be a finite group such that every subgroup of G has the 
property Dn.. Let P be a Hall n-subgroup of G and R a subgroup of P. Suppose that 
G—PH where H is a Hall n'-subgroup of G. Then the n-sylowizers of R are conjugate if 
one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
a) G=NG{R)-NG{H\ 
b) G=NG(C1)-NG(H), 
c) G = NG(R)-NG(C1).JVC(H), 
where Cx is a relative o^-complement of R in a sylowizer of R. 
P r o o f , a) Let S1 and S2 be two sylowizers of R. By Theorem 5 we have S1=RC1, 
S2=RC2. We may suppose that CjQH (property £>„.). Again by proper ty DK, the 
subgroup C2 is contained in a conjugate a"1 Ha where a£NG(R) in virtue of a). 
However then Ci and C 2 as the only relative ¿^-complements in H and 
in a_1Ha, respectively, are also conjugate: C2~a~xCxa, tha t is, S2=RC2 = 
=Ra-1C1a=a~1Raa~1C1a=a-1S1a. 
b) In this case we prove that S 1 = i ? C 1 is the only sylowizer of R in G. Suppose 
that R has two sylowizers S1—RC1, S2=RC2 (ClQH). By hypothesis C2 is conta ined 
in b~xHb where b(iNG{Cx). I t follows C^H^b^Hb. But RCX and RC2 are 
sylowizers of R and Clt C2 are contained in b~xHb. So we have Cx = C 2 . 
c) Again let S1(=RC1) and S2(—RC2)be two sylowizers of R in G and CXQH. 
By hypothesis (property D¿) there are two elements a£NG(R), b£Na(C¿) such 
that C^QabHb^a-1 f r om which we get C2=ab C^b^a'1 with C3QH. Hence 
a~1Ra=R is permutable with bC^b~x. But bC3b-1<gbHb~i, tha t is, C x and bC3b~x 
are relative ^ - c o m p l e m e n t s of R in bHb-1, that is, C1 = CS. Thereby we get C 2 = 
a C j a - 1 . 
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J . L. Bauer—G. Goos, Informatik, Teil ]—II (Heidelberger Taschenbücher, Sammlung Infor-
matik, Bd. 80—91), XiI+213, X1I+.200 Seiten, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer Ver-
jag, 1971. 
Die stürmische Entwicklung der elektronischen Rechenanlagen in den letzten 15 Jahren hat 
an vielen Universitäten und Hochschulen die neue Studienrichtung Informatik (oder „computer 
science") zum Leben gerufen. Das vorliegende Buch ist aus den an der TU München gehaltenen. 
Vorlesungen der Verfasser und anderer prominenter Persönlichkeiten der Informatik entstanden. 
Sein Ziel ist, wie auch der Untertitel betont, „eine einführende Übersicht" über diesen neuen Wis-
senschaftszweig, und seine Querverbindungen zu anderen Disziplinen zu schaffen. 
Die Darstellung geht vom Allgemeinen zum Speziellen, primär ist die Programmierung und 
sekundär die Maschine. Diese „top-down" Aufbau möchte ungewöhnlich sein für diejenigen, die 
ihre Kenntnisse parallel mit der Entwicklung der Computerwissenschaft erworben haben, man 
muß aber bedenken, daß das Buch für eine andere Generation geschrieben wurde. Großer Vorteil 
des Buches ist, daß die Verfasser die mit der Darstellung formaler Sprachen oft verbundene Schwer-
fälligkeit vermeiden konnten, ohne die Exaktheit zu beeinträchtigen. Um außer einer einführenden 
Übersicht eine wirkliche Einführung in die Informatik zu bekommen, soll der Anfänger auch viele 
Übungsaufgaben lösen, selbstständig Programme schreiben. In das Buch sind keine Aufgaben 
aufgenommen, jedoch wird es in Aussicht gestellt, daß das entsprechende Übungmaterial in einem 
separaten Band derselben Reihe herausgegeben wird. 
Die Ausstattung des Buches ist übersichtlich, die vielen Abbildungen und Programmbeispiele 
erhöhen wesentlich die Verständlichkeit. 
Die Kapiteltitel sind: 1. Information und Nachricht; 2. Begriffliche Grundlagen der Program-
mierung; 3. Maschinenorientierte algorithmische Sprachen; 4. Schaltnetze und Schaltwerke; 5. Dy-
namische Speicherverteilung; 6. Hintergrundspeicher und Verkehr mit der Außenwelt, Grund-
programme; 7. Automaten und formale Sprachen; 8. Syntaktische und semantische Definition 
algorithmischer Sprachen. Anhänge über Datenendgeräte und Geschichte der Informatik vervoll-
ständigen das Buch. 
D. Vermes (Szeged) 
Sterling K. Berberian, Lectures in Functional Analysis and Operator Theory (Graduate Texts 
in Mathematics, Vol. 15), 1X+345 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1974. 
This book is a useful introduction to several chapters of Functional Analysis and Operator 
Theory, in which the author's personal style blends with the styles of such masters of exposition 
as Haimos, Kaplansky, and Bourbaki. It begins with an "apéritif": Gelfand's functional analytic 
proof of Wiener's theorem on the reciprocal of an absolutely convergent Fourier series. Chapters: 
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1. Topological Groups; 2. Topological Vector Spaces, 3. Convexity; 4. Normed Spaces, Banach 
Spaces, Hilbert Spaces; 5. Category; 6. Banach Algebras; 7. C'*-Algebras; 8. Miscellaneous Applica-
tions. Among these applications we find e.g. a formulation of the spectral theorem for normal opera-
tors, introduction to von Neumann algebras, group representations, the character group of an 
LCA group. (Spectral measure and spectral integral representation are nowhere mentioned.) There 
are many 'exercises' listed. A 10 page 'Hints, Notes, and References' and a Bibliography of 150 
titles conclude the book. 
Bela Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
János Bognár, Indefinite Inner Product Spaces (Ergebnisse der Mathematik und ihrer Grenz-
gebiete, Band 78), I X + 223 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1974. — 
DM. 48 —. 
This book is an excellent foundation of the theory of indefinite inner product spaces, and 
gives a good starting point for studying special topics and applications of this area. Results of a 
number of authors are discussed in a clear, elegant manner. 
The book consists of nine chapters preceeded by a short "Preface". In Chapter I the basic 
notions are introduced and analysed. In Chapter II linear operators are discussed in an indefinite 
inner product space without topology (among others: isometric and symmetric operators, plus-
operators and Cayley transformations). In Chapter III and IV several topologies are introduced, 
their connections to each other and to the inner product are explained. Relations are studied between 
the topologies and the orthogonal companion, the existence of projections, etc. Chapter V deals 
with the geometry of Krein spaces (non-degenerate, decomposable, complete spaces). The main 
topic of Chapter VI is unitary and selfadjoint operators in Krein spaces, especially their continuity 
and the location of their spectra. In Chapter VII positive operators (especially plus-operators) 
are discussed in Krein spaces. Chapter IX is devoted to Pontrjagin spaces and their operators. 
At the end of each chapter there are given Notes which contain partly historical and other 
comments related to the main text, partly a survey of the literature of advanced topics and applica-
tions not detailed in this book. A carefully prepared list of references is included. 
The book is a complete introduction, contains all of the necessary definitions and gives full 
proofs. However, it is advantageous for the reader to be familiar with the basic facts of linear algebra, 
topology, and Hilbert and Banach space theory. 
The material of the book is lucidly arranged and the exposition is clear. A great number of 
illustrating examples makes the understanding easier. 
E. Durszt (Szeged) 
5th Conference on Optimization Techniques, Part I—II (Lecture Notes in Computer Science 
3—4), Edited by R. Conti and A. Ruberti, XIII + 565, X1II + 389 pages, Berlin—Heidelberg— New 
York, Springer-Verlag, 1973. 
These Proceedings contain the papers presented at the Conference of the International Federa-
tion of Information Processing (1FIP) held in Rome, May 7—11, 1973. The authors' manuscripts 
are reproduced photographically. 
The first part contains the papers of more theoretical nature from the following fields: System 
modelling and identification, distributed systems, game theory, pattern recognition, optimal control, 
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stochastic control, mathematical programming, numerical methods. The second part is devoted to 
application areas as urban and society systems, computer and communication networks, environ-
mental systems, economic models, biological systems. 
The nearly 100 papers of authors from all parts of the globe cover most part of optimiza-
tion theory and related areas, and give a good insight into the fields of recent research. 
D. Vermes (Szeged) 
John B. Conway, Functions of one complex variable (Graduate Text in Mathematics, Band 11), 
XI+313 pages, New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1973. 
This book is a good introduction to the theory of functions of one complex variable. It is 
intended as a textbook for students, familiar with elementary real analysis. In fact, the actual prerequi-
sites for reading the book are quite minimal: mathematical maturity to understand and execute 
e — 5 arguments. 
The text consists of twelve chapters. The first three chapters summarize the basic definitions 
and facts on the complex number system, metric spaces and the topology of the field of complex 
numbers, and elementary properties of analytic functions. Chapter 4 is devoted to complex integra-
tion, which is fundamental in the study of analytic functions. Chapter 5 contains the classification 
of singularities of functions that are analytic in a punctured disk. The next chapter starts with the 
maximum modulus theorem and presents various extensions and applications such as Hadamard's 
three circles theorem and the Phragmen-Lindelof theorem. In Chapter 7 a metric is put on the 
set of all analytic functions on a fixed region, and compactness and convergence properties are 
discussed. Proofs of the Riemann mapping theorem and the Weierstrass factorization theorem are 
obtained as applications. Chapters 1 through 7 are basic and used repeatedly in the rest of the 
book. 
The remaining chapters are independent topics and may be studied in any desired order. 
Chapter 8 presents Runge's theorem and, as a consequence, a more general form of Cauchy's theo-
rem. A theorem of Mittag-Leffler on the existence of meromorphic functions with prescribed 
poles and singular parts is also proved. Chapter 9 studies the problem of analytic continuation and 
introduces the reader to the theory of analytic manifolds and covering spaces. Chapter 10 is devoted 
to the questions of harmonic functions, including a solution of the Dirichlet problem and the introduc-
tion of Green's functions. The subject of the last two chapters is a short outline of the theory of entire 
functions. Chapter 11 gives a complete proof of Hadamard's factorization theorem, while in Chapter 
12 the great theorem of Picard is proved. 
The author's guiding principle is that all definitions, theorems, etc. should be clearly and 
precisely stated. The proofs are given in detail, the connections are pointed out perfectly. Each 
section is followed by exercises, which help the reader understand the ideas presented, extend the 
theory or give applications to other parts of mathematics. The book is supplemented by an appendix 
on the calculus of complex valued functions defined on an interval. 
F. Móricz (Szeged) 
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D. H. Fremlin, Topological Riesz Spaces and Measure Theory, XIV+ 266 pages, Cambridge 
University. Press, 1974. 
The development of the theory of Riesz spaces (vector lattices) was extremely fast (because of 
its connections with functional analysis), however a relatively long time passed until the publica-
tion of the first monographs on the theory. Both in theory and applications Luxemburg's and Zaanen's 
book can be regarded as the first monograph on the subject; in the field of further applications 
this was followed by Fremlin's book reviewed here. In the preface the author writes: "My aim ... 
is to identify those concepts in measure theory which have most affected functional analysis and 
to integrate them into the latter subject in a way consistent with its own structure and habits of 
thought". Since the principal Banach spaces which measure theory has contributed to functional 
analysis are all Riesz spaces in a natural way, and since many of their special properties can be 
derived from their (topological) Riesz space structure, the author presents the material within 
the framework of an abstract theory dealing with topological Riesz spaces. 
Chapters 1 and 2 elaborate the basic concepts and results of the theory of topological Riesz 
spaces, in particular, of L- and M-spaces. 
Chapters 3 to 5 are devoted to the study of dual spaces, Riesz spaces over Boolean rings and 
measure algebras, respectively. By using the results of the previous chapters, the last three chapters 
deal with measure theory and, among others, include the Radon—Nikodym theorem and the Riesz 
theorem concerning the integral representability of linear functionasl on spaces of continuous func-
tions. 
The elaboration of the book is rigorously exact. 
A. P. Huhn (Szeged) 
H. G. Garnir—M. de Wilde—F. Schmets, Analyse fonctionnelle. Théorie constructive des espaces 
linéaires à semi-normes. Tome I: Theorie générale, X + 562 pages, 1968. Tome II : Mesure et intégration 
dans l'espace euclidien, 287 pages, 1972. (Lehrbiicher und Monographien aus dem Gebiete der 
Exakten Wissenschaften, Mathematische Reihe, Bd. 36—37.) Basel—Stuttgart, Birkhâuser Verlag. 
Le tome I expose la théorie générale des espaces linéaires à semi-normes ou espaces vectoriels 
topologiques localement convexes. L'intention des auteurs est ce que la lecture de l'ouvrage exige 
seulement une connaissance d'analyse élémentaire et ils réussissent à la réaliser par l'utilisation 
systématique des semi-normes et en évitant les moyens topologiques tant que possible. Les raisonne-
ments sont constructifs, ils suivent l'épigraphe de l'Introduction: „11 faut attacher une bien autre 
importance aux exemples qui n'utilisent pas l'axiome de Zermelo qu'à ceux qui l'utilisent." D'autre 
part, l'ouvrage renferme tous les résultats importants de la théorie; quelques titres nous en con-
vainquent: Limite inductive, produit, quotient; Prolongement des fonctionnelles linéaires bornées; 
Ensembles équibornés; Duaux particuliers; Espaces nucléaires; Fonctionnelles bilinéaires et produits 
tensoriels; Espaces d'opérateurs bornés; Théorie spectrale des opérateurs bornés. 
Cependent, on peut douter que l'exclusion de la topologie soit justifiée. La topologie n'est 
pas une théorie étrange de nos jours. Beaucoup de notions et relations introduites dans le livre 
seraient simplement liées entre elles justement par la théorie de la topologie. D'autre part, il est 
déplorable que la définition des applications linéaires bornées resp. continues n'est pas celle qu'on 
emploit usuellement. Aussi, beaucoup de notations ne sont pas celles familières et on peut reprocher 
le manque d'un tableau de notations. 
11 n'y a aucun exemple dans le tome I. Le tome III — à paraître — est prédestiné à servir 
des exemples, traitant de la théorie des espaces linéaires à semi-normes particulières et des espaces 
Hilbertiens. 
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Le tome II sert de base à l'étude des espaces de suites, de fonctions, de distributions, qui feront 
l'objet du tome III. La pluspart de ce volume est indépendente du tome I. Les mesures sont définies 
à priori sur les semi-intervalles dans un ouvert d'un espace euclidien et sont à valeurs complexes. 
Partant des fonctions étagées sur les semi-intervalles, on définit les fonctions intégrables et on 
démontre leurs propriétés essentielles par la méthode des suites de Cauchy. On passe ensuite à un 
traitement des fonctions et des ensembles boréliens. Un chapitre est consacré aux relations entre 
mesures et on considère aussi l'intégration de fonctions à valeurs dans un espace linéaire à semi-
normes et des mesures à valeurs dans un espace linéaire à semi-normes. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
K. P. Hadder, Mathematik für Biologen (Heidelberger Taschenbücher, Bd. 129), IX + 232 
Seiten, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, Springer-Verlag, 1974. 
Die heutigen biologischen Wissenschaften brauchen immer mehr mathematische Hilfsmittel, 
dementsprechend enthält dieses kleine Buch auch eine ausgebreitete mathematische Einführung. 
Neben dem systematischen Aufbau der Differential- und Integralrechnung und der linearen Algebra 
findet man mehrere Paragraphen über Differentialgleichungen und einige über Wahrscheinlichkeits-
rechnung und mathematische Statistik. 
Das Buch folgt eine moderne und exakte Terminologie; Sätze, deren Beweise tiefliegender sind, 
werden natürlich ohne Beweis mitgeteilt. Die interessantesten Teile sind aber die biologischen 
Anwendungen der mathematischen Hilfsmittel: Räuber—Beute-Modelle, Selektionsmodelle, ein 
Nervenmodell, die Entwicklung der Populationen, die Gleichgewichtszustände und ihre Stabilitäts-
fragen werden ausführlich diskutiert. 
K. Tandon (Szeged) 
P. R. Haimos, 
Finite-Dimensional Vector Spaces (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics), VIII+ 200 pages. 
Naive Set Theory (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics), VII +104 pages. 
Lectures on Boolean Algebras, VII + 147 pages. 
Measure Theory (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 18), X I + 304 pages. 
A Hilbert Space Problem Book (Graduate Texts in Mathematics, Vol. 19), XVII+ 365 pages. 
New York—Heidelberg—Berlin, Springer-Verlag, 1974. 
The books are new editions of the well-known earlier ones. Seven, eleven, sixteen, and twenty 
four years after their first editions the books kept to be modern, interesting and brilliant. 
From a preface of the author: "The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics." 
"The right way to read mathematics is first to read the definitions of the concepts and the state-
ments of the theorems and then, putting the book aside, to try discover the appropriate proofs." 
We can add that the right way to teach mathematics is to give such lectures and to write such books 
that the listeners or readers be able to understand easily the motivation of definitions and to grasp 
the core of the statements. The high popularity of Haimos' books proves that the author succeeded 
in teaching mathematics to his readers in the right way. 
One of the greatest merits of Haimos' texts lies in their clear structure, simple draft, con-
sequent and suggestive notations which set them up as a model for modern texts and monographs 
in mathematics. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged) 
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Ronald Larsen, An Introduction to the Theory of Multipliers (Die Grundlehren der mathemati-
schen Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Bd. 175), X X + 282 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, 1971. 
The concept of a multiplier first appears in attempts to describe those sequences {c„} for which 
Ic„a„eint is a Fourier series whenever Ea„etnt is such. Multipliers enjoy much past and recent 
attention. There are now several definitions of a multiplier and one can be meaningful while the 
other is not; however, in many important cases they are all meaningful and equivalent. It is not 
generally known if any two of them are equivalent, provided that they are meaningful. One possible 
definition (in the commutative case) is the following: Let G be a locally compact Abelian group 
and X, Y topological linear spaces of (equivalence classes of) functions or measures defined on G. 
Then a multiplier for the pair (X, Y) is any continuous linear mapping of X into Y which commutes 
with the operators that the group translations induce in X and Y. In many cases the functions or 
measures/considered have Fourier transforms / ( o n the dual group G). In these cases, by another 
customany definition, a multiplier is a linear transformation T from X to Y such that (Tf)~= <pf 
for each f€X and some function <p on G. Still another definition determines a multiplier for a com-
mutative Banach algebra as a mapping T of the algebra under consideration into itself for which 
T(xy)=x(Ty) holds for any elements x, y of the algebra. This definition is not as a rule meaningful 
or valid in all cases mentioned above; however, it can often be established for certain subsets of 
X and Y. 
The book concentrates on the characterization problem of multipliers from the functional 
analytic point of view. Only the commutative version of the theory is presented; however, some 
non-commutative results are also treated and there are references to such results. The first chapter 
is a prologue, in which the multipliers for the pair (L^G), L ^ G j ) are studied. Two subsequent 
chapters discuss multipliers of Banach algebras and commutative //^-algebras. After this the book 
studies in five chapters the multipliers for the pairs {X, Y) where X and Y are the spaces LP(G) 
(1 s / i s » ) , the space C0(G) of all complex valued continuous functions which vanish at infinity, 
the dual space of C0(G) with the weak-star topology, the space of bounded regular complex valued 
Borel measures on G, the Banach algebras AP(G) of elements in Li(G) whose Fourier transforms 
belong to LP(G), and the Hardy spaces of compact connected Abelian groups with ordered duals. 
At the end of each chapter the author indicates some sources of the material developed in the 
chapter in question. Some applications of the theory of multipliers are also presented. A number of 
appendices facilitates the reading of the book. 
J. Szücs (Szeged) 
Fonctions analytiques de plusieurs variables et analyse complexe (Série „Agora Mathematica" 
dirigée par P. Lelong, vol. 1), VI1I + 272 pages, Gauthier-Villars, Paris, 1974. 
Ce volume contient les exposés des communications faites au Colloque International du 
C. N. R. S., organisé sur l'initiative de P. Lelong à Paris, 14—20 juin 1972. Les 29 exposés, écrits 
par des spécialistes, recouvrent une grande partie des recherches actuelles dans le domaine d'Analyse 
complexe. Ils se dirigent en particulier vers les sujets suivants: a) Fonctions analytiques de n variables 
complexes; géométrie analytique; singularités, b) Analyse complexe, fonctions plurisousharmoniques 
et functions analytiques dans les espaces vectoriels topologiques, c) Problèmes de cohomologie à 
croissance et solutions constructives. 
Béla Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
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J. and R. Nevanlinna, Absolute Analysis (Die Grundlehren der mathematischen Wissenschaften 
in Einzeldarstellungen mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Anwendungsgebiete, Band 102), 11 + 270 
pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1973. 
This second edition is a translation of the authors' monograph which appeared in 1959 in 
German. 
It presénts a systematic account of an absolute, coordinate and dimension free infinitesimal 
vector calculus. The elimination of coordinates signifies a gain not only in a formal sense. It leads 
to a greater unity and simplicity in the theory of functions of arbitrarily many variables; the algebraic 
structure of analysis is clarified, the geometric aspects of linear algebra become more prominent, 
and these promote the formation of new ideas and methods. 
The presentation is in general restricted to the finite dimensional case, i.e., to the theory of 
finitely many variables. At the same time it lies in the nature of the methods that they can be applied, 
either directly or with certain simple modifications, to the case of Hilbert or Banach spaces of infinitely 
many dimensions. 
The book consists of six chapters, an index, and a short but effective bibliography. Chapter I 
contains the fundamentals of linear algebra and analytic geometry of finite dimensional spaces. 
The central problems of differential calculus are developed in Chapter II. Because of the great 
significance of the theory of implicit functions, two different methods for the inversion problem 
are presented. Chapter III is devoted to integral calculus and Chapter IV to the theory of differential 
equations. As an application of the preceding chapters, the basic features of the classical curve 
theory and of the Gaussian surface theory are presented in Chapter V. In this new edition, a survey 
of the elements of Riemannian geometry has been added in Chapter VI. This edition also differs 
at several other points from the first one. In particular, the theory of implicit functions in Chapters 
II and IV on differential equations have been substantially reworked and extended. 
The presentation of the book is concise but always clear and well-readable. It can be recom-
mended to everybody familiar with the usual, coordinate-based, structure of the elements of infinites-
imal calculus. It seems that the absolute infinitesimal calculus can be advantageously used not only 
in mathematics, but also in theoretical physics. 
F. Móricz (Szeged) 
J. C. Oxtoby, Maß und Kategorie (Hochschultext), VII+11! Seiten, Berlin—Heidelberg— 
New York, Springer-Verlag, 1971. 
Der Bairesche Kategorie-Satz erlaubt uns mathematische Objekte, die sonst schwer zu sehen 
wären, sichtbar zu machen, und er kann bei der Formulierung von Existenzsätzen besonders nütz-
lich sein. Das Kategorie-Studium dient jedoch auch noch einem anderen Zweck, namentlich fügt es 
der Maßtheorie neue Perspektiven hinzu. 
Das Buch behandelt hauptsächlich zwei Themenkreise: den Baireschen Kategorie-Satz als 
Hilfsmittel für Existenzbeweise, sowie die „Dualität" zwischen Maß und Kategorie. Es gibt auch 
eine kurze Einführung in die Grundlagen der Baireschen Kategorie-Theorie und in die grundlegenden 
Eigenschaften des Lebesgueschen Maßes. Außerdem werden einige Begriffe aus der metrischen und 
der allgemeinen Topologie eingeführt, um viele Beispiele für die Anwendung der Baireschen Kate-
•gorie-Methoden geben zu können. 
Vom Leser werden lediglich grundlegende Kenntnisse aus der Analysis und eine gewisse 
Vertrautheit mit der Mengenlehre vorausgesetzt. 
T. Matolcsi (Szeged-) 
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G. Preuss, Allgemeine Topologie (Hochschultext), VIII+ 488 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, 1972. 
This book is based on lectures held by the author at the University of Berlin during the sum-
mers 1970—71. It is intended as an introduction into set theoretical topology, without special pre-
requisites. Thus it is offered to anyone interested in topology and mature enough to understand 
abstract mathematical thinking. 
The book consists of 11 Chapters. Chapter 0 presents the set theoretical background needed 
for the rest of the book. Chapter 1 introduces the notion of topological spaces (it gives several dif-
ferent mutually equivalent definitions), and then defines continuity. This chapter also deals with 
the category theoretical foundations of topology. Chapter 2 brings to the reader the modern theory 
of limit: it presents the fundamentals of filter Convergence and ultrafilters. Chapter 3 deals with 
weakest and finest topologies and their category theoretical aspects. Chapter 4 is devoted to the 
systematic study of separation axioms. Chapter 5 studies the classical concept of connectedness 
and its generalizations. Chapter 6 is devoted to the study of the interplay between separation and 
connectedness. After this, in Chapter 7, an account is given of several concepts of compactness, 
and quasicompact and locally compact spaces are studied. This chapter ends with a quite detailed 
study of compactifications. Chapter 8 is devoted to some modern aspects of set theoretical topology. 
The reader can skip this chapter for the first reading of the book without disturbing the study of 
the remaining chapters. Chapter 9 summarizes the basic notions and results concerning uniform 
spaces. It also treats the problem of uniformibilify and mstrizability. The concluding chapter 10 is 
devoted to the study of proximity spaces. • • 
The book ends with a rich collection of exercises, which help the reader understand the main text. 
László Gehér (Szeged) 
H. Rademacher, Topics in Analytic Number Theory (Die Grundlehren der mathematischen 
Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen mit besonderer Berücksichtigung der Anwendungsgebiete, 
Band 169), IX+320 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1973. 
At the time of Professor Rademacher's death in 1969, the manuscript of the present work was 
already completed. The editors had only to supply a few bibliographical references and to correct 
a few misprints and errors. 
The text consists of four parts, divided into fifteen chapters. The book is supplemented with 
the editors' notes, a short but effective bibliography, and an index. 
The first five chapters constitute Part 1, which is devoted to the basic analytic tools employed, 
such as the Bernoulli polynomials and numbers, the Euler—MacLaurin sum formula, the /"-func-
tion and Mellin's theory, the Phragmén—Lindelöf theorem, the Poisson sum formula, and various 
applications of these topics. 
Part II deals with the special functions that are of fundamental importance in analytic number 
theory. Particular attention is paid to the Riemann (-function and to the connection between the 
prime-number theorem and the zeros of the C-function. The proof of the prime number theorem 
and the role that the location of the zeros of ((z) in the "critical strip" 0 < R e (z)< 1 plays in the 
whole theory of the distribution of prime numbers are treated in Chapters 6—-7. The error term in 
the prime-number theorem is obtained with the aid of Dirichlet series. In Chapter 8 Eisenstein 
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series and modular forms are considered. Chapter 9 introduces the notion of the Dedekind func-
tion >¡(r) and the Dedekind sums, and proves the formula of reciprocity of the Dedekind sums. 
The close connection between the reciprocity formula for Dedekind sums and the Jacobi residue 
symbol is also indicated. In Chapter 10 the theory of ^-functions is developed, while Chapter 11 
contains the main properties of elliptic functions and their applications to number theory. 
The results of Part III are mainly based on the method of formal power series. This method 
•compares the coefficients of two different expansions of the same function and interpretes them in 
an arithmetical way, where the question of convergence plays no role, since the arguments are 
purely formal and concern only formal power series. The formal power series themselves form a 
commutative ring with unit and without zero divisors, provided the coefficients are taken from a 
ring of the same type. In Chapter 12 the connection between formal power series and the theory 
of partitions is described. Chapter 13 is a detailed account of Ramanujan's congruences and identities. 
The proofs, following Ramanujan, are given by means of formal power series. Independently, 
Schur had rediscovered these identities and employed the important "Gaussian polynomials" in 
his proof. Schur's proof gives some deeper arithmetical insight into the structure of these formulae. 
If one replaces the indeterminate by a complex variable z, the formal power series becomes 
a power series in the usual sense to which the concept of convergence applies. Convergent power 
series represent analytic functions and the formal identities become equations for analytic func-
tions. This step opens the whole store of analytic tools for the treatment of arithmetical problems 
in additive number theory. Part IV contains the description of the analytic theory of partitions 
(Chapter 14) as well as the application of the circle method to modular forms of positive dimension 
(Chapter 15). 
The book has been carefully and accurately written. The style is tight, with hardly a word 
wasted. There is a lack of motivation at some places, and some of the theorems are stated without 
background explanations. 
The work contains a wealth of information in a concise and polished form, accurate from 
the viewpoint of rigorous analysis. It can be used as a textbook for students of graduate courses, 
but it is a useful reading also for mature mathematicians interested in analytic number theory. 
F. Móricz (Szeged) 
Leopold Schmetterer, Introduction to Mathematical Statistics (Die Grundlehren der mathemati-
schen Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Bd. 202), VII+ 502 pages, Springer-Verlag, Berlin— 
Heidelberg—New York, 1974. 
This is an English translation of the second German edition of the author's book "Einführung 
in die mathematische Statistik" published also by Springer-Verlag. Some changes had been made 
during the preparation of the translation: misprints hade been corrected, proofs had been altered, 
new results had been included and the bibliography had been supplemented with new references. 
The book, as it is now presented, is a very accurate and systematic introduction into the modern 
theory of mathematical statistics. It can be recommended especially to those who have already 
acquired sufficient knowledge from real function theory and linear algebra and want to put their 
knowledge of mathematical statistics on a wider and more solid base. 
K. Tandori (Szeged) 
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D. R. Smart, Fixed point theorems (Cambridge Tracts in Mathematics, Volume 66), VIII + 93 
pages, Syndics of the Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1974. 
The book is an introduction, from the point of view of the functional analyst, to fixed point 
theorems and their applications. The only prerequisite it requires is a minimal knowledge of func-
tional analysis, so it will be very useful for graduate students. For its small size the book deals with 
a considerably wide range of results. It presents several fixed point theorems for individual (one-
and many-valued) mappings of different kinds, commuting and non-commuting families of mappings 
and also for mappings obtained by continuous deformation. Among others, fixed points of con-
tractions of several kinds; Brouwer's fixed point theorem and its generalizations: the theorems 
of Schauder, TychonofF and Rothe; furthermore, the fixed point theorems of Browder—Potter, 
Krasnoselskii, Leray—Schauder, Schaefer, Kakutani—Markov, and Ryll—Nardzewski are dis-
cussed. Fixed point theorems are applied to differential equations, the theory of games and are used 
to prove the existence of some invariant means such as the Haar measure on compact groups, the 
invariant mean on almost periodic functions, and the Banach limit. 
In the book algebraic topology is used only in Chapter 10 where the discussion is only intuitive 
with references to rigorous arguments. Proofs are mostly complete and always easy to understand. 
However, there are a few incomplete proofs (for example, the first proof of Brouwer's theorem 
relies on the fact that the «-sphere is non-contractible, which is not proved in the book). In such 
cases references to complete proofs are always provided. 
The book consists of 11 chapter, most of them also contain exercises. An index and a bibliog-
raphy are included. 
J. Szucs (Szeged) 
B. L. van der Waerden, Group Theory and Quantum Mechanics (Die Grundlehren der mathe-
matischen Wissenschaften in Einzeldarstellungen, Bd. 214), VIII + 211 pages, Springer-Verlag, 
Berlin—Heidelberg—New York, 1974. 
The original, German edition of this book appeared in 1932, in the same series. It is with 
nostalgy that the reviewer recalls how he was influenced, as a young student, by reading this book. 
Not only did he learn from it this — at that time so novel — method, the role of group representa-
tions in the theory of atomic and molecular spectra, but he was also fascinated by the clear and 
concise way of exposition. 
The present English edition is not a mere translation. Indeed, the whole volume was rewritten 
so that it has become longer by a third, and a large amount of newer development is taken into 
consideration. (Curiously enough, Chapter 6, on Molecule Spectra, which "was too much con-
densed in the German edition", has become shorter by a third.) 
Bela Sz.-Nagy (Szeged) 
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E. S. Wentzel—L. A. Owtscharow, Aufgabensammlung zur Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung, 
353 Seiten, Berlin, Akademie Verlag, 1973. 
Das vorliegende Buch ist eine stark überarbeitete Übersetzung des russischen Originals. Es 
besteht aus zehn Kapiteln, die außer des Standard-Stoffes der Wahrscheinlichkeitsrechnung auch 
die Gebiete der stationären und Markowschen Prozesse umfassen. Neben den wohlbekannten 
Würfel- und Urnenproblemen behandeln viele Aufgaben auch reale Anwendungen z. B. aus dem 
Militärwesen, Technik und Bedienungstheorie, jedoch kann man nicht sagen, daß durch Lösung 
dieser Aufgaben der Leser einen Überblick über alle Anwendungsgebiete der Wahrscheinlich-
rechnung erhält. 
Am Anfang jedes Kapitels werden die wichtigsten theoretischen Grundlagen zusammengefaßt. 
Zu jeder Aufgabe wird das Ergebnis, bei komplizierteren Problemen auch die ganze Lösung an-
gegeben. Damit eignet sich die Aufgabensammlung gut zum Selbststudium. Auswahl und Schwierig-
keit der Aufgaben sind an die Erfordernisse der Ingenieur-Ausbildung abgestimmt. Tabellen der 
Poisson- und Normalverteilung vervollständigen das Buch. 
D. Vermes (Szeged) 
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